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BELFAST CITY COUNCIL
SUMMONS TO ATTEND THE MONTHLY MEETING OF THE COUNCIL
TO:
THE LORD MAYOR, ALDERMEN AND THE COUNCILLORS OF BELFAST
CITY COUNCIL
Notice is hereby given that the monthly meeting of the Council will be held
remotely, via Microsoft Teams, on Thursday, 7th January, 2021 at 6.00 pm, for the
transaction of the following business:
1.

Summons

2.

Apologies

3.

Declarations of Interest

4.

Minutes of the Council (Pages 1 - 18)

5.

Official Announcements

6.

Minutes

7.

a)

Strategic Policy and Resources Committee (Pages 19 - 82)

b)

Extract of Minutes of Strategic Policy and Resources Committee of 23rd
October, 2020 (Pages 83 - 88)

c)

People and Communities Committee (Pages 89 - 106)

d)

City Growth and Regeneration Committee (Pages 107 - 134)

e)

Licensing Committee (Pages 135 - 148)

f)

Planning Committee (Pages 149 - 182)

g)

Brexit Committee (Pages 183 - 192)

Motions
a)

Health and Social Care Workers: Thank You Payment (Pages 193 - 194)

b)

Uplift on Universal Credit (Pages 195 - 196)

c)

Black Lives Matter Demonstrations (Pages 197 - 198)

d)

30 by 30 Biodiversity Campaign (Pages 199 - 200)

e)

Creating Better Access into the Hills (Pages 201 - 202)

The Members of Belfast City Council are hereby summoned to attend.

Chief Executive
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Agenda Item 4
Council
MEETING OF BELFAST CITY COUNCIL

Held Remotely via Microsoft Teams on Tuesday, 1st December, 2020
at 6.00 p.m., pursuant to notice.
Members present:

The Right Honourable the Lord Mayor
(Alderman McCoubrey) (Chairperson);
The Deputy Lord Mayor (Councillor McCusker);
The High Sheriff (Councillor Verner);
Aldermen Copeland, Dorrian, Haire, Kingston,
Rodgers and Sandford; and
Councillors Baker, Beattie, Black, Bradley, Brooks,
Bunting, Canavan, Carson, Cobain, Matt Collins,
Michael Collins, Corr, De Faoite, Donnelly, Ferguson,
Flynn, Garrett, Gormley, Groogan, Hanvey, Heading,
Howard, Hussey, Hutchinson, M. Kelly, T. Kelly, Kyle,
Long, Lyons, Magee, Magennis, Maskey, McAllister,
McAteer, McCabe, McCullough,
McDonough-Brown, McKeown, McLaughlin,
McMullan, McReynolds, Mulholland, Murphy,
Newton, Nicholl, O’Hara, Pankhurst, Smyth, Spratt,
Walsh and Whyte.
Summons

The Chief Executive submitted the summons convening the meeting.
Apologies
No apologies were reported.
Declarations of Interest
Alderman Kingston declared an interest in relation to the item 6.a) Minutes of the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee, under the heading Covid-19 Christmas
Response Funding, in that he was employed by the Greater Shankill Partnership;
Councillor Verner declared an interest in relation to the item 6.a) Minutes of the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee, under the heading Covid-19 Christmas
Response Funding, in that she was employed by the Greater Shankill Partnership;
Alderman Copeland declared an interest in relation to the item 7.g) Funding for
Palliative and End-of-Life Care, in that she was employed as a counsellor for a Hospice
in Belfast;
Councillor McKeown declared an interest in respect of the following motions: item
7.b) Pay for Student Nurses, 7.c) Re-Opening Doctors Surgeries, 7.d) Zero-Covid
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Strategy, 7.g) Funding for Palliative and End-of-Life Care, in that he was employed by the
Health Service;
Councillor Maskey declared an interest in relation to the item 6.a) Minutes of the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee, under the heading Covid-19 Christmas
Response Funding, in that he was employed by Intercomm;
Councillor Gormley declared an interest in relation to the item 6.a) Minutes of the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee, under the heading Covid-19 Christmas
Response Funding, in that he was a board member of LORAG;
Councillor Cobain declared an interest in relation to the item 6.a) Minutes of the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee, under the heading Covid-19 Christmas
Response Funding, in that he was a member of Intercomm;
Councillor McCabe declared an interest in relation to the item 6.a) Minutes of the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee, under the heading Covid-19 Christmas
Response Funding, in that her husband was employed by Upper Andersonstown
Community Forum;
Councillor Hutchinson declared an interest in relation to the item 6.a) Minutes of
the Strategic Policy and Resources Committee, under the heading Covid-19 Christmas
Response Funding, in that he was employed by an organisation who was the lead partner
for LCAP; and
Councillor Canavan declared an interest in relation to the item 6.a) Minutes of the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee, under the heading Covid-19 Christmas
Response Funding, in that she was a board member of the Greater Shankill Partnership.
Minutes of the Council
Moved by the Lord Mayor (Alderman McCoubrey),
Seconded by Councillor Black and
Resolved - That the minutes of the proceedings of the monthly
meetings of the Council of 2nd and 19th November be taken as read and
signed as correct.
Official Announcements
The Lord Mayor, on behalf of the Council, extended congratulations to Councillor
Maskey on his recent engagement; and
Councillor O’Hara thanked Councillor Nicholl for her work towards City Hall being
illuminated red on World Aids Day and called on Elected Members to recommit to
addressing stigma, to ensure that there was adequate access to healthcare and
preventative services, relationship and sex education that was fit for purpose, and to
ensure that those communities most disproportionately affected by HIV, were centred in
that work.
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Minutes
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee
Moved by Councillor Black,
Seconded by Councillor Bunting,
That the Minutes of the proceedings of the Strategic Policy and
Resources Committee of 20th and 26th November, 2020, omitting matters
in respect of which the Council has delegated its powers to the Committee,
be approved and adopted.
The information contained in the report associated with the following
amendment is restricted in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 6 of the Local
Government Act(Northern Ireland) 2014.
Amendment 1
Council Assets Rental Holiday and
St. George’s Market – Financial Implications
Moved by Councillor Groogan,
Seconded by Councillor McDonough-Brown,
“That the decision of the Special Strategic Policy and Resources
Committee of 26th November, under the heading “Council Assets Rental
Holiday and St. George’s Market – Financial Implications”, be rejected and
accordingly the Council agrees to waive the rental fees for stallholders in
St. George’s market and to defer the request relating to the units to allow
for further information to be provided."
The Council proceeded to vote on the matter, with twenty Members for and thirtysix against and it was declared lost.
Amendment 2
Commercial and Procurement Service - Pricing Policy
Moved by Councillor Ferguson,
Seconded by Councillor Groogan,
“That the decision of the Strategic Policy and Resources Committee of
20th November, under the heading “Commercial and Procurement Service
- Pricing Policy”, be rejected and accordingly the Council agrees that the
matter would be reconsidered by the Strategic Policy and Resources
Committee.”
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On a recorded vote, forty-two Members voted for the amendment and seventeen
against, and it was declared carried.
For 42

Against 17

Councillors Baker, Beattie, Black,
Bradley, Canavan, Carson, Matt Collins,
Michael Collins, Corr, De Faoite,
Donnelly, Ferguson, Flynn, Garrett,
Gormley, Groogan, Hanvey, Heading,
Howard, Hutchinson, M. Kelly, Kyle,
Long, Lyons, Magee, Magennis, Maskey,
McCabe, McAllister, McAteer,
McDonough-Brown,, McKeown,
McLaughlin, McMullan, McReynolds,
Mulholland, Murphy, Nicholl, O’Hara,
Smyth, Walsh and Whyte.

The Lord Mayor (Alderman McCoubrey);
The High Sheriff (Councillor Verner);
Aldermen Copeland, Dorrian, Haire,
Kingston, Rodgers and Sandford; and
Councillors Brooks, Bunting, Cobain,
Hussey, T. Kelly, McCullough, Newton,
Pankhurst and Spratt.

Amendment 3
Casement Park – Notice of Opinion
Moved by Councillor Matt Collins,
Seconded by Councillor Ferguson,
“That the decision of the Strategic Policy and Resources
Committee of 20th November, under the heading “Casement Park –
Notice of Opinion”, be rejected and accordingly the Council agrees
that the matter would be reconsidered, with delegated authority, at a
special meeting of the Strategic Policy and Resources Committee.”
On a recorded vote, seven Members voted for the amendment and fifty-one
against and it was declared lost.
For 7

Against 51

Councillors, Matt Collins, Michael Collins,
Ferguson, Flynn, Groogan, O’Hara and
Smyth.

The Lord Mayor (Alderman McCoubrey);
The High Sheriff (Councillor Verner);
Aldermen Copeland, Dorrian, Haire,
Kingston, Rodgers and Sandford; and
Councillors Baker, Beattie, Black,
Bradley, Brooks, Bunting, Canavan,
Carson, Cobain, Corr, De Faoite,
Donnelly, Garrett, Gormley, Hanvey,
Heading, Howard Hussey, Hutchinson T.
Kelly, M. Kelly, Kyle, Long, Lyons,
Magee, Magennis, Maskey, , McAllister,
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McAteer, McCabe, McDonough-Brown,
McCullough, McKeown, McLaughlin
McMullan, McReynolds, Mulholland,
Murphy, Newton, Nicholl, Pankhurst,
Spratt, Walsh and Whyte

Amendment 4
Covid-19 Christmas Response Funding
At the request of Councillor Walsh, the Council agreed to amend the minute of the
meeting of 26th November, under the above mentioned heading, to provide that authority
was delegated to the special meeting of the Strategic Policy and Resources Committee,
to decide on how the remaining Department for Communities funding would be allocated.
Adoption of Minutes
Subject to the foregoing amendments, the minutes of the proceedings of the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee of 20th and 26th November, omitting matters
in respect of which the Council has delegated its powers to the Committee, were approved
and adopted.
People and Communities Committee
Moved by Councillor Baker,
Seconded by Councillor McLaughlin and
That the Minutes of the proceedings of the People and Communities
Committee of 10th November, 2020 be approved and adopted.
Amendment 1
Proposed improvements to Parks and Open Spaces
At the request of Councillor Kyle, the Council agreed to amend the minute of the
meeting of 10th November, under the above mentioned heading, to provide that the
Council write to the Department for Infrastructure to request that it prioritises design,
funding and completion of its public consultation regarding the installation of lighting on
the Comber Greenway, and engage in discussion with the Council regarding future
ownership and management of the Greenway.
Adoption of Minutes
Subject to the foregoing amendment, the minutes of the proceedings of the People
and Communities Committee of 10th November, were approved and adopted.
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City Growth and Regeneration Committee
Moved by Councillor Brooks,
Seconded by Alderman Kingston and
That the Minutes of the proceedings of the City Growth and
Regeneration Committee of 11th and 24th November, 2020 be approved
and adopted.
Amendment 1
NI High Street Taskforce and Future City Centre Programme
At the request of Councillor Heading, the Council agreed to amend the minute of
the meeting of 11th November, under the above mentioned heading, to provide that, the
All-Party Forum, convened following its special meeting held on 2nd August, 2019, to
secure the continued operation of the Harland and Wolff Shipyard, be reconvened to
engage with local stakeholders, retail units and Trade Unions in order to inform the NI
High Street Task Force that had been proposed by the Northern Ireland Executive.
Amendment 2
Department for Infrastructure Roads - Autumn Report
At the request of Councillor Hanvey, the Council agreed to amend the minute of
the meeting of 24th November, under the above mentioned heading, to provide that the
Council write to the Department for Infrastructure to ask for clarity on its position on
increasing sustainable transport in Belfast.
Adoption of Minutes
Subject to the foregoing amendments, the minutes of the proceedings of the City
Growth and Regeneration Committee of 11th and 24th November, were approved and
adopted.
Licensing Committee
Moved by Councillor Donnelly,
Seconded by Councillor McAteer and
Resolved - That the Minutes of the proceedings of the Licensing
Committee of 18th November, 2020, omitting matters in respect of which
the Council has delegated its powers to the Committee, be approved and
adopted.
Planning Committee
Moved by Councillor Hussey,
Seconded by Councillor Carson and
Resolved - That the Minutes of the proceedings of the Planning
Committee of 4th and 17th November, 2020, omitting matters in respect of
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which the Council has delegated its powers to the Committee, be approved
and adopted.
Brexit Committee
Moved by Councillor Flynn,
Seconded by Councillor Walsh and
Resolved - That the Minutes of the proceedings of the Brexit
Committee of 11th November, 2020 be approved and adopted.
Motions
Invitation to President-elect Biden and
Vice President-elect Harris
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor McKeown proposed:
“This Council welcomes the election of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris as
President and Vice President of the USA respectively, both as a signal of
hope for that country and a repudiation of hatred and division.
The Council agrees to invite President-elect Biden and Vice Presidentelect Harris to Belfast at the earliest opportunity when circumstances
safely permit it.”
The motion was seconded by Councillor de Faoite.
On a recorded vote, thirty-five Members voted for the amendment and twenty-two
against and it was declared carried.
For 35

Against 22

Councillors Baker, Beattie, Black,
Bradley, Canavan, Carson, Corr, De
Faoite, Donnelly, Flynn, Garrett,
Gormley, Groogan, Hanvey, Heading,
Howard, M. Kelly, Long, Lyons, Magee,
Magennis, Maskey, McAteer, McCabe,
McDonough-Brown, McKeown,
McLaughlin, McMullan, McReynolds,
Mulholland, Murphy, O’Hara, Smyth,
Walsh and Whyte

The Lord Mayor (Alderman McCoubrey);
The High Sheriff (Councillor Verner);
Aldermen Copeland, Dorrian, Haire,
Kingston, Rodgers and Sandford; and
Councillors Brooks, Bunting, Cobain,
Matt Collins, Michael Collins, Ferguson,
Hussey, Hutchinson T. Kelly, Kyle,
McCullough, Newton, Pankhurst and
Spratt
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Pay for Student Nurses
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor Groogan proposed:
“This Council recognises the efforts of student nurses throughout the
Covid-19 pandemic, stepping up to help our NHS cope with the extra
pressures put on it by the pandemic and providing invaluable support to
qualified nurses in our hospitals.
This Council also notes that student nurses were paid during the first wave
of the pandemic, as they should have been, in recognition of their
commitment and work caring for people.
This Council believes that student nurses should be paid a fair and proper
wage for their work and agrees to write to the Minister of Health stating our
support for reinstating the pay to student nurses as a matter of urgency.”
The motion was seconded by Councillor O’Hara.
After discussion, the motion was put to the meeting and passed.
Re-Opening Doctors Surgeries
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor Bunting proposed:
“This Council notes that, due to Covid-19, a number of GP surgeries
remain closed for face-to-face appointments and providing telephone or
online appointments. In some cases, GP practices have closed and are
currently operating services through another practice within the medical
group.
This Council notes with concern that a number of community GP practices
based within community developments remain closed, thus restricting the
most vulnerable in our communities from having easy access to their
regular medical services. Where treatment is needed, many elderly and
vulnerable patients are using public transport to access the alternative
surgery.
The Council agrees to write to the Health Minister and request that he
urgently reviews the restrictions imposed on GP services, particularly
within community settings, and to detail the necessary steps needed for
GP surgeries to fully re-open.”
The motion was seconded by Councillor Spratt.
After discussion, the motion was put to the meeting and passed.
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Zero Covid Strategy
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor Michael Collins proposed:
“This Council resolves to write to the First and Deputy First Minister surging
them to pursue a Zero-Covid Strategy in order to avoid an endless cycle
of lockdowns, to protect public health, safeguard jobs, and ensure a fairer
economic recovery.
The Executive’s indecisiveness and failure to implement such a strategy,
when community transmission was almost at zero, was a missed
opportunity that prolonged and deepened this crisis.
By contrast, the Zero-Covid Strategy approach to the Covid-19 pandemic
as adopted by New Zealand, Vietnam, Taiwan, South Korea, and China
has minimised loss of life and livelihoods; with Asia-Pacific economies
recovering faster and with lower death rates.
As opposed to the Executive's failed ‘Living with Covid’ approach, a ZeroCovid Strategy pursues an aggressive suppression of the virus with the
goal of achieving zero community transmission – an achievable target for
Ireland, an island country.
This necessitates the introduction of a fully funded and publicly owned
track, trace and testing system, a significant limit on international travel,
and major investment into our public health infrastructure: all of which
could be funded through the introduction of a cross-border Zero-Covid
Emergency Fund.
In order to avoid an endless cycle of lockdowns, protect public health and
safeguard jobs: this Council pledges its support for a Zero-Covid Strategy."
The motion was seconded by Councillor Matt Collins.
Amendment
Moved by Councillor Garrett,
Seconded by Councillor McLaughlin,
That the motion standing in the name of Councillor Michael Collins and
seconded by Councillor Matt Collins be amended as follows:
“This Council resolves to write to Minister of Health urging him to bring forward
a new robust strategy to the Executive, based on international best practice
of Find, Test, Trace, Isolate and Support, in order to avoid an endless cycle
of lockdowns, to protect public health, safeguard jobs, and ensure a fairer
economic recovery.
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Note with concern the miss-use of the cross community voting mechanism
by DUP Ministers to block the Chief Medical Officer’s public health advice
which led to confusion among the public and undermined the public health
message.
Recognise the approach to the Covid-19 pandemic as adopted by New
Zealand, Vietnam, Taiwan, South Korea, and China has minimised loss of
life and livelihoods; with Asia-Pacific economies recovering faster and with
lower death rates.
Acknowledge the need for a robust and fully resourced FTTIS system as part
of an aggressive approach to suppress the virus, with the goal of achieving
zero community transmission on the island of Ireland.
Supports the introduction of a fully funded and publicly owned track, trace
and testing system, a vigilant system to monitor all travel onto the island,
and major investment into our public health infrastructure: all of which
could be funded through the introduction of a cross-border Covid-19
Emergency Fund that is informed by a coordinated approach to avoid an
endless cycle of lockdowns, protect public health and safeguard jobs.”
Councillor Matt Collins requested that the proposer agree to insert the term Zero
Covid Strategy into the first line of the proposed amendment.
Councillor Garrett declined the request.
After discussion, the proposed amended motion as set out hereunder, was put to
the meeting:
“This Council resolves to write to Minister of Health urging him to bring
forward a new robust strategy to the Executive, based on international best
practice of Find, Test, Trace, Isolate and Support, in order to avoid an
endless cycle of lockdowns, to protect public health, safeguard jobs, and
ensure a fairer economic recovery.
Note with concern the miss-use of the cross community voting mechanism
by DUP Ministers to block the Chief Medical Officer’s public health advice
which led to confusion among the public and undermined the public health
message.
Recognise the approach to the Covid-19 pandemic as adopted by New
Zealand, Vietnam, Taiwan, South Korea, and China has minimised loss of
life and livelihoods; with Asia-Pacific economies recovering faster and with
lower death rates.
Acknowledge the need for a robust and fully resourced FTTIS system as
part of an aggressive approach to suppress the virus, with the goal of
achieving zero community transmission on the island of Ireland.
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Supports the introduction of a fully funded and publicly owned track, trace
and testing system, a vigilant system to monitor all travel onto the island,
and major investment into our public health infrastructure: all of which
could be funded through the introduction of a cross-border Covid-19
Emergency Fund that is informed by a coordinated approach to avoid an
endless cycle of lockdowns, protect public health and safeguard jobs.”
The Council proceeded to vote on the amended motion, with eighteen Members
for and thirty-eight against and it was declared lost.
The Council further proceeded to vote on the substantive motion, with seven
Members for and forty-nine against and it was declared lost.
Standing Order 13(f)
During debate on the previous motion, the Council’s attention was drawn to the
fact that the time was approaching midnight.
The Right Honourable the Lord Mayor, Alderman McCoubrey proposed:
“That the meeting of the Council proceeded to consider the
remainder of the Motions, as set out in the agenda.”
The Council proceeded to vote on the matter, with seven Members for and fortynine against and it was declared lost.
The Right Honourable the Lord Mayor declared that the meeting of the Council
would be adjourned until 7th December, 2020 at 6.00 p.m.

Chairperson
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Council
ADJOURNED MEETING OF BELFAST CITY COUNCIL

Held Remotely via Microsoft Teams on Monday, 7th December, 2020
at 6.00 p.m., pursuant to notice.
Members present:

The Right Honourable the Lord Mayor
(Alderman McCoubrey) (Chairperson);
The High Sheriff (Councillor Verner);
Aldermen Copeland, Dorrian, Haire, Kingston,
Rodgers and Sandford; and
Councillors Beattie, Black, Bradley, Brooks, Bunting,
Canavan, Carson, Cobain, Matt Collins, Michael
Collins, Corr, De Faoite, Donnelly, Ferguson, Flynn,
Garrett, Gormley, Groogan, Hanvey, Heading,
Howard, Hussey, Hutchinson, M. Kelly, T. Kelly, Kyle,
Lyons, Magee, Magennis, Maskey, McCabe,
McAllister, McAteer, McCullough, McKeown,
McLaughlin, McMullan, McReynolds, Mulholland,
Murphy, Newton, Nicholl, O’Hara, Pankhurst, Smyth,
Spratt, Walsh and Whyte.
Summons

The Chief Executive submitted the summons convening the meeting.
Apologies
Apologies were reported on behalf of Councillors Baker and Long.
Declarations of Interest
Alderman Copeland declared an interest in relation to the item 4.c) Funding for
Palliative and End-of-Life Care, in that she was employed as a counsellor for a Hospice in
Belfast and left the meeting whilst the motion was being discussed; and
Councillor McKeown declared an interest in relation to the item 4.c) Funding for
Palliative and End-of-Life Care, in that he was employed by the Health Service and left
the meeting whilst the motion was being discussed.
Motions
Establishment of an External Independent
Review of Educational Provision
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor McReynolds proposed:
“This Council encourages and supports reconciliation in our community;
congratulates the Integrated Education Fund and the integrated schools
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movement on being nominated for the 2020 Nobel Peace Prize; will write
to the NI Executive to show our support for the very early implementation
of the agreement to establish an external, independent review of
educational provision and the prospect of moving towards a single
education system; and will invite a representative from the Northern Ireland
Council for Integrated Education to join the Community Planning
Partnership to ensure Belfast is equipped to ensure that education is
inclusive for all.”
The motion was seconded by Councillor McAllister
The proposer acceded to a request from Councillor Walsh that his motion
would provide that the Council invite a representative from Comhairle na
Gaelscolaíochta, to join the Community Planning Partnership, and the motion be
amended as follows:
“This Council encourages and supports reconciliation in our community;
congratulates the Integrated Education Fund and the integrated schools
movement on being nominated for the 2020 Nobel Peace Prize; will write
to the NI Executive to show our support for the very early implementation
of the agreement to establish an external, independent review of
educational provision and the prospect of moving towards a single
education system; will invite a representative from the Northern Ireland
Council for Integrated Education, and a representative from Comhairle na
Gaelscolaíochta, to join the Community Planning Partnership to ensure
Belfast is equipped to ensure that education is inclusive for all; and, within
the context of the 2021 review of the Belfast Agenda, will add ‘Integrated
Education’ as a project on Your Say Belfast to inform how we may include
Integrated Education within the Belfast Agenda.”
After discussion, the motion, as amended, was put to the Council and
passed.
Privatisation of or within the Housing Executive
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor Ferguson proposed:
“This Council recognises the length of housing waiting lists across Belfast,
the damaging impact on people and families waiting for a home, and the
need for many more public houses to be built to address their need.
“The Council welcomes the launch of NIPSAs '21st Century Housing for NI'
report earlier this year; agrees with the call from NIPSA for the Housing
Executive to be safeguarded as a 'lynchpin of public housing policy'; and,
accordingly, agrees to write to the Minister for Communities to state the
Council's opposition to privatisation of or within the Housing Executive.
“Finally, the Council agrees to invite NIPSA representatives involved in
producing their report to address the Council on the deleterious impact of
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privatisation of the Housing Executive, including moves towards a
mutual/co-operative model, would have on the production of social housing,
tenants’ rights, workers’ rights, and accountability.”
The motion was seconded by Councillor Matt Collins.
The proposer acceded to a request from Councillor Heading to include the
following wording after the final paragraph of the motion: “Finally, this council
recognises any decision to move the NIHE to a mutual/co-operative model
should only be done by consent of the existing NIHE tenants and staff and
therefore requests the Minister explores a consultation process that includes
a vote on such matters by each existing tenant and staff member.”
After discussion, the following motion, as amended, was put to the Council:
“This Council recognises the length of housing waiting lists across Belfast,
the damaging impact on people and families waiting for a home, and the
need for many more public houses to be built to address their need.
The Council welcomes the launch of NIPSAs '21st Century Housing for NI'
report earlier this year; agrees with the call from NIPSA for the Housing
Executive to be safeguarded as a 'lynchpin of public housing policy'; and,
accordingly, agrees to write to the Minister for Communities to state the
Council's opposition to privatisation of or within the Housing Executive.
The Council agrees to invite NIPSA representatives involved in producing
their report to address the Council on the deleterious impact of privatisation
of the Housing Executive, including moves towards a mutual/co-operative
model, would have on the production of social housing, tenants’ rights,
workers’ rights, and accountability
Finally, this council recognises any decision to move the NIHE to a
mutual/co-operative model should only be done by consent of the existing
NIHE tenants and staff and therefore requests the Minister explores a
consultation process that includes a vote on such matters by each existing
tenant and staff member.”
On a recorded vote, twenty-two Members voted for the motion, as amended, and
thirty-four against and it was declared lost.
For 22

Against 34

Councillors Matt Collins, Michael Collins,
De Faoite, Ferguson, Flynn, Groogan,
Hanvey, Heading, Howard, Hutchinson,
M. Kelly, Kyle, Lyons, McAllister,
McKeown, McMullan, McReynolds,
Mulholland, Nicholl, O’Hara, Smyth and
Whyte

The Lord Mayor (Alderman McCoubrey);
The High Sheriff (Councillor Verner);
Aldermen Copeland, Dorrian, Haire,
Kingston, Rodgers and Sandford; and
Councillors Beattie, Black, Bradley,
Brooks, Bunting, Canavan, Carson,
Cobain, Corr, Donnelly, Garrett,
Gormley, Hussey, T. Kelly, Magee,
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Magennis, Maskey, McAteer, McCabe,
McCullough, McLaughlin, Murphy,
Newton, Pankhurst, Spratt and Walsh

Funding for Palliative and End-of-Life Care
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor Whyte proposed:
“This Council recognises that hospice care is a vitally important part of our care
system; considers it necessary that people approaching the end of life, their
families and carers get the right care and support where and when they need it;
notes that hospice staff deserve recognition for the world-class medical care and
emotional support they provide, not just to patients but also to their families; and
looks forward to the hospice movement going from strength to strength in years
to come.
Accordingly, this Council agrees to write to the Minister of Health, Robin Swann
MLA, calling upon him to ensure fair and transparent funding in line with demand,
and continued high quality palliative and end-of-life care.”
The motion was seconded by Councillor Lyons.
After discussion, the motion was put to the meeting and passed.
Disability Strategy
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor McMullan proposed:
“That this Council notes that 25 years ago, on 8th November 1995, the Disability
Discrimination Act received Royal Assent; recalls that this landmark piece of
legislation was the result of a hard-fought campaign by disabled people, with up
to 100,000 disabled activists taking part in direct action, campaigning for equal
rights and an end to the kind of societal discrimination that saw wheelchair users
regularly banned from bars, cinemas and theatres under the guise of health and
safety; records that, under this Act, for the first time, it became unlawful to
discriminate against disabled people, as employees, customers and citizens
using public transport or getting an education; considers that the Act was an
important milestone and a recognition of disability equality and disability rights,
but notes that many felt it did not go far enough; recognises that, despwite it now
being against the law, disabled people are still discriminated against, in work, in
public places, for example by assistance dog owners being refused access to
restaurants and taxis, and with huge swathes of public transport still inaccessible;
and joins disability campaign groups in calling for a fresh look at the future of
disability equality and what needs to change in all aspects of society, including
what steps are needed to ensure that anti-discrimination laws are backed up by
meaningful enforcement.
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Accordingly, the Council calls on the Minister for Communities to bring forward
the Disability Strategy that will improve enforcement, provide sustainable funding
and enable the voices of people with disabilities across NI.”
The motion was seconded by Councillor Smyth.
After discussion, the motion was put to the meeting and passed.
World Environment Day
In accordance with notice on the agenda, Councillor Garrett proposed:
“We commend the progressive steps and actions that this Council, its partners
and community have begun to take in challenging the existential threat facing the
planet through what we recognise as the climate emergency.
In recognising this crisis, it is our duty as a Council to take proactive steps in
educating, supporting and resourcing our communities to do whatever we can to
face down the emergency.
The United Nations World Environment day takes place on 5th June 2021, with
the theme this year focused on Biodiversity. The UN has also proclaimed
22nd May the International Day for Biological Diversity to increase understanding
and awareness of biodiversity issues.
To support biodiversity and positive actions in tackling the climate emergency,
we call on this Council, working with partners to develop a similar initiative that
other authorities have successfully developed, to freely distribute wildflower seed
packs for city residents, schools and community and voluntary organisations.
In building on this initiative, the Council will also mark World Environment Day on
June 5th by illuminating the City Hall green, animating our social media channels
with awareness raising content and developing a programme of digital or physical
events within health guidance to support our citizens in challenging climate
change.”
The motion was seconded by Councillor McLoughlin.
In accordance with Standing Order 13(f), the motion was referred, without discussion,
to the Strategic Policy and Resources Committee.

Lord Mayor
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Agenda Item 6a
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee
Thursday, 10th December, 2020

SPECIAL MEETING OF STRATEGIC POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE
HELD REMOTELY VIA MICROSOFT TEAMS

Members present: Councillor Black (Chairperson);
Aldermen Dorrian, Haire, Kingston and Sandford;
Councillors Beattie, Bunting, Carson, Garrett,
Groogan, Heading, Long, Lyons, McAllister,
McDonough-Brown, McLaughlin, McReynolds,
Murphy, Pankhurst and Walsh.
In attendance:

Mrs. S. Wylie, Chief Executive;
Mr. R. Cregan, Director of Finance and Resources;
Mr. J. Walsh, City Solicitor;
Mr. J. Hanna, Senior Democratic Services Officer; and
Mr. H. Downey, Democratic Services Officer.
Apologies

No apologies were reported.
Declarations of Interest
Alderman Kingston declared an interest in relation to item 2a – Covid-19 Community
Support Funding, in that he worked on a part-time basis for the Forward South Partnership,
one of the nine strategic partners referred to within the report, and left the meeting whilst the
matter was being discussed.
Restricted Items
The information contained in the report associated with the following two items
is restricted in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 6 of the Local Government Act
(Northern Ireland) 2014.
Resolved – That the Committee agrees to exclude the members of the
Press and public from the Committee meeting during discussion of these items
as, due to the nature of the items, there would be a disclosure of exempt
information as described in Section 42(4) and Section 6 of the Local
Government Act (Northern Ireland) 2014.
Covid-19 - Community Support Funding
(Mrs. A. Allen, Neighbourhood Services Manager, attended in connection with this
item.)
The Committee was reminded that the Council, at its meeting on 19th November, in
passing a motion on Food Poverty, had agreed to create a fund of £300,000 to provide
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additional and holistic support to those who were in need this Christmas. £150,000 of that had
been allocated to the Salvation Army and the St. Vincent de Paul Christmas Appeals.
The Committee was reminded further that, at its meeting on 26th November, it had
agreed that the remaining £150,000 be shared between the nine strategic area community
partners across the City, based on the allocation method of 50% population and 50% need,
using multiple deprivation as a proxy. It had agreed also that £100,000 from anticipated
funding of £505,000 from the Department for Communities, aimed primarily at addressing food
poverty and financial hardship over the Christmas and New Year period, be allocated at risk
to those partners, using the same allocation method.
The Neighbourhood Services Manager reported that the Department for Communities
had since confirmed that the exact amount which it would be allocating to the Council would
be £470,000. In addition, officers had been made aware of the potential for various units within
the Department for Communities to provide the Council with additional funding, to focus upon
the same high level priorities, with a requirement that it be utilised in full by the end of March,
2021. She provided details of the level of funding which would be likely to be forthcoming,
subject to all formal agreements being put in place, and explained that, for the purpose of
allocation, those had been merged into three distinct streams. Accordingly, she recommended
that the Committee agree:
Funding Allocations
1. Stream 1 - Food, Financial Hardship, Warm, Well and Connected
(approximately £676,300)
a) to allocate £353,800 to the nine area based strategic community
partners, using the allocation method of 50% population and 50% need,
with multiple deprivation as a proxy, to enable them to extend the reach
and scope of their existing service provision;
b) to allocate £322,500 immediately to thematic community/voluntary
partners to support to the following organisations:
Organisation

Services

Total

Community Food Providers

Equipment to enable increased
community food provision (food
parcels and hot food)

£90,000

Additional local services to
support children, young people
and their families

£120,000

(individual grant of max £2K to
45 groups)
Children and Young People
Locality Group x 5 (North,
South, East, West and Colin)
(each locality group £24K to
be awarded to owner or a
consortium of VCSE service
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providers within that locality
group)
Age Friendly Partnership
(award to one of consortium of
VCSE partners in partnership
for citywide cover)
Belfast and Lisburn
Women’s Aid
Men’s Advisory Project

Belfast Migrant Forum
(award to one or consortium of
VCSE partners in forum to
provide citywide cover)
Here NI, CaraFriend and
Transgender NI
(individual grant to each of
£7,500)
HEART Project

Services to address increased risk
of social isolation and loneliness
due to Covid-19

£20,000

Food, personal care, financial
hardship, emotional wellbeing
support to assist women affected
by domestic and sexual violence
Food, personal care, financial
hardship, emotional wellbeing
support to assist men affected by
domestic and sexual violence
Food, personal care, financial
hardship, emotional wellbeing
support for BAME families (inc.
refugees and asylum seekers)

£10,000

Emotional health and wellbeing
and services for those affected
by domestic and sexual violence

£22,500

Additional community counselling
services across the city

£40,000

(as facilitator for community
counselling services)
TOTAL

£5,000

£15,000

£322,500

c) that any increase in demand for the micro/medium grant programme
already underway be met firstly from additional funding of approximately
£486,000 which it was anticipated would be forthcoming in January from
the Department for Communities, as part of its general Covid-19
community support programme. Given the tight timescales involved in
delivery, that is, by the end of March 2021, approximately 50% of the
funding remaining should be distributed to the nine strategic community
partners, using the allocation method alluded to in part a),
approximately 50% be allocated to those thematic community/voluntary
organisations referred to in part b) above;
2. Stream 2 – Volunteer Fund (approximately £117,500)
a) to allocate £100,000 to the nine strategic community partners, using the
allocation method of 50% population and 50% need, with multiple
deprivation as a proxy, to plan volunteer recognition programmes before
the end of the financial year for their areas; and
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b) that the remaining £17,500 be made available to support volunteer
expenses/costs as part of existing grant programmes.
3. Stream 3 – Financial Inclusion (approximately £175,148)
a) to ring fence £15,000 for the Belfast Advice Group to secure the
technical assistance which it needs to help it business plan for increased
demand for advice services in 2021/22 and beyond, as a result of the
impacts of Covid-19; and
b) to allocate the remaining £160,148 is distributed to existing advice
Consortia, using the existing Council model for financial allocation in
relation to advice.
Additional Recommendations
4. Ongoing Financial Management
-

that a review of the financial position and overall progress be scheduled
for the end of January, 2021, to allow for any decisions around potential
reallocation of funding to be made by the Committee in sufficient time
as to enable local delivery to take place.

5. Request for Extension
-

that, in light of the significant level of funding which the Council would
be expected to allocate to local community/voluntary partners so close
to the end of the current financial year, a letter be forwarded to the
Department for Communities requesting that the delivery period be
extended until the end of June, 2021.

It was
Moved by Councillor Carson,
Seconded by Councillor Beattie,
That the Committee agrees to adopt the foregoing recommendations.
At the request of a Member, the proposer agreed to amend recommendation 3.b) to
the effect that £28,000 be allocated to Belfast and Lisburn Women’s Aid and agreed further,
at the request of another Member, to allocate £16,500 to the “We are Pangs” perinatal health
charity, thereby leaving £115,648 for distribution to existing advice consortia.
After discussion, the Committee:
i.

adopted the recommendations set out above, subject to the
amendment of recommendation 3.b) to reflect the allocations which had
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been made to Belfast and Lisburn Women’s Aid and We are Pangs;
and
ii.

in noting that the Council, at its meeting on 1st December, had
delegated authority to it to take decisions around the allocation of
Covid-19 Christmas Response Funding, agreed, in accordance with
Standing Order 47 (a) (2) (c), that the foregoing decisions would not be
subject to call-in, on the basis that an unreasonable delay could be
prejudicial to the Council’s or the public’s interest.

The Committee noted that the Neighbourhood Services Manager would brief Members
on the roles and membership of the five Children and Young Person’s Locality Groups
operating across Belfast, which had secured funding under Stream 1.b)
Council Assets Rental Holiday and
St. George’s Market – Financial Implications
The Committee was reminded that, at its meeting on 20th November, it had agreed to
defer consideration of a request to provide those businesses operating from the units in
St. George’s Market with a three-month rental holiday, in light of the trading difficulties which
they were experiencing as a result of Covid-19. The Committee had, in response to further
restrictions being imposed by the Northern Ireland Executive on 27th November, requested
information on the financial implications of providing businesses across the entire Council
asset base with a two-week and four-week rental holiday. A request from the operators of the
stallholders within the Market itself for a three-month rental holiday had also been deferred.
The Committee was reminded further that, at its meeting on 26th November, it had
again agreed to defer the matter to allow for further details to be provided on support packages
which were available to businesses, the Council’s rental asset base and any tenants who had
requested Council support since the pandemic had emerged.
The Director of Finance and Resources provided an overview of the external support
packages of most relevance to the Council’s tenants, as well as Council-managed initiatives,
and provided details of the number of leases and monthly rental income across its assets base.
In terms of businesses requesting Council support, he explained that, in addition to the
requests relating to St. George’s Market, traders in Smithfield Market had, during the summer,
sought a three-month rental holiday. However, in line with the Committee’s decision of
19th June, that had not been acceded to. One other tenant, namely, Belfast City Marathon
Limited, which leased space in Sir Thomas and Lady Dixon Park, had recently approached
the Council to highlight financial issues arising from the impact of the postponement of Belfast
City Marathon events.
The Director reminded the Committee that the Bobbin Coffee Shop in the City Hall had
been closed since the introduction of lockdown in March and that, due to the layout of the
building, it had been unable to offer a carry out service. He explained that, for that reason, its
rent had been frozen until such time as the business could operate fully. Council officers had
informed the NOW Group, the operator of the business, that it would be offering it a one-year
contract extension and were working with it to identify additional financial support which it could
access.
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The Director then outlined the financial and other implications for the Council of
providing a rental holiday for tenants across its estate and reviewed the specific arrangements
which had been put in place to support the stallholders in St. George’s Market. He concluded
by pointing out that, should the Committee accede to the request from the stallholders, it would,
when combined with the three-month rental holiday which had been granted earlier in the year,
cost the Council in total £550,408.
In response to a suggestion from a Member that the contract for the operation of the
Bobbin Coffee Shop should be extended for longer than twelve months, the City Solicitor
confirmed that, since this could, in the context of procurement, be regarded as being
exceptional circumstances, he would extend it for a further eighteen months.
After discussion, it was
Proposed by Councillor Beattie,
Seconded by Councillor Walsh and
Resolved – That the Committee agrees:
i.

to grant a further three-month rental holiday to the stallholders in
St. George’s Market;

ii.

to set aside up to a maximum of £100,000 to support, in the form of rental
relief, any business across the Council estate which, in line with criteria to
be drawn up by Council officers, can demonstrate that it requires financial
assistance, as a specific result of difficulties created by the Covid-19
pandemic;

iii.

that the aforementioned criteria be presented to its monthly meeting in
January for notation;

iv.

to note that the City Solicitor would extend the contract for the operation
of the Bobbin Coffee Shop for a further eighteen months; and

v.

agrees, in accordance with Standing Order 47 (a) (2) (c), that the
foregoing decisions would not be subject to call-in, on the basis that an
unreasonable delay could be prejudicial to the Council’s or the public’s
interest.

The Committee noted that, in the absence of it having been granted delegated authority
to implement the aforementioned decisions, that the Council, at its meeting on 7th January,
would be asked to provide retrospective approval.

Chairperson
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MEETING OF STRATEGIC POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE
HELD REMOTELY VIA MICROSOFT TEAMS

Members present: Councillor Black (Chairperson);
Aldermen Dorrian, Haire, Kingston and Sandford;
Councillors Beattie, Bunting, Carson, Garrett,
Groogan, Heading, Long, Lyons, McAllister,
McDonough-Brown, McLaughlin, McReynolds,
Murphy, Pankhurst and Walsh.
In attendance:

Mrs. S. Wylie, Chief Executive;
Mr. R. Cregan, Director of Finance and Resources;
Mr. J. Walsh, City Solicitor;
Mr. A. Reid, Strategic Director of Place and Economy;
Ms. S. Grimes, Director of Physical Programmes;
Mr. J. Tully, Director of City and Organisational
Strategy;
Mrs. S. Toland, Director of City Services;
Mr. J. Hanna, Senior Democratic Services Officer; and
Mr. H. Downey, Democratic Services Officer
Apologies

No apologies were reported.
Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of 20th November, omitting those matters in respect of
which the Council had delegated its powers to the Committee, were taken as read and
signed as correct. It was reported that those minutes had been adopted by the Council at
its meeting on 1st December, subject to the omission of the minute under the heading
“Commercial and Procurement Service - Pricing Policy”, which had been referred back to
the Committee for further consideration.
Declarations of Interest
Alderman Sandford and Councillors Garrett and Groogan declared an interest in
relation to item 4c – Northern Ireland Local Government Association Consultation –
Transformation and Driving Practical Change in Local Government, on the basis that they
represented the Council on the Association, but were not required to leave the meeting
whilst the item was under consideration.
Alderman Kingston declared an interest in respect of item 7a – Minutes of the
Meeting of the Shared City Partnership, in that he worked on a part-time basis for the
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Forward South Partnership, which had been recommended for funding, and left the
meeting whilst the item was being considered.
Councillors Beattie and McLaughlin declared an interest in relation to item 7b –
Equality and Diversity – Five Year Review of the Equality Scheme 2015 – 20 and Annual
Report 2019 – 20, on the basis that they represented the Council on the West Belfast
Partnership, one of the Council’s consultees on the revised Equality Scheme, but were not
required to leave the meeting whilst the item was under consideration.
Restricted Items
The information contained in the reports associated with the following six items
is restricted in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 6 of the Local Government Act
(Northern Ireland) 2014.
Resolved – That the Committee agrees to exclude the members of the
Press and public from the meeting during discussion of these items as, due to
the nature of the items, there would be a disclosure of exempt information as
described in Section 42(4) and Section 6 of the Local Government Act
(Northern Ireland) 2014.
Restricted Items
Medium Term Financial Plan and Efficiency Programme
The Director of Finance and Resources submitted for the Committee’s consideration a
report which provided an update on the Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan for 2021/22 2023/24 and the rate setting process for 2021/22.
He reported that the business as usual cost pressures and growth proposals set out
within the report would require additional Council funding of £4,565,990 for the next financial
year. Based on the assumption that the Estimated Penny Product would remain the same as
this year, a 1.98% increase in the District Rate would yield an additional £3,312,943 of rates
income. Council officers had identified efficiency savings of £1,253,000 which could be
delivered without impacting significantly upon the quality of services and the delivery of Council
priorities.
He explained that the validity of this assumption was dependent upon work which was
being carried out by the University of Ulster on the modelling projections to identify the potential
impact of Covid-19 upon district rates income. It was dependent also on the Northern Ireland
Executive guaranteeing rates income for 2021/22, based on the Estimated Penny Product for
2020/21. The Committee, at its meeting in January, would receive an update on these and on
the Estimated Penny Product position and Party Briefings would take place over the course of
that month.
The Director reported further that the 2021/22 District Rate process would, at best,
secure the Council’s current position and that, next year, it would not be possible to provide
additional investment in priority areas such as inclusive growth and climate. Members had also
indicated that they had further ambitions for capital investment. In addition, existing budgets
for repairs and renewals/maintenance and the progression of the Waste Plan were under
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pressure. For those reasons, it would be necessary to review the Council’s overall financial
strategy at the beginning of the next financial year.
After discussion, the Committee:
i.

noted the information which had been provided; and
ii.

agreed, in principle, to a District Rate increase of 1.98%, subject to a
further report on the outcome of the analysis by the University of Ulster
of the Estimated Penny Product being submitted to the Committee
meeting in January.

Finance Update
The Committee was reminded that, at its meeting on 20th November, it had received
an update on the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic upon the Council’s financial position and
on a strategy to address the forecast deficit and the mitigation measures which had and would
be taken as the situation evolved. Accordingly, the Director of Finance and Resources
submitted a further report which provided details of the latest forecast update, the Council’s
reserves and cash flow and the additional support which had been provided by the Northern
Ireland Executive in response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The Committee noted the information which had been provided.
Update on the Operational Recovery of Council Services
The Committee considered a report which provided an update on the recovery of
Council services and the response to and ongoing management of Covid-19 restrictions.
It provided also details of compliance checks which were being conducted across Council sites
and on specific services, such as community centres, Belfast Castle and Malone House, waste
collection, including Christmas arrangements, recycling centres and fly-tipping enforcement.
The Director of City Services reminded the Committee that the Northern Ireland
Executive had, on the previous evening, announced that a second lockdown would come into
effect on 26th December. She confirmed that this would again have implications for the Council
and that officers had sought clarification from the Executive on a number of issues and would
be reviewing the updated legislation.
After discussion, the Committee noted the information which had been provided and
that it would receive regular updates as the lockdown progressed.
Neighbourhood Regeneration Fund
The Director of Physical Programmes reminded the Committee that, at its meeting on
17th December, 2019, it had agreed to establish a Neighbourhood Regeneration Fund of £8m,
which would form an integral part of the Council’s Recovery Framework document for the City.
Work on the development of the new fund had, until now, been delayed due to the Covid-19
pandemic.
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She reviewed the key elements of the Fund and the proposed timeline for its
implementation and, accordingly, requested the Committee to adopt the following
recommendations:
i. Underpinning Principles
a. only capital projects would be supported;
b. there would be no ongoing revenue implications for the Council;
c. projects must be located within the Belfast City Council area;
d. projects must be within the vires of the Council;
e. the project proposer must not be an individual, sole trader or profitmaking organisation;
f.

the project must not be placed on a Council asset, unless the
Council has leased the asset to a third party on a long-term basis;
and

g. applications would be invited by way of an open call process.
ii. Minimum Threshold for Investment
That, given the ambition of Members and in order to ensure that projects
being delivered are substantial and transformational, the minimum
threshold level for projects be set at £250k.
iii. Thematic Areas
That the Neighbourhood Regeneration Fund should focus upon a
number of key thematic areas and reflect the priorities agreed within the
City Recovery Framework, that is, environmental/sustainable projects,
neighbourhood tourism and social enterprise.
iv. Funding Allocation Model
That the Committee adopts either option 1 or option 2, as set out below:
Option 1 – Allocation based on Population
Area

Allocation
£8m/10 (10 DEAs) x numbers of DEAs
per Area Working Group

North - Castle
and Oldpark
DEAs

£1,600,000
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South – Balmoral
and Botanic
DEAs

£1,600,000

East –
Lisnasharragh,
Titanic and
Ormiston DEAs

£2,400,000

West * –
Black Mountain,
Collin and Court
DEAs

£2,400,000

* (Proportional allocation to Shankill from the overall West area:
West - £1,894,800

Shankill - £505,200)

Option 2 – Allocation based on % Population
and % Multiple Deprivation Measure
Multiple Deprivation (Top Budget allocation (£8m)
Population

20% in NI)
£

%

-50/50 proportion

Population

%

NORTH

63,807

19.1

£764,783

29.58

£1,183,200

£1,947,983

SOUTH

68,597

20.6

£822,195

17.94

£717,600

£1,539,795

EAST

98,249

29.4

£1,177,601

16.31

£652,400

£1,830,001

WEST *

103,073

30.9

£1,235,421

36.17

£1,446,800

£2,682,221

TOTAL

333,726

£4,000,000

£8,000,000

£4,000,000

£

£

* (Proportional allocation to Shankill from the overall West area:
West - £2,117,613

Shankill - £564,608)

After discussion, it was
Moved by Alderman Dorrian,
Seconded by Councillor Beattie,
That the Committee agrees to adopt recommendations i., ii., iii. and option
2 of recommendation iv., as set out above.
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Amendment
Moved by Councillor Lyons,
Seconded by Councillor Groogan,
That the Committee agrees to defer consideration of the report to enable
Members to consider it in greater detail.
On a vote, seven Members voted for the amendment and thirteen against and it was
declared lost.
Amendment
Moved by Councillor Long,
Seconded by Councillor McAllister,
That the Committee agrees to adopt recommendations i., ii. and iii. above
and agrees also:
a. to adopt option 2 of the funding allocation model, subject to the level of
funding for each area being calculated on the basis of 75% population
and 25% multiple deprivation, rather than on the 50/50 basis which was
being proposed; and
b. that funding be allocated on the basis of North, South, East and West
Belfast and that no budget be allocated specifically to the Shankill area.
On a vote, four Members voted for the amendment and thirteen against, with three ‘no
votes’ and it was declared lost.
Original Proposal
The original proposal, standing in the name of Alderman Dorrian and seconded by
Councillor Beattie, to adopt recommendations i., ii, and iii. and option 2 of recommendation iv.,
was thereupon put to the meeting.
On a vote, thirteen Members voted for the proposal and four against, with three ‘no
votes’, and it was declared carried.
The Committee noted that a report would be submitted to its next monthly meeting
providing further information on the decision-making, application and assessment processes,
transparency/accountability and outcomes, the potential for participatory budgeting and
providing evidence of the impact of neighbourhood tourism.
Recruitment of Inclusive Growth Posts and Establishment
of Poverty Commission
The Committee approved the creation and recruitment of the following posts:
i. Inclusive Growth/Poverty Champion (Chief Officer) – City and
Organisational Strategy Department;
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ii. Inclusive Growth Policy and Programme Officer - City and
Organisational Strategy Department;
iii. Inclusive Growth Development Officer – Place and Economy
Department;
iv. Inclusive Growth Capacity Building and Engagement Officer –
Place and Economy Department; and
v. Inclusive Growth HR Post (Employability and Skills) - Corporate HR
Section.
The Committee agreed to amend the title of the Chief Officer post to Inclusive
Growth/Anti-Poverty Champion and noted that a report would be submitted to a future meeting
providing details of the role and remit of the proposed Poverty Commission.
Update on DfC Covid-19 Revitalisation Programme
The Committee:
i.

noted that £3.585m had been received to date through the Department
for Communities’ Covid-19 Programme, with work packages put in
place to roll out Tranche 1 and Tranche 2 work streams, on the basis of
previous Committee approvals;

ii.

noted that a further Letter of Offer for £454k for additional business grant
support had on 8th December been received from the Department for
Communities;

iii.

agreed, given that Department’s requirement for in-year capital spend,
to align the aforementioned funding to grant schemes already in
operation and, in so doing:
a) extended the Covid-19 Business Support Grant by up to £154k
to meet the demand already in the system; and
b) extended the Business Cluster and Community Grants scheme
by up to £300k, with £150k to be made available to business
clusters within the City centre and £150k to clusters on arterial
routes, subject to completion of the eligibility assessment set out
within the conditions of the scheme.

i.

noted that the Council would seek from the Department for Communities
clarification on the potential for extending the length of time required for
capital spend, in light of the latest Covid-19 restrictions which had been
announced by the Northern Ireland Executive on the previous day; and

ii.

agreed, in accordance with Standing Order 47 (a) (2) (c), that the
foregoing decisions would not be subject to call-in, on the basis that an
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unreasonable delay could be prejudicial to the Council’s or the public’s
interest.
Matters referred back from Council/Motions
Motion – World Environment Day
The Committee was reminded that, at the Council meeting on 1st December, the
following motion on World Environment Day had been proposed by Councillor Garrett and
seconded by Councillor McLaughlin:
“We commend the progressive steps and actions which this Council, its
partners and community have begun to take in challenging the existential threat
facing the planet through what we recognise as the climate emergency.
In recognising this crisis, it is our duty as a Council to take proactive steps in
educating, supporting and resourcing our communities to do whatever we can
to face down the emergency.
The United Nations World Environment day takes place on 5th June 2021, with
the theme this year focused on Biodiversity. The United Nations has also
proclaimed 22nd May as International Day for Biological Diversity, to increase
understanding and awareness of biodiversity issues.
To support biodiversity and positive actions in tackling the climate emergency,
we call on the Council, working with partners to develop a similar initiative to
that which other authorities have successfully developed, to freely distribute
wildflower seed packs for city residents, schools and community and voluntary
organisations.
In building on this initiative, the Council will also mark World Environment Day
on June 5th by illuminating the City Hall green, animating our social media
channels with awareness raising content and developing a programme of digital
or physical events within health guidance to support our citizens in challenging
climate change.”
In accordance with Standing Order 13(f), the motion had been referred without
discussion to the Strategic Policy and Resources Committee.
In response to a request from a Member, Councillor Garrett agreed to amend his
motion to the effect that Translink would be invited to give consideration to planting wild flowers
on top of its bus shelters. He agreed also, at the request of another Member, to amend his
motion further to provide that, in line with the approach taken by the Council in supporting the
World Wildlife Fund’s Earth Hour initiative, all lighting in the City Hall would be turned off for
the entire night on World Environment Day.
The Committee adopted the motion, as amended, and agreed that a report be
submitted to a future meeting providing details on how it would be progressed.
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Motion - Clean Air Strategy for Northern Ireland –
Response from Minister of Agriculture Environment
and Rural Affairs
The Committee was reminded that the Council, at its meeting on 2nd November, had
passed the following motion on a Clean Air Strategy for Northern Ireland, which had been
proposed by Councillor O’Hara and seconded by Councillor Groogan:
“This Council recognises our failure to meet European Union legal limits on air
pollution values despite significant progress made over recent years. The World
Health Organisation and the UK Government recognise that air pollution is the
largest environmental health risk we face today. The Council recognises that
air pollution leads to between 28,000 and 36,000 early deaths each year in the
UK. The Council also recognises that medical evidence is mounting around the
dangerous link between Covid-19 and air pollution.
The Belfast Agenda aims for Belfast to be a city which is vibrant, attractive,
connected and environmentally sustainable, where everyone experiences good
health and wellbeing. In order to achieve that vision, we must address air
pollution. This Council already supports adopting the more stringent World
Health Organisation air pollution limits where appropriate and has moved
ahead with the first detailed assessment of air pollution sources across this city
since 2010 with the welcome support from the Department. Our ambition for
Clean Air Zones in the city cannot be achieved without enabling legislation from
the Assembly. This Council passed a motion supporting more stringent targets
and ambition for Clean Air Zones in September 2019 and has included
addressing air pollution in our corporate priorities. The Minister for Agriculture,
Environment and Rural Affairs has committed to bringing forward a ‘Clean Air
Strategy discussion document’ which is a roll back from previous commitments
in response to Assembly questions. Further delay will lead to continuing early
deaths and ongoing breaches of the EU legal limits.
The Council also recognises that deprived communities are more likely to suffer
from the impact of air pollution, and accordingly also recognises this issue as a
class issue, impacted by socioeconomic inequalities.
The Council, therefore, agrees to write to the Minister for Agriculture,
Environment and Rural Affairs requesting the immediate development of a
Clean Air Strategy for Northern Ireland, rather than a discussion document
which further delays progress on addressing harmful air pollution in the City.”
The City Solicitor informed the Committee that a response had now been received from
the Minister for Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs.
The Minister had welcomed the Council’s interest in the development of the first Clean
Air Strategy for Northern Ireland and its commitment to protecting public health. He had
pointed out that both he and his officials shared the Council’s concerns around the
environmental health risks created by air pollution and that they were working to develop an
effective strategy which would deliver meaningful improvements in air quality across Northern
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Ireland. They also supported the Council’s detailed assessment of Nitrogen Oxide and
particulate matter within Belfast and had offered £125,000 in this financial year to assist with
that project.
He had then addressed the call within the Council motion for the immediate
development of a Clean Air Strategy for Northern Ireland, rather than a discussion document.
He explained that air quality was a complex and cross-cutting issue and that it was influenced
by policy across government through, for example, agriculture, domestic heating, industry and
transport. The impacts of poor air quality could be felt across our society and had
consequences for health, the environment and the economy. He had, therefore, adopted a
two-stage approach for the development of the Strategy. In the first stage, a discussion
document, which presented an-depth analysis of air quality in Northern Ireland and set out
currently policy and evidence, had been launched for a twelve week consultation period on
23rd November. The document sought views on a wide range of matters relating to air quality
and had included a series of questions aimed at promoting discussion around air quality
issues. It was envisaged that issues relating to Clean Air Zones, World Health Organisation
standards and socio-economic deprivation would be raised, which the Minister welcomed.
However, the document did not set out policy options or articulate a particular policy position.
The public consultation would, he had pointed out, help to identify gaps in current
policy, contribute to developing effective outcome-based measures aimed at reducing levels
of air pollution across Northern Ireland and provide an opportunity for stakeholders to put
forward suggestions.
The Minister had gone on to state that, in the second stage, all responses received as
part of the consultation would be reviewed and a range of proposals would be formulated.
Once he had decided upon a policy direction, officials would begin the process of drafting the
first Clean Air Strategy for Northern Ireland. The Strategy would be more focused and shorter
than the discussion document and would contain specific proposals around policy and other
measures to improve air quality. It would, he added, be subject to additional public consultation
and, due to the cross-cutting nature of the policy area, would require Executive approval.
The Minister had stressed that the adoption of a two stage approach for the
development of the Clean Air Strategy, based upon an analysis of the evidence, assessment
of current policy and stakeholder views, would ensure that it received stakeholder buy in.
Rather than delaying the process, this ongoing, thorough best practice approach would result
in an effective Clean Air Strategy which would deliver positive improvements in air quality for
Northern Ireland. He had concluded by encouraging the Council to review the discussion
document and by stating that he would welcome its response.
The Committee noted the information which had been provided.
Motion - Access to Maternity Wards for Birthing
Partners – Response from Minister of Health
The Committee was reminded that the Council, at its meeting on 2nd November, had
passed the following motion on Access to Maternity Wards for Birthing Partners, which had
been proposed by Councillor T. Kelly and seconded by Councillor Bunting:
“This Council notes with concern the current restrictions placed around access
to maternity wards for birthing partners due to COVID-19. Furthermore, it
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recognises the varying measures across the Belfast Health and Social Care
Trust area and the additional availability of 15 minute COVID-19 testing, agrees
to write to the Health Minister asking that further consideration is given to a
consistent approach thus allowing birthing partners to be afforded increased
access to antenatal, maternity and neonatal services.”
The City Solicitor informed the Committee that a response had now been received from
the Minister of Health.
The Minister had explained that the restriction of visitors to hospitals had been a key
strategic component of managing the Covid-19 pandemic and that it had been introduced to
protect patients, visitors and staff from the risk of infection.
As a result of the Executive’s decision to invoke limited additional restrictions across
Northern Ireland, in response to increasing Covid-19 transmissions, updated visiting guidance
for maternity services had been published and had taken effect from 23rd September.
The guidance had confirmed that the specific restrictions for each care setting were aligned to
the pandemic alert levels/R value and were based on the best scientific advice available, with
restrictions applying in line with the current regional alert level position. The Minister had
pointed out that the alert level was currently at Level 4, which was defined as “a high or rising
level of transmission – enforced social distancing”. This had meant that, for expectant mothers:
“Birth partners will be facilitated to accompany the pregnant women to dating
scan, early pregnancy clinic, anomaly scan, in the event of pregnancy loss and
bereavement, Foetal Medicine Department, when admitted to individual room
for active labour (to be determined by midwife) and birth and, to visit in antenatal
and postnatal wards for up to one hour once a week.”
The Minister had referred to the fact that the motion had stated that varying measures
were being applied across the Belfast Health and Social Care Trust area. He pointed out that
these restrictions applied equally to all Health and Social Care Trust maternity settings across
Northern Ireland. However, it should be noted that the decision to permit visitors into a facility
on a day-to-day basis still rested with the midwife in charge and that it would be based on a
risk assessment of that specific setting and was dependent upon the ability to ensure the safety
of patients, staff and visitors.
The Minister had then addressed the request for clarification on whether an additional
availability of fifteen minute Covid-19 testing would allow for further consideration to be given
to the restrictions. He explained that one of the key priorities of the Department of Health was
to ensure that there was sufficient capacity to test everyone in Northern Ireland who required
a test, in line with current policy. This included anyone who had symptoms, as well as testing
to support the risk assessment and management of clusters and outbreaks. Routine Covid-19
testing, including fifteen minute testing, had not been implemented for partners of expectant
mothers and there were no plans to do so. However, this position would be kept under review,
as new scientific evidence and new technologies became available.
The Minister had stressed that these restrictions were not just in place to protect
patients and their visitors but were necessary due to the need to protect the safety of others,
including other families, all health and social care staff and the wider population, through social
distancing and the following of all infection control procedures. He confirmed that the visiting
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guidance, which was structured to take account of variances in the ongoing rate of infection
across Northern Ireland, would remain in place for the duration of the pandemic. The guidance
had been written in such a way as to require different levels of restriction, based upon the
regional position in terms of surge assessment and that, whilst his officials kept the guidance
under review, no significant changes were anticipated currently.
The Minister had concluded by recognising that this has been a challenging time for all
families and that the management of the crisis had meant that many difficult requests had
been made and would continue to be made of the public around all aspects of health service
provision. Normal maternity care provision, in particular, had had to be adapted to reduce the
spread of infection and to protect expectant mothers, their families and those staff providing
care.
After discussion, the Committee noted the information which had been provided.
Commercial and Procurement Service –
Pricing Policy
The Committee considered further the minute of the meeting of 20th November which
had been referred back to the Committee by the Council at its meeting on 1st December.
An extract of the minute is set out hereunder:
Extract from minutes of:MEETING OF STRATEGIC POLICY AND
RESOURCES COMMITTEE
20th November, 2020
___

Commercial and Procurement Service - Pricing Policy
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or summary of Main Issues
The 3-year Transformational Strategy prepared by the Commercial
and Procurement Service (CPS) is due to be presented to the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee in November.

1.2

This Strategy includes details of our first Commercial Plan, which
formalises our future ambitions relating to commercialisation and
income generation.

1.3

To support our specific ambition to generate additional income,
the Commercial team within the CPS has developed:
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A corporate Pricing Policy; and



A framework document, 'Setting Prices - Getting it Right', to
guide Council officers when introducing pricing or
increasing/decreasing prices.

1.4

The above policy and framework was presented to the SP&R
Committee on 23rd October.

1.5

At that meeting, the Committee agreed to defer any decisions
relating to the above in order to allow the policy and framework to
be considered alongside the Commercial Plan.

1.6

The purpose of this report is to:


provide members with an update on the pricing policy and
framework;



provide further details on the rationale for selecting the four
priority projects in order to support the decision-making
process; and



obtain approval on related actions (detailed below).

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked to:
1. approve the Commercial Plan and Pricing Policy, as
detailed in the appendices; and
2. agree that the following priority areas be researched in line
with the above policy and framework (all findings and
proposals to come back to the SP and R Committee).
a. Malone House - explore possible alternative commercial
uses for the building to maximise asset and reduce annual
operating costs;
b. Events - develop a Council-wide events policy &
procedures to include establishing transparent, fair and
consistent pricing options;
c. Bulky Waste - explore potential pricing options for the bulky
waste service to reduce annual operating costs; and
d. Pest Control - explore potential pricing options for the pest
control service to reduce annual operating costs.
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3.0

Main Report
Introduction

3.1

The Commercial Plan formalises our future ambitions relating to
commercialisation and income generation.

3.2

Fundamentally, this is about integrating commercial activities and
a commercial mind set into the core of how we operate as an
organisation.

3.3

The overarching aim of our Commercial Plan is to generate a
greater financial return that contributes to the Council’s
investment plans and its efficiency programme, and assists to
safeguard services that are delivered in our local communities.

3.4

To support our specific ambition to generate additional income,
the
Commercial
team,
in
partnership
with
relevant
individuals/departments, has commenced a strategic programme
of work that includes (amongst other things):

3.5



Preparing a Corporate Pricing Policy and associated
procedures;



Developing a Council-wide Advertising and Sponsorship
Strategy;



Supporting the development
Management Strategy;



Identifying commercial best practice across other local
authorities and organisations; and



Creating a framework to identify, develop and deliver
existing and new (and innovative) income generating
opportunities across the Council’s commercial operations.

of

an

agreed

Asset

Alongside this, work has also commenced to enhance our
commercial culture and competency, including the roll-out of a
competency training programme and commercial awareness
raising sessions.
Corporate Pricing Policy

3.6

The charges and fees levied for our services represent an
important source of income each year, which is used to support
the delivery of our corporate objectives. Whilst charging for
services is, therefore, a recognised feature within the Council,
some demand-led services are provided at little or no direct charge
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to the user. The provision of services at low, or no, charge (or fee)
means that all ratepayers are subsidising the cost of delivery.
3.7

The recent financial uncertainty created by the COVID-19 pandemic
and ‘Brexit’ have now made it essential that the Council makes best
use of pricing and charging opportunities and to recognise the
importance of using pricing as a means of recovering the costs of
delivering our services.

3.8

To support this, the Commercial team has developed:

3.9

3.10



A corporate Pricing Policy; and



A framework document, 'Setting Prices - Getting it Right', to
guide Council officers when introducing pricing or
increasing/decreasing prices.

The key aims of the policy include:


Promoting consistency and fairness in the treatment of
service users; and



Striking a balance addressing the financial needs of the
Council through optimisation of income and the social
needs of customers.

Any decision to vary or introduce charges must be aligned to
strategic priorities and financial objectives. Council officers must
adhere to the following principles set out in the policy:


Efficiency – charges are simple and not cumbersome to
administer.



Transparency – the nature and use of the service are
understood by users



Effectiveness – the charges provide value for money.



Clarity – users are clear about when and how charges apply.



Equity – the charges are fairly applied across a range of
users.



Ethics – users with special needs are charged appropriate
fees.

Priority Projects
3.11

We currently provide many discretionary services (i.e. those that
are not required to be provided by law but are provided at our
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discretion) that all ratepayers are subsidising the cost of delivery.
The table below provides some examples1:
Service

Expenditure

Income

Net Expenditure i.e.
cost to the Council

Events2

£1,464,026

£89,700

£1,374,326

£993,851

£19,534

£974,317

£2,842,409

£1,902,035

£940,374

Pest Control

£289,702

£5,137

£284,565

Bike Scheme

£478,594

£245,254

£233,340

Belfast Castle

£450,397

£256,000

£194,397

Malone House

£332,626

£186,000

£146,626

Mary Peters Track

£137,040

£0

£137,040

Consumer Advice

£106,725

£0

£106,725

Home Safety

£178,976

£82,610

£96,366

Catering Services

£463,917

£399,280

£64,637

City Hall Tours

£53,400

£18,850

£34,550

Bulky Waste
Zoo (including
Shop)

3.12

If approved, it will not be possible, in the current circumstances, to
review all of the Council’s services and activities (such as those
set out above) at this point in the context of the policy.

3.13

That being the case, it is recommended that the following four
projects be examined in the first instance:

3.14
1
2



Malone House - explore possible alternative commercial
uses for the building to maximise asset and reduce annual
operating costs;



Bulky Waste - explore potential pricing options for bulky
waste service to reduce annual operating costs;



Pest Control - explore potential pricing options for pest
control service to reduce annual operating costs; and



Events - develop a Council-wide events policy and
procedures to include establishing transparent, fair and
consistent pricing options.

Further details on each have been circulated.

Based on budget figures for the 2019/20 financial year.
Includes Events unit, Major Events, Sports Events and Grants.
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Financial and Resource Implications
3.15

This programme of work will be managed as part of the CPS’s
annual revenue budget.
Equality or Good Relations implications/
Rural Needs Assessment

3.16

No implications at this stage.

After discussion, it was
Moved by Councillor Long,
Seconded by Alderman Dorrian and
Resolved – That the Committee agrees to adopt the
recommendations set out within the report and agrees also that Party
briefings be held, once more detailed proposals are worked up, to
allow for them to be considered in advance of a future meeting.”
After discussion, the Committee agreed that Party Briefings be held to consider the
matter and that an update on the work of the Council’s Pest Control Service, including any
work which it undertook on behalf of other agencies, should be included in those briefings.
Belfast Agenda/Strategic Issues
Update on City Region Growth Deal
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues

1.1

This report is to provide an update to Committee on the progress
of the Belfast Region City Deal (BRCD), including an update on the
development of Outline Business Cases (OBCs) and progress on
agreeing a phased deal with the NI and UK Governments.

1.2

The Committee receives regular reports on projects within the
BRCD which are led by Belfast City Council and considered a
report last month on the OBC for the Belfast Destination Hub.
The Committee will also be separately considering a report on the
Belfast Digital Innovation Partnership, which will play a key role in
supporting the delivery of the Belfast Innovation/Smart district, the
delivery of which is dependent on BRCD funding for global centres
of innovation excellence and for next generation digital
infrastructure to support testbeds within the district.

1.3

A summary is also attached to this report which provides a brief
overview of key regional innovation and digital projects funded
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through the BRCD that will transform the region’s economy,
including Belfast’s economy, tackling fundamental barriers to
inclusive growth, driving increased productivity and helping to
drive economic recovery.
2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked:

3.0



note the programme overview and the progress that has
been made in Outline Business Case (OBC) development
for all projects and on the development of an agreed
approach with the UK and NI Governments to the delivery
of a phased deal; and



note the summary attached which includes an overview of
the regional innovation and digital projects that will
transform the region’s economy including Belfast.

Main Report
Programme Overview

3.1

In November, the Committee was advised that OBCs were
progressing towards completion with work continuing on
resolving key issues and challenges particularly in respect of
budget profiling and scalability. Detailed engagement has also
been taking place with Finance Directors to ensure that financial
information within the OBCs has been subject to appropriate
levels of assurance and that financial plans are in place in relation
to capital investments and revenue financing, so that the
transformative investments included within the BRCD can proceed
with confidence.

3.2

A full list of projects and the current position in relation to OBC
completion have been circulated. The table confirms that OBCs
will have been completed for all projects by the end of December,
though as outlined below it is recognised that further revision of
OBCs may still be required for projects that are an earlier stage of
development. Once these are considered by the relevant BRCD
Advisory Board they will be submitted to the BRCD Executive
Board. In addition to ensuring that projects are delivering on the
priority outcomes for the BRCD, a key role of the Advisory Boards
and the Executive Board will be ensuring that the projects which
are being recommended for inclusion in the Deal are capable of
being delivered within the agreed budget envelopes for each pillar.
Significant progress has been made in this regard with, for
example the projects and programmes within the innovation and
digital pillar now aligned with the £350 million government funding
envelope. Work is continuing to ensure alignment of the tourism
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and regeneration and infrastructures projects within the available
funding envelope.
Proposed Timescale/Approach
3.3

As previously reported in order to have a deal in place so that
funding can begin to flow from 1st April 2021. Discussions are
ongoing between Partners and the NI and UK Governments in
relation to agreeing a ‘phased’ deal to enable a ‘Deal Document’ to
be signed off by the end of the financial year. As with all City Deals,
given the long-term nature of the programme, projects are at
various stages of development. However, agreeing a deal
document is essential to enable delivery and for funding to flow.
With sufficiently developed OBCs now created for all projects, the
partners are confident that the necessary detail is available to
agree with confidence the financial and implementation plans that
underpin the deal.

3.4

The approach proposed will see the most advanced projects which
are recommended for inclusion in the deal submitted for formal
consideration through the Executive Department’s casework
committee process in parallel with the work to agree the deal
document. For those projects which are recommended for
inclusion in the deal, but which are less advanced Partners will
seek agreement as part of the Deal on release of an initial funding
stream to allow the further development of these projects and
business cases so that their development can also progress at
pace. When sufficiently developed, these projects will then be
submitted formally to casework, enabling approval of expenditure
on ongoing basis.

3.5

This approach recognises the varying states of readiness of
projects across the programme, allowing the Deal Documentation
to be completed & agreed and phased delivery to commence.
Once the details of the ‘phased’ deal are agreed with government
partners a further update report will be brought back to Members.
Investment Priorities

3.6

Since signing Heads of Terms more than 18 months ago and
against the challenging backdrop of the COVID pandemic, BRCD
partners have continued to develop OBCs for more than 20
ambitious programmes and projects, aimed at driving economic
recovery and boosting the competitiveness of the city region.
Outlined below is an update on each of the pillars of investment
and the timescale for OBC completion for each project/programme
has been circulated.

3.7

The attached summary provides an update on regional projects
that will harness the potential of our most resilient sectors - life
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and health sciences, digital and creative industries, advanced
manufacturing- and drive digital innovation and skills
development which are so critical now to creating inclusive
growth for both businesses and communities.
Tourism and Regeneration
3.8

With the exception of one project within Antrim and
Newtownabbey, all tourism and regeneration OBCs are developed
and will be reviewed by the Tourism and Regeneration Advisory
Board in December. Members are reminded that the OBC for the
Belfast Destination Hub was agreed at the November SP and R
Committee.

3.9

The tourism industry has taken a serious hit due to Covid-19 and
it is vital that the industry is not only able to recover but thrive in
a post Covid-19 environment. BRCD is by its nature a long-term
capital programme and the timing of investment in tourism aligns
strongly with the need to provide globally visible tourism products
to aid travel recovery. The regeneration elements of projects will
also enable town and city centres to respond due to the intensified
challenges following the pandemic.
Innovation

3.10

As previously reported, the innovation projects within the BRCD
have been significantly rescaled and are now broadly in line with
the funding available to support this Pillar. OBCs for the Advanced
Manufacturing Innovation Centre (AMIC), Global Innovation
Institute (GII) and Institute for Research Excellence in Advanced
Clinical Healthcare (i-REACH) have been submitted to the
Executive Board and it is anticipated that a revised OBC for the
Centre for Digital Healthcare Technology (CDHT) will be submitted
in January. A first draft OBC for the Screen Media & Innovation
Lab (SMIL) has now been considered by the Innovation Pillar
Board and submitted to the Executive Board, before being
considered by the UK and NI Governments.
Digital

3.11

Detailed development of the draft Digital Innovation Programme
Business Case (PBC) is nearing completion. The business case
will prioritise a flexible ‘funds-based’ approach with the increased
use of Challenge Funds alongside an Infrastructure Enabling fund
which will support connectivity infrastructure, as well as physical
enabling infrastructure needed for the development of the Belfast
Smart District and Regional Testbeds. It will also ensure that
innovation support reaches across priority sectors and the region,
through investment in Regional Innovation Hubs. Approval of
programme business case by the NI and UK Governments would
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enable funding to be released for the detailed development of
project business cases for challenge funds and an infrastructure
enabling fund that would support both the Belfast Smart district
and Regional Testbeds.
Infrastructure
3.12

Interim OBCs for the Newry Southern Relief Road and Belfast
Rapid Transit Phase 2 have now been reviewed by the Department
for Infrastructure Economists. Interim OBCs have been produced
for these projects due to the very early stage of their development,
in advance of the necessary consultations on route development.
Given the early stage of development of Newry Southern Relief
Road and Belfast Rapid Transit Phase 2 there are high levels of
optimism bias included in their financial cases and this has
contributed to the affordability challenges across the programme.
An OBC has been completed for the Lagan Pedestrian and Cycle
Bridge.
Employability and Skills

3.13

The Employability & Skills Programme continues to be refined with
proposals developed on the following themes, Skills for Growth;
Skills for Inclusion and Skills for the Digital Future. Aligning the
range of skills and employability programmes of partners,
including Further Education Colleges, Universities and Local
Councils, with the capital investment projects and needs of
industry, is a vital component of delivering the ambitions and
benefits of the overall city deal investment. The partners have,
therefore, committed to aligning £30M of existing resources to
maximise the impact of the City Deal programme and are working
closely with government partners to ensure that plans are strongly
aligned with the new skills strategy and NI wide employability
programmes. It is anticipated that a final E&S Proposition will be
submitted for approval to the Executive Board in February.
Inclusive Growth

3.14

Inclusive growth is an underlying commitment of the BRCD
spanning across all investments and associated work streams.
Collaborating partners have sought to integrate inclusive growth
across all investment projects and through the employability and
skills programme proactive approaches will be undertaken to
address skills imbalances and create socially inclusive pathways
to support individuals into and progress further in employment.
Partners have also committed to delivering collaborative
approaches aimed at supporting overall inclusive growth
ambitions by embedding inclusive growth commitments through
their procurement practices, effectively creating additional benefit
through their supply chain. As employers, partners are also
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working collaboratively to explore opportunities for joint delivery
of social value through, for example, workforce development,
upskilling lower skilled employees, pre-employment programmes
for disadvantaged client groups and creation of public sector
apprenticeship opportunities.
Next Steps
3.15

Agreeing the detail of the ‘phased’ deal is now of critical
importance and would deliver much needed momentum,
confidence and impact whilst recognising the long-term nature of
the programme of investment and the further work required. The
proposed approach was discussed at the recent meeting of the
Council Panel and engagement is taking place with NI and UK
Governments to seek to confirm agreement on the process. All the
projects included in the Deal Document will have agreed budgets
and indicative financial profiles and implementation timescales.
Financial and Resource Implications

3.16

All costs associated with the BRCD are within existing budgets.
Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs Assessment

3.17

The Approach taken to develop the City Deal has been subject to
independent equality screening and rural proofing and states that;
‘BRCD is inherently inclusive, affording an opportunity for the
region to grow in a way that will benefit the economy of Northern
Ireland as a whole, thereby enhancing the lives and well-being of
its citizens. If during further development of the programme it
becomes apparent that there may be an adverse impact on certain
groups or communities then the partnership commits to carrying
out further Section 75 work and including screening and EQIAs as
and when appropriate.”

After discussion, the Committee adopted the recommendations.
Belfast Innovation District
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of Main Issues

1.1

To outline plans for the development of a world-class ‘Innovation
District’ that would seek to attract talent and investment and
support the wider aims of the new Belfast Digital Innovation
Partnership and to seek Committee approval for funding to
support a twelve-month development programme for the District.
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2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked to agree that the Council contributes
£50,000 to the development phase of the creation of an Innovation
District (as part of a total BDIP co-investment of £325,000).

3.0

Main Report

3.1

The new ‘Belfast Digital Innovation Partnership’ (BDIP), which
includes the Council, Queen’s University, Ulster University, Belfast
Harbour, Invest NI, and Catalyst, is seeking to exploit the power of
digital innovation to enhance wider regional productivity and
generate more and better jobs for all.

3.2

It aims to foster the conditions in which our most exciting SME
clusters can grow; our workforce are re-skilled for new jobs; and
the world-class research of our universities can translate rapidly
into innovative new businesses, products and services.

3.3

In doing so, BDIP partners are also committed to nurturing an
urban environment through the development of a Smart District in
which industry, academia and the public sector can collaborate on
urban challenges such as climate change, technological
disruption and the health of our communities. The Covid-19 crisis
has not only amplified these challenges and opportunities but has
greatly accelerated the time scales against which this environment
should be developed.

3.4

The Smart District covers three initial zones that offer rich
environments for our innovation community to collaborate on
research, for businesses to form and scale; for investments to
flourish and next generation urban services to emerge. (See
attached Summary Booklet presented to Members in June 2020)
The first project underway in the programme is the development
of the an Innovation District – a 400 acre area that will extend from
the new Ulster campus in the city centre, along Queen’s Island, to
include the Northern Ireland Science Park and Queen’s
University’s ECIT campus. This will be a world-class, inclusive,
mixed-use urban environment for research, innovation,
entrepreneurialism and investment.

3.5

The location is already primed as a digital innovation multiplier.
There is already a substantial knowledge economy activity with
Catalyst supporting a community of over 200 innovative SMEs,
and a number of international companies in areas such as fintech
and cybersecurity.

3.6

There are also plans for major physical investment both public and
private sector investors that can contribute to the ambition. These
include proposals for four university centres of excellence which
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will be partially funded by the Belfast Region City Deal; plans for
an advanced wireless network; the city investment in the ‘Sixth’
building; and the opportunities represented by the new Ulster
University campus.
3.7

3.8

3.9

Lessons have been drawn from elsewhere and show that a
successful district requires:


City wide collaboration with strong, influential leadership of
the type that BDIP is offering;



An acknowledgement of the power and importance of
‘place’ and the need to place inclusion and community and
its heart;



An internationally recognisable brand that reinforces and
aligns with the city’s own vision;



A strong business model with adequate resources to
mobilise effectively; and



Proximity of businesses and academia to be able to
collaborate and cluster

Drawing on the success of similar innovation districts in other
cities (including Dublin, Liverpool and Eindhoven) the Belfast
district would offer:


An internationally high quality location acting as a beacon
for talent and inward investment;



The critical ‘density’ to sustain a world-class ecosystem for
start-ups, SMEs, academia and multinationals;



A place-based multiplier for sustainable, high productivity
jobs for the region and for neighbouring communities; and



A driver to enhance the existing quality of life in the area - a
‘go to’ location for residents, workers and visitors.

Following a series of partner workshops, BDIP partners now wish
to commence with the delivery of a twelve-month programme to
fully develop the Innovation District proposition.
This would include three major strands of work:
-

Creating the commercial proposition and brand strategy
Building an approach to citizen inclusion and skills
A programme for cluster growth (likely to include fintech,
Greentech and Healthtech)
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3.10

Partners have costed the twelve-month development programme
at £325,000 which would fund the necessary resources, staffing,
and technical support. Members are asked to agree that Belfast
City Council will contribute £50,000 to this programme budget.
Financial and Resource Implications

3.11

£50,000 will be financed from the existing Smart Cities budget.
Equality or Good Relations Implications / Rural Needs Assessment

3.12

None.”

After discussion, the Committee adopted the recommendations.
Northern Ireland Local Government Association Consultation –
Transformation and Driving Practical Change in Local Government
The Committee approved the following corporate response to the Northern Ireland
Local Government Association’s consultation on ‘Transformation and Driving Practical Change
in Local Government’:
COUNCIL RESPONSE
NORTHERN IRELAND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
TRANSFORMATION AND DRIVING PRACTICAL CHANGE IN LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
Belfast City Council (the Council) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the
NILGA consultation on Transformation and Driving Practical Change in Local
Government.
GENERAL COMMENTS
The Council believe that this is an important and timely piece of work given that
five years has passed since the 2015 local government reform programme.
We have also experienced the impacts of the Covid-19 Pandemic, and the
unprecedented impacts that this has placed on society as a whole, and on local
government and the future sustainability of local councils.
This engagement exercise presents a real opportunity for local government, as
a cohesive sector, to coalesce and create a common agenda which will help
inform, influence and establish a strong collegiate position.
Local government reforms that came into effect in April 2015 significantly
shifted the role of local government towards one of active place-shaping. These
arrangements provided councils with greater responsibility for important powers
such as spatial and land-use planning, off-street car parks, local economic
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development and tourism. However, a residual sense exists across local
government that the powers which transferred to councils did not go far enough.
It is our position that this could be addressed by implementation of a second
tranche of reform.
Further devolution of core place-shaping functions will allow for a more
responsive approach to communities’ needs and aspirations. Councils have a
greater understanding of, and engagement with, their local communities
enabling the tailoring of services, improved decision-making and the delivery of
local outcomes.
However, given the previous experience of the 2015 reform programme, we
must emphasise the importance that if there is to be any further devolution of
powers to local government this must be supported by greater resource, clarity
of purpose and occur in a planned and phased manner to ensure continuity and
certainty for all stakeholders.
In summary the main issues relating to the future role of local government that
the Council wish to highlight include:




Central government commitment to work in partnership with local
councils, by providing the necessary funding and policy backdrop, from
which councils can play a leading role in the sustainable recovery of
their local areas;
enhanced devolution to local government including regeneration,
planning, skills investment and planning, and local transport planning;



greater powers regarding local taxation measures and enhanced local
investment powers, to ensure that that councils have the fiscal levers to
tackle issues at community and city level; and



the introduction of legislation/measures that strengthen the relationship
between central and local government, including a duty to collaborate
to provide for responsive and integrated service delivery at regional, city
and community level.

These issues are discussed in detail in this our submission and our responses
to the questions posed.
1. Covid 19 to date – please highlight the biggest sustainability,
strategic and operational issues facing Council going into 2021, as
triggered primarily by Covid 19. Additionally, how might some or
all of these be alleviated by further legislation, policy and/or
resource changes in wider government? Council can send
additional materials to augment the synopsis presented here.
The outbreak of COVID-19 has obviously caused massive economic disruption
for Belfast, along with the rest of the NI, UK and the world at large. The council
have welcomed the range of support measures and interventions that the NI
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Assembly have put in place to date to help mitigate the impacts of Covid-19
and to minimise economic and financial disruption.
While we continue to provide critical support to local communities, businesses
and the local economy through this Pandemic this ongoing situation has
highlighted significant and stark sustainability, strategic and operational issues
for the council in moving forward.
The issues set out below relating to finance, place and sustainability provide an
overview of the concerns which the council face going into 2021 and beyond.
It is the view of this council that without further funding, based on continued
Barnett consequentials and remodelling how local government is financed in
future years the future outlook for local communities, workforce and service
delivery is bleak.
Finance (loss of rates and income)
Typically, 75% of a council’s income comes from rates. The other 25% of
income (grants, rents and fees & charges) has been significantly lost due to the
COVID-19 pandemic which has impacted on ability to deliver services.
All councils are experiencing significant impacts on their rates and income base
and they are not in a position to compensate for this loss without cutting back
on essential services. This has been recognised by the Department for
Communities with a series of funding packages brought forward to supplement
some of the losses incurred. These packages must continue, and a
constructive dialogue and shared diligence between councils and central
government must continue. The public health restrictions which have been
required to manage Covid-19 has resulted in business closures in key sectors
as well as key visitor and recreational facilities of councils and has had real
economic impacts on this council’s finances and ability to sustain important
services.
In addition to loss of income, the council has also experienced additional costs
as a result of Covid-19 and ensuring appropriate social distancing and safety
measures are in place. Councils have also played a critical role in providing
exceptional support for local communities and businesses and have had to
dedicate significant resource to support vulnerable individuals and families,
administer government grants and provide forums for engagement with local
businesses, across the city.
The council is particularly concerned that these reductions in income and
increased costs are likely to continue into the next number of years. While it is
appreciated that efficiency measures will be needed, the most critical concern
is the impact that vacancy levels (due to failure of business) will have on the
rates income which provides the core element (70-80 %) of our budget. If this
is significantly reduced, the council will struggle to provide the services our
citizens require and expect.
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To address these issues, the council believe that the NI Executive needs to
guarantee sustainable level of rates income for the next three years as a
minimum. This guarantee will need to be supported by councils undertaking
significant exercises to identify and make savings, to also meet the losses that
they will continue to suffer from their commercial activities.
Impact on Place
The prolonged and uncertain nature of the pandemic and the range of
measures and restrictions brought forward has had a devastating impact upon
the vitality and functionality of businesses and city/town centres across
Northern Ireland. Whilst the uptake of financial support schemes for businesses
across all sectors of the economy has been high, many businesses have been
faced with closure, significant losses in revenue and disruptions to their cash
flow. The scale of impact on the tourism, arts, entertainment and hospitality
sectors – key economic sectors and employment drivers - is significant and the
future viability of the high street and retail and hospitality is at risk with
decreased levels of footfall resulting from safety concerns, social distance
measures as well lack of tourists and the shift from office-based to homeworking.
Investing in sustainable recovery
This council has and will continue to proactively bring forward measures to
mitigate the social and economic effects, across the city, of the Covid-19 crisis
on people, jobs, businesses and the local economy. It will be important that
central and local government work together with communities, businesses and
partners to assess the longer-term impact of the pandemic and on local
economies and society.
In relation to a recovery plans for Belfast, the council recognise the need for a
two-pronged approach of immediate interventions and support during the
current pandemic, as well as building important foundations and identifying key
levers to support medium-longer term recovery.
Given the scale and complexity of the challenges we face, it will be important
that we work in partnership and bring forward financial support and other policy
instruments to help rebuild and stimulate recovery, recognising that
businesses/councils have limited cash flow to allocate to planning,
administration or match funding arrangements at this time.
Examples of opportunities to support future recovery include:


Accelerating City & Growth Deals to secure investment, creating jobs
and acting as a catalyst for supporting recovery.



Support and investment in local skills programmes and employability
schemes, working with local employers, further and higher education
and training providers, so that local skills supply can better match future
demand. This is also a key area where there needs to be a new
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relationship between central and local government, both in designing
the new skills strategy and in developing local funding strategies and
programmes.


Investing in communities, creating local assets and facilities and
building community capacity and resilience.



Investing in the revitalisation of our high streets and town centres to
support key sectors of the economy, provide economic stability and
sustain jobs.



Maximising the opportunities presented through digital innovation to
support key growth sectors, repositioning the economy and enhancing
skills and employability.



Investing in green stimulus as a key driver for economic recovery, with
the potential for Northern Ireland to be at the forefront of innovation and
clean growth.



Investing in local regeneration programmes to support business growth
and promote and secure FDI and real estate investment.

Q2: RPA to date (new councils since 2015) – please highlight at least
two major corporate successes for your Council that RPA has triggered
and at least two barriers to success which might be overcome by further
legislation, policy and/or resource changes in wider government.
As suggested within general comments on page 1 the local government reform
programme has assisted the council in terms of successful delivery in some
areas. However, it has by no means removed all barriers by which councils
deliver for its citizens and communities.
Two major corporate successes related to the local government reform
programme have been:
Belfast Agenda


The 2015 reform programme provided councils with the responsibility
for leading the community planning process to produce a community
plan for its district. The purpose of community planning is to improve the
connection between all the tiers of Government and wider society work
through partnership working to jointly deliver better outcomes for
everyone. Community plans identify long-term priorities for improving
the social, economic and environmental well-being of districts and the
people who live there.



Locally our view of what local government can deliver has been
illustrated in the Belfast Agenda, our city’s community plan. The Belfast
Agenda was developed in collaboration with partners from across the
city, and set the long term outcomes that all stakeholder across the city
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want to achieve. The Belfast Agenda has demonstrated the potential
for collaborative working to create changes in the economy, jobs, skills,
tourism, and culture. Providing a vision for the city agreed across the
public, education, business and voluntary, community and social
enterprise sectors.
Transfer of planning powers


The transfer of most planning functions to the district councils
necessitated the creation of a new planning system for Northern Ireland:
requiring new roles, responsibilities and relationships for all those
involved in the planning process. Councils took responsibility for:


Local development planning – creating a plan which will set out a
clear vision of how the council area should look in the future by
deciding what type and scale of development should be encouraged
and where it should be located;



Development management – determining the vast majority of
planning applications;



Planning enforcement – investigating alleged breaches of planning
control and determining what action should be taken.



Coming up to five years since councils took on this responsibility, it is
widely acknowledged that the majority of planning decisions are taken
at the most appropriate level, which is by locally elected representatives,
who understand the needs their local areas, and can balance their
decisions against the legal and policy framework which governs the
planning process.



The ability for councils to create their own local development plan has
also been a welcome power particularly given the ability to link with
community plans. This approach ensures that councils can take a
holistic approach, spatial and needs based, in planning for their areas.

Barriers to success
As well as successes from the 2015 reform programme, the Council accept that
barriers remain which cannot be overcome in the absence of changes to the
overarching policy and legislative framework which governs the operation of
local government.
To address these prevailing barriers some of the main areas that the Council
would wish to see greater devolved powers for to address local issues and
support citizens, communities and the city would be in relation to:
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Regeneration Powers


The Council reiterates the view that the 2015 reform programme did not
go far enough in terms of the powers provided to the council. In
particular, the decision not to transfer regeneration powers has
restricted the Council’s ability to deliver transformative place-based
plans for local areas and communities. It has also tempered the
ambitions and aspirations of local communities, given the separation of
local regeneration powers between central and local government. This
has diluted our ability to connect land use planning, community planning
with wider regeneration ambitions for the city.



The transfer of Comprehensive Development Powers and the ability to
acquire land for regeneration purposes, when used alongside
community and land use planning, would help to strengthen and
enhance our ability to drive strategic regeneration activity, unlocking
and realising the potential of major/flagship schemes and reinvigorating
key areas across the city.



The transfer of regeneration functions would have provided the Council
with the ability to ensure an integrated approach to regeneration,
addressing blighted areas across the city including, greater alignment
of physical regeneration with the future Local Development Plan; and
enhance the vitality of the city and further developing the rates base
supporting further investment in front-line services.

Duty to co-operate


Although the production of the city’s first community plan the Belfast
Agenda is rightly regarded as a success. The Council would suggest
that to truly translate the clear benefits of community planning, there is
a need for greater collaboration between local government and
government departments, in the planning, development, delivery and
monitoring of interventions in order to increase their effectiveness for
citizens and, in turn, creating a more cohesive society.



Our existing community planning powers and thematic boards present
an opportunity to deliver services tailored to the needs and expectations
of local communities. However, it is critical that central government
departments and partner organisations work in partnership with local
government to ensure these ambitions can be realised across the
network of services that communities require.



The Council would suggest that to address this issue may require future
consideration by central government of creating a ‘statutory duty to cooperate’ in respect of community planning. This duty would place a legal
requirement on community planning partners to share information and
resources, as appropriate, to ensure that the agreed priorities and
outcomes of community plans are achieved.
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Q3: Mindful of NI’s recovery in a fragile economic period now emerging,
should further reform (“RPA part II”) - an expansion of Council’s role - be
accelerated or pushed back in 2021? Would Council support at this time
commissioning (across the whole sector) actual evidence of real benefits,
during early & mid 2021 in preparation for future reform, working also
with the Partnership Panel?
Given its experience with phase one of local government reform, in terms of the
lengthy process undertaken, and the number of false start-stops and significant
dilution of functions that ultimately transferred to councils. In the event of “RPA
part II”, the Council will require early assurance and commitment by the NI
Executive as to the parameters for a second programme of local government
reform, which includes a clear programme timetable, benefits of reform and
desired outcomes.
Subject to broad agreement between stakeholders across local and central
government as to the nature of a second reform programme. The Council
understand that the process for managing any future reform programme will
require agreement between local government, the NI Executive and relevant
government departments. This collaboration between both tiers of government
must be informed by evidence collection and supported by direct engagement
on the basis of transparency and partnership.
The Council also believes that any future review of the role of councils and
associated reforms recognises the importance of councils as place based
leaders. Local government understands its local communities and places it
represents. This again highlights the need for any future transfer of powers to
be meaningful and to be of substance. The lack of regeneration powers
currently residing in councils curtails our ability to fully deliver and meet the
needs of local communities.
Given the current situation we all face due to the Covid-19 Pandemic an
immediate expansion of place and regeneration powers to councils would be
transformative in promoting strong recovery of local areas out of the Pandemic.
Therefore, the council do feel that some aspects of reform should be
accelerated and linked to Covid-19 recovery. These additional powers would
provide councils with the necessary architecture to deliver on the priorities
contained in local area recovery plans.
In addition, the Council would hold the view that any further devolution of
powers to local government be considered in the first instance to those
authorities that have demonstrated a real impact in terms of the successful
delivery of the powers that were devolved to them during the first iteration of
local government reform. An assessment should be carried out to ensure
authorities have a track record of delivery to include appropriate management
of costs.
Any further programme of reform much also recognise that each of the 11
councils have unique and different priorities in relation to their local areas. While
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there will always be a need for a regional consistency in terms of the broader
role of local government. It would be valuable if a second reform programme
explores the value and potential benefits of transferring specific functions and
tailored devolution to individual councils or in clusters to address local area
need.
Q4: At strategic policy level rather than concentrating on specific
functions (see 4.), would Council prefer greater legislative powers e.g. to
better enable community planning, regeneration, growth / city deals, and
locally led decision taking requiring government departments to agree to
Council's investment priorities? What specific legislation or actions does
Council wish to see?
The Council recognises that our society is currently faced with a myriad of
seemingly intractable issues such as Covid-19, employment, climate change,
place shaping, housing and poverty that require strong leadership and well
managed and resourced intervention.
We believe that some of these issues are best addressed by government at a
local level, and in some areas this will require a change in our top-down
centralised form of government. This requires central government providing
local government with greater powers and responsibilities, provided for in
legislation, in areas such as community planning, regeneration, planning, skills
investment and local transport planning.
At a strategic policy level the principle of place-based leadership underpins the
current direction of this Council in creating inclusive growth and delivering
collaborative approaches to addressing many of the intractable social and
economic challenges facing the city and its communities.
When properly resourced, it is our belief that this approach is the most powerful
tool that local government has to address some of the biggest challenges we
now face including, for example; climate change; productivity gaps; skills and
employability, tackling inequalities and positioning our place to compete.
Place based policy is crucial for the success of local government, for four main
reasons.
1. Cities and city regions can harness local and global economic capacity.
2. Place provides a coherent way to organise.
3. Place offers a way to reconnect and empower people.
4. A focus on place supports community identity and cohesion and is key
in addressing exclusion, inequalities and participation by those normally
under-represented.
It is important to understand that place-based policy doesn’t necessarily mean
devolving all powers and functions to local government. There are many areas
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in which the need for regional and national governance and policy is required.
However, it does mean there needs to be an earnest conversation with
communities and across government and wider society as to the right level and
scale of local government that is needed.
For this whole place approach to succeed, we would strongly advocate for the
further devolution of core place-shaping functions, provided for in legislation,
from central government to enable local government as a sector to deliver on
these ambitions. These include:
Urban Regeneration: This power is important as it would enable alignment
with other council functions to encourage positive and sustainable development
at both community and city level. Historically, BCC has consistently put forward
the case for the transfer of regeneration functions to Councils to enhance our
ability to provide a coherent place-making model across the city. It remains our
position that the anticipated transfer of regeneration powers to councils under
the 2015 reform programme should be reviewed and extension or devolution of
these regeneration powers should be brought forward as soon as practicable
to enable BCC to fulfil its ambitions for transforming the city and its
communities, based on the wishes and needs of local areas. This issue is also
set out in our answer to Q2.
City Skills Agenda: While there is a range of activity taking place across
Belfast and work is underway between relevant central government
departments and the Council to explore how we can address the skills issues
facing the city and constraining growth, the pervasive challenges of long-term
unemployment, economic inactivity and a better match of skills demand and
supply are not being addressed in a sustainable manner.
The Council recognise that planning at a local place level is the only way to
match demand and supply across the City’s skills network ensuring a tailored
approach as required. The Council need to work alongside over relevant
organisations in the public, private, voluntary, community and social enterprise
sector to use our shared information to plan better around skills needs and
training provision to meet these needs and support inclusive economic growth.
To date a one size fits all approach has not addressed the systemic issues
facing communities and business, this disconnect has greatly constrained
economic growth and hampered the council’s ability to address underlying
social problems.
Planning: Extended planning powers, particularly around regeneration and
local transport planning, would unlock more effective place shaping and provide
for the sustained delivery of the physical aspects of the Belfast Agenda. This
would also support more effective approaches to statutory masterplanning and
development partnerships with the potential to harness the full benefits of
regeneration for local communities often blighted by inequalities. Broader
responsibility in relation to built heritage should also be considered to provide
for more efficient consideration of both heritage and conservation as part of the
planning processes.
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Increased functions in relation to roads, transport and housing in order to
support place-making and regeneration, would greatly enhance the role of the
councils as custodian of place and local communities. While recognising that
there is a strategic regional role in these areas for central government
departments, we believe that there is scope for local government and
departments to work together to ensure that these top level strategic plans can
be tailored and varied to suit local issues and needs within each council area.
Community Planning: Establishing a statutory duty to co-operate for
community planning partners, to maximise the likelihood of delivering the
outcomes and priorities articulated in community plans. This duty should
require partners to work together, specifically in relation to sharing resources.
This issue is also set out in our answer to Q2.
In respect of the suggested transfer of functions set out above, we recognise
some areas may be best managed through partial transfer, as there are broader
aspects to many of these matters, i.e. strategic transport networks, regional
regeneration initiatives or policy associated with important retained functions,
such as housing.
Q4: Please see below a list of typical neighbourhood services of councils
in other jurisdictions which are not the responsibility of councils in
Northern Ireland. Does the Council have a corporate wish to see such
services as part of its portfolio / directly influenced by it (specific services
can be listed as desirable, or not)?













On-street car parking
urban
and
rural
regeneration
local roads and footpaths
local maintenance of roads
and
wider public realm
such as gully emptying and
gritting
public housing
preventative
health
services
fire services
trading standards
sewerage infrastructure
libraries and museums
street lighting










Broadband
investment –
devolved budgetary control
Local public transport
further art, culture, sport policy
& budget
further economic development
such
as
Foreign
Direct
Investment
and
Skills
Development policy & budget
conservation of natural and
built heritage
Fisheries
others (please specify)

In relation to the table above the typical neighbourhood services in which the
Council may have a corporate interest in adding to its portfolio are highlighted
in yellow.
However, it must be noted that this is early indicative interest and further
detailed discussions and engagement with relevant service areas and elected
members will be needed before adopting a definite position.
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A critical area of concern which would require full clarity, before any transfer of
these services could be contemplated, would be in relation to appropriate
financing. Some of the service areas set out in this table have significant
funding deficits, and the Council on behalf of its rate-payers would not
countenance taking liability or ownership of without relevant guarantees being
put in place by central government department. This highlights the need for
a New Burdens Doctrine to accompany transferring functions, see Q6.
The Council believes that service delivery has the greatest impact when it
reflect the needs of a local area and is delivered in an integrated and responsive
manner. The Council believes that issues relating to the scale and scope of
area governance, as far as is reasonably possible, be determined by locally
elected representatives chosen by local communities.
Local government has demonstrated that a strong centralised approach does
not work, whilst a sense of place and a strong commitment to integrated
planning and delivery does. The Council supports devolved decision-making
and governance in this regard, with as much local input as possible.
Working with partners, local government is well placed to support the planning
of services that affect citizens and communities at a local level. Councils have
a greater understanding and engagement with their local communities enabling
the tailoring of services, improved decision-making and the delivery of local
outcomes. Greater devolution of services at a neighbourhood level would allow
for a more responsive approach to communities’ needs and aspirations.
Better integrated services at a community level can be secured through the
promotion of area based regeneration, using integrated neighbourhood working
models (as appropriate to the local district); key stakeholders would have
flexibility to align into these models as required, recognising council
contributions, to achieve better service integration and desired outcomes.
By way of example of our commitment to this approach we have recently
adopted an area based approach for our own services, to ensure better delivery
of outcomes for residents. This has been supported through the creation of an
‘area manager’ who in effect has responsibility for integrated service delivery at
local neighbourhood level aligned to broader citywide provision. It is our belief
that devolution of neighbourhood services will allow for a more responsive
approach to communities’ needs and aspirations.
Examples of areas outside of current local government functions which may
benefit from an area-based (neighbourhood services) approach include:


Health and social care: local councils can play a role with partner
organisations in promoting some aspects of health and social care, such
as improving mental and physical wellbeing through the delivery of a
range of programmes across our community facilities.



Public protection: through better regulation to local communities, i.e.
managing Housing of Multiple Occupations.
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Q6: To protect and ensure adequate resources for councils, NILGA has
produced a New Burdens Doctrine, summarised in appendix C. All
councils in the rest of the UK are protected by this, in some form to ensure
legally that resources are guaranteed to be adequate to meet transferred
responsibilities. Does Council consider this protection a "must have" in
advance of any further transfer of powers, resources and / or services?
The Council consider that the New Burdens Doctrine or similar assurances
should underpin any future legislation or policy which may signal the transfer of
functions or powers from central to local government. However it is vital that
the approach to securing the introduction of such a doctrine does not stymie
the transfer of certain functions, in particular those of a more strategic nature,
such as regeneration. It is important to differentiate between strategic and
operational functions in this regard.
The Council would also be supportive of the need to ensure that there is a
collectively agreed principle that Government as a whole will ensure that any
new burdens which may fall on local councils in moving forward are adequately
resourced.
Example - Enhanced enforcement role of councils
The recent regulations brought forward by the NI Executive confers additional
enforcement responsibilities on councils in relation to non-compliance by
particular businesses and sectors of the NI Executive restrictions and guidance.
In addition to this, the councils have undertaken to work in partnership with the
police to deal with enforcement issues which arise in the hospitality during their
normal operating hours. Councils have taken on this role to support their local
areas and businesses. There has been no associated funding provided to
councils to support the implementation of the extended enforcement role. If the
New Burdens Doctrine had been in place then these transfer of additional
responsibilities would have been supported with associated transfer of
resources.
Therefore examples such as that provided above, highlights the necessity that
new burden provisions should be incorporated into any future legislation which
either devolves or transfers powers to councils. The legislation must also clearly
identify the lead central government department which is responsible for
securing the resources needed to fund the net additional cost falling on councils
and ensuring the appropriate transfer of resources.
If the new burdens doctrine had underpinned those powers which transferred
in 2015, it is likely that this would have resolved issues between local and
central government relating to a lack of clarity over responsibility for when
resources have not been commensurate with the functions that transferred.
In any case, the Council would seek assurances that the level of financial
resources made available for devolution to NI councils was not only cost neutral
at the point of transfer but also that councils would be indemnified against any
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potential future shortfall in funding through an extension of the “New Burdens
Doctrine”.
Q7: With investment priorities, budgetary constraints and new ways of
working being practiced right now by Council, NILGA believes that
council led shared services are one element of the future sustainability of
local government. Is Council open to engaging in sector wide, strategic
discussions around shared services, building on existing work, in order
to define a strong vision and approach to this? What are Council's key
requirements, if any, in terms of taking such discussions forward?
The Council would be willing to engage in discussion and explore potential
around this suggested approach, as we believe there is real opportunity to
deliver value for money services alongside service improvements.
However, in light of previous experience relating to a shared services approach,
we would note with caution the previous the local government lead,
‘Improvement, Collaboration and Efficiency (ICE) Programme’ which was taken
forward in lead up to the first local government reform programme. This
process was extremely resource intensive and there was a number of false
dawns regarding moving towards agreed shared services approaches, and
many councils chose not to adopt a shared services approach when it came to
actual operational implementation, preferring to maintain existing service
provision.
Therefore, any approach towards council led shared services must be
supported by a coalition of willing partners across the local government sector.
It is essential that any move towards a sector wide approach to shared services
has clear parameters, agreed to and supported by elected members,
highlighting those areas of collaboration which will result in efficiency savings
and value for money for participating councils.
Another key requirement for the Council in terms of a sectoral shared services
approach is the need for an evidence based approach. For this vision to
succeed will require a significant level of trust and transparency between
councils in terms of sharing information and resources, to ensure that decisions
taken are sourced in evidence and on the best available data.
Q8 Has Council any additional comments or attachments it wishes to
provide at this time?
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
In addition to the answers provided above to the specific questions put forward
in this consultation. The Council would also wish to put forward some additional
general comments for NILGA’s consideration. These include:


The Council recommend that there is a commitment within the emerging
Programme for Government to transfer important place-shaping
regeneration functions, which complement the existing planning, and
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economic development functions of councils. If Belfast and the region
are to remain competitive and continue to attract investment, it is
important that we can respond to the needs and demands of potential
investors.


Any future reform programme provides an opportunity to fundamentally
review local government finance particularly if a high degree of
devolution was secured. The Council considers that increased financial
powers for local government is necessary for securing sustainably
funded local government moving forward. The Council believe than any
future review of local government powers provides local government
with an opportunity to partner to draw together existing interventions at
a high level and to offer collective recommendations on financing,
including new borrowing powers; simplified loan and borrowing regimes;
and government incentives for start-ups in sustainable tax yielding
industries.



The need to consider innovative and new forms of finance and delivery
models to unlock development, regeneration and infrastructure priorities
within the city and across the region.



The need to further strengthen the relationship between central and
local government on a clear legislative and policy basis.
This strengthened relationship should be underpinned by a shared
commitment to delivering outcomes for our citizens. Where necessary
the Council would recommend that structures are put in place to ensure
that each of the 11 councils are engaged in the development of any
policy positions and are consulted on all enabling legislation as early
and as fully as possible.



A mechanism should be found for Councils to work alongside
government departments in formulating and delivering cross – cutting
recovery programmes. It is understood that a Town Centre Task force
is to be set up as one potential recovery partnership and Councils would
request a seat at this table. However, Councils have many other
contributions to make, including the reframing of City Deals as key
recovery investments, co-designing future shared prosperity funds,
developing innovation hubs and rolling out digital investment.
Physical Programme and Asset Management

Update on Physical Programme
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of Main Issues

1.1

The Council’s Capital Programme is a rolling programme of
investment which either improves the existing Council facilities or
provides new Council facilities. This report provides an update on
the New Crematorium project and seeks approval from the
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Committee for the Council to act as the delivery agent for any
capital projects as required under the DfC Covid19 Revitalisation
Programme including necessary procurement processes.
2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked –

i.

Capital Programme - New Crematorium Project – To agree the
recommendations emerging from the Strategic Cemeteries and
Crematoria Working Group and the People and Communities
Committee in relation to the design options for the new
Crematorium as outlined in 3.3 below; and

ii.

DfC Covid19 Revitalisation Programme – To agree that the Council
acts as the delivery agent for a range of projects proposed under
the Revitalisation funding. Members are further asked to agree that
any necessary procurement processes for these projects be
initiated as required with contracts to be awarded on the basis of
most economically advantageous tenders received and full
commitment to deliver.

3.0

Main Report

3.1

Update on New Crematorium Capital Project
Members are asked to agree the recommendations from the
Special Strategic Cemeteries and Crematorium Development
Working Group meeting held on 25th November 2020 to update
Members on the design options for the new crematorium. These
recommendations were agreed by People and Communities
Committee at its meeting on 8 December 2020 where it was
recommended that they should be presented to SP&R to be
endorsed.

3.2

The £18m new Crematorium Project is at Stage 3 – Committed
within the Capital Programme. Planning and design stages are
underway. An Integrated Design Team presented options of the
design development to Members of the Working Group on 25th
November. Three options were presented as to how to
accommodate 200 people in each of the two chapels, whilst
providing a more sympathetic space for the regular smaller
services of around 50 people with the three options being 

Option 1 – partitioned; provision of 200 seat capacity on
ground level with the possibility to partition the space with
a moveable wall and curtain;



Option 2 – use of entrance hall: provision of 150 seat
capacity in main hall with the possibility to include the
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entrance hall through moveable acoustic screen to provide
200 seat capacity;


Option 3 – mezzanine: provision of 160 ground floor seat
capacity and 40 seat mezzanine

After considering the options the Strategic Cemeteries and
Crematorium Development Working Group noted that the
preferred option was Option 3 – mezzanine: provision of 160
ground floor seat capacity and 40 seat mezzanine from both a
design and operational perspective. This Option was agreed by
the People and Committee on 8th December from an operational
and client perspective. In addition, the removal of the function
room from the new building development and the potential of the
offer of this facility in the re-use of the existing building was
recommended by the design team. The integration of a function
room in the new crematorium would create the same challenges in
the flow of people as in the existing building. This was also
supported by the Crematorium Manager who highlighted the
operational challenges of a function room in the same building as
the chapels where the services take place. Both the Strategic
Cemeteries and Crematorium Development Working Group and
the People & Communities Committee agreed this approach
3.3

Members are asked to agree –
-

-

the preferred option (Option 3 - provision of 160 ground
floor seat capacity and a 40 seat mezzanine) as
recommended by both the Working Group and the P and C
Committee
the removal of the function room from the design of the new
crematorium building and explore the option to re-use parts
of the existing crematorium as a place where functions can
take place.

DfC Covid-19 Revitalisation Programme
3.4

Members were advised on 18th September 2020 that external
funding is being sought to support the city’s Covid recovery plans.
A Letter of Offer is now secured for the second tranche of the
Covid-19 Revitalisation Programme from Department for
Communities and Department of Infrastructure. Tranche 2
comprises £1,790,000 in capital funding from DfC, £2,000 from
DEARA, £749,000 from DfI and an allocation of £160,000 of revenue
funding from DfC, bringing the overall funding to £4,039,000
(Tranches 1 and 2). A further
Members are asked to agree that the Council acts as the delivery
agent for a range of projects proposed under the next tranche of
Revitalisation funding. Members are further asked to agree that
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any necessary procurement processes for these projects
(including the invitation of tenders and/or the use of appropriate
‘framework’ arrangements) be initiated as required with contracts
to be awarded on the basis of most economically advantageous
tenders received and full commitment to deliver.
3.5

Financial and Resource Implications
New Crematorium – Scheme already at Stage 3 – Committed with
£18m ring fenced
Covid-19 Revitalisation Fund – Externally funded

3.6

Equality or Good Relations Implications/ Rural Needs Assessment
All capital projects are screened as part of the stage approval
process.”

The Committee adopted the recommendations.
Asset Management
The Committee:
i. Finvoy Street – Licence from Walkway Community Association
-

approved the entering into a Licence for works, access and use of lands at
Finvoy Street/Upper Newtownards Road from Walkway Community
Association, to facilitate the removal of its former community centre
modular building and the subsequent construction of a new centre funded
by the Social Investment Fund.

ii.

Proposed Temporary Occupancy of International Conference Centre
Waterfront Hall for use as a Nightingale Court

-

noted the arrangements for a temporary use of the International
Conference Centre as a Nightingale Court to assist with the backlog of
cases within the Northern Ireland Courts and Tribunals Service and provide
adequate social distancing measures.

iii.
-

Little Victoria Street, Belfast – Licence Agreement
approved the grant of a Licence to Clear Channel NI Ltd. at Little Victoria
Street Car Park for an advertising site.

Update on Area Working
The Committee approved and adopted the minutes of the meetings of the North Belfast
Area Working Group of 25th November, the West Belfast Area Working Group of
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26th November and the East Belfast Area Working Group of 3rd December, including the
following recommendations from the North Belfast Area Working Group:
BIF Programme
i.

Marrowbone Millennium Park Project – the reallocation of £250,000 of
the anticipated underspend of £305,183 from Cancer Lifeline and Grace
Family Centre; and

ii.

Love Works – that a scoping exercise be undertaken in relation to
potential capital works for the Love Works Co-operative in Duncairn
Gardens.
Finance, Resources and Procurement

Belfast City Council Statement of Accounts 2019-20
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of Main Issues

1.1

The purpose of this report is to present to the Strategic Policy and
Resources Committee the Statement of Accounts of the Council,
including the Annual Governance Statement, for the period ending
31st March 2020.

1.2

The Statement of Accounts are an important element of the
council’s overall corporate governance framework as they provide
assurance to Members and ratepayers on the stewardship of the
council’s finances and its financial position.

1.3

The Statement of Accounts for the year ended 31st March 2020
have been prepared in line with the Code of Practice on Local
Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2019/20 based on
International Financial Reporting Standards and the Department
for Communities Accounts Direction, Circular LG 03/20 dated 17
February 2020.

1.4

I can confirm that the Statement of Accounts for the year ended
31st March 2020 has been prepared in the form directed by the
Department for Communities and in my opinion the Statement of
Accounts give a true and fair view of the income and expenditure
and cash flows for the financial year and the financial position as
at the end of the financial year.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked to


approve the Council’s Statement of Accounts and
incorporated Annual Governance Statement for the year
ended 31 March 2020; and
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3.0

agree that the decision should not be subject to call-in (as
indicated above) because it would cause an unreasonable
delay which would be prejudicial to the Council’s and the
public’s interests given that the statement of accounts must
be published by 31st December, 2020.

Main Report
Key Issues
Audit Opinion

3.1

It is the Local government Auditors’ opinion that:


the financial statements give a true and fair view, in
accordance with relevant legal and statutory requirements
and the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in
the United Kingdom 2019-20, of the financial position of
Belfast City Council as at 31 March 2020 and its income and
expenditure for the year then ended; and



the statement of accounts have been properly prepared in
accordance with the Local Government (Accounts and
Audit) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2015 and the
Department for Communities directions issued thereunder;
and



the part of the Remuneration Report to be audited has been
properly prepared in accordance with the Department for
Communities directions made under the Local Government
(Accounts and Audit) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2015;
and



the information given in the Narrative Report for the
financial year ended 31 March 2020 is consistent with the
financial statements.

Reserves
3.2

General Fund
The credit balance on the General Fund has increased to
£28,692,673 (of which £15,791,541 relates to specified reserves).
The movement on the reserves balance is summarised in Table 1
below:
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Table 1: Summary of Reserves Position

3.3

Opening Balance

£25.8m

In year movement in reserves

£ 2.9m

Closing Balance

£28.7m

Specified Reserves at year end

£15.8m

Balance Available

£12.9m

Capital Fund

£19,369,748

The Capital Fund is made up of:

3.4



Belfast Investment Fund (£723) -created to support key
partnership projects to regenerate Belfast and help lever
substantial funds from other sources.



Local Investment Fund (£1,171,489) to fund smaller local
regeneration projects.



City Centre Investment Fund (£15,154,012) to support the
Belfast City Centre Regeneration Investment Plans.



Social Outcomes Fund (£3,043,524) to support City Centre
projects which might not generate a direct financial return
but would enhance the overall City Centre offer and support
the attraction of investment.

Neighbourhood Regeneration Fund

£8,000,000

This fund, created in year from the Belfast Investment Fund, is to
support neighbourhood regeneration and tourism projects in local
neighbourhoods.
3.5

Leisure Mobilisation Fund

£887,800

This fund is to support the Leisure Transformation Programme and
will cover programme level costs including communications,
engagement and procurement costs.
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3.6

Capital Receipts Reserve £9,772,458 and Deferred Capital Receipts
£342,300
These are capital receipts which have originated primarily from the
sale of assets and which have not yet been used to finance capital
expenditure.

3.7

Other Fund Balances and Reserves

£298,224

This relates to the Election Reserve (£3,300) which has been set up
to smooth the cost of running council elections, the BWUH
Subvention Fund (£135,499) to support national and international
organisations in bringing their conferences to Belfast and the
BWUH Sinking Fund (£159,425) to support planned maintenance
and future capital works at the new exhibition centre.
3.8

Debt
The overall level of trade debtors had increased this year from
£2.5m at 31 March 2019 to £4.1m at 31 March 2020. The main
reason is an increase in public authority debt at year end. An
analysis of trade debtors, inclusive of VAT, for the last two years
is shown below:
Table 2 : Analysis of Trade Debtors

Less than three months
Three to one year
More than one year
Total
3.9

31 March 2020
£3,239,834
£614,739
£218,298
£4,072,871

31 March 2019
£2,131,221
£128,050
£285,208
£2,544,479

Creditors
The Department for Communities has set councils a target of
paying invoices within 30 days. During the year the council paid
67,810 invoices totalling £182,900,458.
The average time taken to pay creditor invoices was 10 days for
the year ended 31 March 2020. The Council paid 50,885 invoices
within 10 days, 63,385 invoices within 30 days, and 4,425 invoices
outside of 30 days. The council endeavours to process invoices
as quickly as possible and has an improvement plan to support
this process.
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3.10

Annual Governance Statement (AGS)
The Statement of Accounts include Annual Governance Statement
(AGS) for the year 2019/20, which has been prepared in line with
the Accounts Directive provided by the Department for
Communities, NIAO guidance and is consistent with the principles
of the CIPFA/SOLACE Framework ‘Delivering Good Governance in
Local Government’. Specifically the AGS sets out:






The scope of responsibility of the Council in relation to
governance
the purpose of the governance framework
the governance framework in place
review of effectiveness of the governance framework
significant governance issues to be disclosed.

3.11

The AGS is approved by the Chair of the Strategic Policy and
Resources, the Chief Executive and the Director of Finance and
Resources. It is subject to review by the LGA (NIAO) as part of their
annual audit.

3.12

Financial and Resource Implications
None

3.13

Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs Assessment
None.”

After discussion, the Committee adopted the recommendations and granted approval
for CLES, the national organisation for local economies, to undertake on an annual basis an
analysis of the Council’s yearly spend.
Update on Contracts
The Committee:


approved the public advertisement of tenders, as per Standing Order 37a,
detailed in Table 1 below;



approved the award of Single Tender Actions, in line with Standing Order
55 exceptions, as detailed in Table 2 below;



approved the modification of the contract term, as per Standing Order 37a,
detailed in Table 3 below; and



noted the award of retrospective Single Tender Actions, in line with
Standing Order 55 exceptions, as detailed in Table 4 below.
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Table 1 – Competitive Tenders
Title of Tender

Tender for the delivery
of Belfast District
PCSP’s Primary
School Aged Cyber
Safety Project (fully
funded) (T2122)
Delivery of PCSP’s
Adult/Young Person
Cyber Safety Project in
Belfast (fully funded)
(T2130)
Tender for the delivery
of PCSP’s Adults at
Risk of Harm Project
(T2125)

Tender for Educational
Awareness Programme
(Fully Funded) (T2129)

Tender for the
provision of West
Belfast DPSPC’s
Community Safety
Initiative (T2124)
Support to deliver A
Bolder Vision) (part
funded by DfC & DfI)

Tender for the Hire of
up to and over 7.5T &
Glass Collection
Vehicles

Proposed
Contract
Duration

Up to 45
months

Estimated
Total
Contract
Value

£60,000

Up to 45
months
£75,000

Up to 42
months

£45,000

Up to 45
months

£90,000

Up to 45
months

£132,000

Up to 1
year

Up to 5
years

SRO

S Toland /

S Toland /
R Black

S Toland /

S Toland /
R Black

S Toland /
R Black

£550,000
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Project designed to
help keep children safe
online

R Black

R Black

£120,000

Short description of
goods/ services

A Reid

S Toland /
R Black

Approval granted in
Oct 2020; approval
sought for increase in
contract duration by 9
months
Approval granted in
Oct 2020; approval
sought for increase in
contract duration by 6
months
Approval granted in
Oct 2020; approval
sought for increase in
contract duration by 9
months
Approval granted in
Oct 2020; approval
sought for increase in
contract duration by 9
months
Work will include
development of
delivery scenarios,
options for delivery &
implementation plan
Hire of vehicles to
support frontline
workers and
operations.

Strategic Policy and Resources Committee,
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Capacity Building
Programme for
Belfast’s Culture &
Tourism sector as part
of the A City Imagined
programme

Up to 2
years

£70,000

A Reid

Development of
evidence based
projects aligned to the
Cultural Strategy
Implementation Plan

Table 2 - Single Tender Actions
Title of Contract

Supplier

Value

SRO

GPS fleet system – support
and maintenance

Masternaut

£120,000

R Cregan

Table 3 - Modification to Contract term
Title of Contract
Provision of continental
markets at City Hall (T1677)

Supplier

Modification

SRO

Marketplace Europe

12 month extension.
Concession contract
– projected £100k
income.

A Reid

Table 4 - Retrospective Single Tender Actions
Title of Contract

Supplier

Value

SRO

BREXIT support for
businesses in the Belfast City
Council area (retrospective
reporting)

Oxford Innovation

£46,000

A Reid

Confidential

£19,500

S Toland /
R Black

Greenblade Solutions
Ltd

£7,000

R Cregan

Removal of Unauthorised
Street Signs
(retrospective reporting)

Hardware replacement &
engineer time to Housing
Benefit system server
(retrospective reporting)
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The Five C's Public Realm Catalyst Project
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues

1.1

To seek approval to commit developer contributions secured
through the planning process in order to enable delivery of a
public realm scheme known as ‘The Five Cs Public Realm’ catalyst
project, which covers Chichester Street, Callender Street, College
Avenue, College Court and College Street.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked to

3.0



note the update in respect of the use of developer
contributions for a proposed public realm project known
as ‘The Five C’s Public Realm Project’ in Belfast City
Centre.



grant approval for the commitment of £3,150 secured as
a developer contribution following receipt of amended
information regarding planning approval at No. 78
College Avenue (LA04/2015/0419/F) to part-fund the Five
Cs public realm catalyst project; and



grant approval for the commitment of an additional
£243,310 secured as developer contributions from The
Paper Exchange (LA04/2019/0909/F) and Chichester
House (LA04/2016/0548F) to part-fund the Five Cs public
realm catalyst project, with a further £42,500 to be
committed from the Chichester House scheme on
receipt of payment which will be triggered by
occupation.

Main Report
Background

3.1

As agreed at the SP and R meeting in November 2018 and the CG
and R meeting in December 2018, officers have been working with
the Department for Communities (DfC) to develop a programme of
public realm catalyst projects utilising historical developer
contributions.

3.2

These contributions are legally defined by planning agreements
and are designed to mitigate the impacts of new
development. They can only be required where they are necessary
to make the development acceptable and, once secured, are ring-
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fenced for an agreed purpose. The agreements through which all
contributions referred to in this report have been secured specify
that they may only be used for public realm improvements to
mitigate the impact of increased footfall and to improve
connectivity. The contributions may only be used within a defined
geographical area, and must be ‘committed’ by Council within a
specified time period of receipt, or risk being returned to the
developer.
3.3

Governance arrangements for developer contributions were
agreed by the SP and R Committee on 17th December 2019. The
commitment of developer contributions requires authorisation by
Planning Service and Legal Services for the spending service area
(in this case City Regeneration & Development) to proceed, with
financial oversight provided by the Business Support Manager. No
monies will be paid until all services have provided authorisation.

3.4

At its meeting on 23rd November 2018, the SP and R Committee
agreed to commit £475,650 of developer contributions from two
developments
(including
No.
78
College
Avenue
LA04/2015/0419/F) to part fund (with DfC) a public realm catalyst
project in the College Street/College Avenue area. It was also
noted that there would be an opportunity for Members and local
stakeholders, including traders and residents, to engage in the
development of proposals.

3.5

Following receipt of amended information in relation to No. 78
College Avenue (LA04/2015/0419/F), a further agreement secured
an additional contribution of £3,150 towards public realm
improvements. This sum has not yet been committed.

3.6

On 9th October 2019, the CG and R Committee agreed to proceed
with design development and delivery in partnership with DfC, of
further public realm improvements in Chichester and Callender
Street utilising developer contributions, subject to approval by
SP&R Committee, from two schemes - The Paper Exchange
(LA04/2019/0909/F) and Chichester House (LA04/2016/0548F).
These contributions total £285,810, though £42,500 is to be paid on
occupation of Chichester House.

3.7

It was subsequently agreed with DfC that a single pilot project
would be taken forward incorporating all of the streets referred to
above, involving improvements to footway surfaces, street
furniture, lighting and soft landscaping across the ‘Five Cs’Chichester Street, Callender Street, College Street, College Court
and College Avenue. The project is being delivered by DfC in
partnership with Council through existing governance
arrangements established by the Belfast Streets Ahead Board,
which includes representation from DfI.
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3.8

This project is being undertaken in the context of ongoing work to
transform connectivity across the city, and will be delivered in line
with the principles set out in the City Centre Connectivity Study ‘A
Bolder Vision’.

3.9

As reported to the CG and R Committee on 9th September 2020, a
BCC Stakeholder and Engagement Group has been formed to
provide cross Departmental input, and initial engagement with key
stakeholders including DfI has also been undertaken and will
continue throughout the project. A workshop for elected members
was facilitated in June during the early stages of design
development and a further session took place in mid-September.
Following this targeted stakeholder engagement, concept designs
have been developed and are currently available as part of a public
consultation process running from 30th September to 22nd
December 2020 (see the attached Appendix - Five C’s Consultation
Booklet).

3.10

The Five Cs scheme has a total estimated value in the region of
£1,900,000. Capital funding by Council will only be provided from
the developer contributions referred to above which total £764,610,
of which £475,650 has already been committed.

3.11

This report proposes commitment of a further £243,310, plus
£3,150 secured following receipt of amended information in
relation to No.78 College Avenue (LA04/2015/0419/F). In relation to
the Chichester House contribution, a further £42,500 will be
committed on receipt of payment which will be triggered by
occupation.

3.12

Each developer contribution will only be spent within the area
defined by the relevant S76 agreement, and in line with all other
terms of that agreement. Appropriate arrangements will be agreed
between Belfast City Council and the Department for
Communities, stating the requirement to adhere to the terms of
each Planning agreement, including conditions regarding the
purpose and location of spend.
Financial and Resource Implications

3.13

Commitment of £243,310 of developer contributions from two
schemes - The Paper Exchange (LA04/2019/0909/F) and Chichester
House (LA04/2016/0548F).
A further £42,500 will be committed from the Chichester House
contribution, on receipt of payment which will be triggered by
occupation.

3.14

Commitment of £3,150 of developer contributions in relation to a
further agreement entered into following receipt of amended
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information regarding the scheme at No. 78 College Avenue
(LA04/2015/0419/F).
Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs Assessment
3.15

The Five Cs Public Realm Catalyst Project is subject to equality
and good relations screening with ongoing monitoring which is
being
carried
out
by
DfChttps://www.communitiesni.gov.uk/publications/5-cs-public-realm-project-screening

3.16

Council’s Equality & Diversity Officer has also been consulted on
BCC Equality Screening for the Five Cs Public Realm Project to
ensure that Equality and Good Relations implications and Rural
Needs are fully considered.”

The Committee adopted the recommendations.
Equality and Good Relations
Minutes of the Meeting of the Shared City Partnership
The Committee approved and adopted the minutes of the meeting of the Shared City
Partnership held on 7th December, including the recommendations:
i.

that Councillor O’Hara be elected to serve as Deputy Chairperson for
the Shared City Partnership until May, 2021;

ii.

to note the Revised Action Plan 20/21 which was submitted to The
Executive Office summarising the subsequent changes that have been
approved after the previous submission;

iii.

to note that 5k has been awarded under delegated authority to The
Hubb, as previously agreed, as part of the North Belfast Diversionary
Project;

iv.

to recommend to the Strategic Policy and Resources Committee that
the contribution to the Clean Green Inclusive and Safe Initiative from the
Good Relations Action budget be increased to £7,550, so that the
project can progress in year;

v.

that Forward South be offered additional support of up to £7k for the
Roma helpline, until 31st March 2021, to allow a continuation of service
and ensure a smooth transition to the Peace IV project;

vi.

to note the opening of the two funding programmes under the Council’s
Community Recovery Support Grants Scheme and to forward the
information to their contacts as widely as possible;

vii.

to approve the re-profiling request from Duncairn Community
Partnership to upgrade their current technology capability to
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accommodate the on-line delivery of good relations programmes
targeting young people and new communities;
viii.

to invite representatives from the IFI Programme to present on their
work at a future meeting of the Partnership;

ix.

to recommend that the Council engages in social media and other
relevant communication mediums to provide a message of support to
EU nationals living in the city, acknowledging their contribution to
Belfast and stipulating that the Council wishes them to stay and would
encourage them to apply to the EU settlement scheme; and

x.

to also call on all employers and civic society organisations across the
greater Belfast area to issue a similar statement to that above,
acknowledging the contributions of EU citizens to Belfast, stipulating
that they should stay and encouraging them to apply to the EU
Settlement Scheme.

Peace IV
i.

to note the report in relation to the PEACE IV Secretariat and agree that
further clarification from SEUPB in terms of modifications be sought;

ii.

following a presentation by MDL on Dialogue and Engagement of Forth
Meadow Community Greenway, to note the next steps of developing
the management model and further engagement with the West Area
Working Group;

iii.

to note the report and progress on the Shared Spaces and Services
theme;

iv.

to note the report and update in relation to projects within the Children
and Young People’s theme;

v.

in terms of the Building Positive Relations theme, to agree:
a. that costs (£4,500) and time for the BPR3 NICVA researcher be
permitted under the current contract;
b. BPR3 - the Resource Allocation for Year 1 area cluster projects
(£4k) be realigned into the Year 2 cluster area in instances where
there is low/no take up and re-engagement; and
c. BPR4 - Belfast and the World - to realign Year 3 targets into year 4
targets.

Equality and Diversity Reports
The Committee approved the following documents for submission to the Equality
Commission of Northern Ireland:
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i.

a five-year review of the Council’s Equality Scheme;

ii.

an updated Equality Scheme, which reflected a number of minor
structural/functional changes; and

iii.

an annual report for 2019/20 on the progress made by the Council on
implementing the arrangements set out within the Equality Scheme to
discharge its Section 75 duties.
Operational Issues

Minutes of the Meeting of the Party
Group Leaders' Consultative Forum
The Committee approved and adopted the minutes of the meeting of the Party Group
Leaders’ Consultative Forum of 10th December.
Minutes of the Meeting of
the Audit and Risk Panel
The Committee approved and adopted the minutes of the meeting of the Audit and
Risk Panel of 8th December.
Request for Donation - Northern
Ireland Children’s Hospice
The Committee was informed that the Northern Ireland Children’s Hospice Support
Group had, in November, written to the Council seeking sponsorship towards the hosting of
an online gala concert entitled “Northern Ireland’s Big Night in 2020” which would be taking
place on 4th December.
The Chief Executive reported that the Children’s Hospice, like many charities, had
struggled to raise funds since the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and that the support group
had stressed that any donation from the Council would be welcomed. She pointed out that it
was within the gift of the Council to accede to such a request and, accordingly, she
recommended that £1,000 be donated to the Hospice.
The Committee adopted the recommendation and agreed that a report be submitted to
a future meeting providing information on:
i.

the savings to be derived from ceasing the production of Members’
corporate diaries and Christmas cards and the process for donating
those savings to a chosen local charity each Christmas;

ii.

the potential for distributing surplus food from Committee and other
meetings to organisations providing food support in the City; and

iii.

the Lord Mayor’s annual hospitality budget.
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Requests for the use of the City Hall
and the Provision of Hospitality
The Committee approved the recommendations made in respect of applications
received up to 5th December, as set out below:
NAME OF
ORGANISATION

British
Council of
Northern
Ireland

FUNCTION
DATE

FUNCTION
DESCRIPTION

CRITERIA
MET

ROOM
CHARGE

2021 EVENTS
Mock
B&D
No
Council of
(Charity)
the
Dependent European
Union –
on City
Hall
Schools
recovery
event to
and
encourage
COVID
debating
guidelines skills and
participation
in
democracy
now in 15th
year.
On Date to
be agreed

Numbers
attending –
90
* Numbers
and room
layout will
be reviewed
and revised
in line with
COVID19
social
distancing
guidelines
at the time
of this
event.
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HOSPITALITY
OFFERED

CIVIC HQ
RECOMMEND

No

Recommend
to approve,
No charge,
No
hospitality
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Minutes of the Meeting of the
Active Belfast Limited Board
The Committee approved and adopted the minutes of the meeting of the Active Belfast
Limited Board of 14th December.
Other Business
Bilingual Street Signage – Counsel Opinion
on Call-in
The City Solicitor reminded the Committee that, at its meeting on 23rd October, it had
agreed to adopt a new policy position for the erection of bilingual street signage to the effect
that an expression of interest by a resident/residents/Elected Member would trigger a
consultation and that 15% of residents responding positively would be sufficient to approve an
application. That decision had subsequently been called-in, on both procedural and adverse
community impact grounds.
He explained that, in line with the requirements of the Local Government Act 2014 and
the Council’s Standing Orders, Counsel opinion had been sought on the call-in. Counsel had
determined that it did not have merit on either ground and that there had been no failure to
take into account relevant considerations, including resources. It had been pointed out that the
policy, when drafted, would be subject to equality screening and consultation and that the
operation of residual discretion would allow for appropriate consideration of any potentially
sensitive decisions.
The Committee noted the Counsel opinion and that the minute would now be placed
before the Council on 7th January for ratification.
Briefing Session
The Committee agreed that a briefing session be held, on a date to be determined in
consultation with the Chairperson, to brief Members on emerging proposals for future kerbside
sort collections in inner City areas, in advance of a composite report being presented to the
Committee early in the New Year.
Issues Raised in Advance by Members
Procurement - Employment Academy Framework
At the request of Councillor Beattie, the Committee agreed that a report be submitted
to a future meeting outlining the legal and other implications associated with restructuring the
current Employment Academy framework.

Chairperson
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Agenda Item 6b
Extract from minutes of:

STRATEGIC POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE
23rd October, 2020
___

Bilingual Street Signage
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of Main Issues

1.1

To consider options for the consultation of occupiers for the
erection of a second nameplate in a language other than English.
Having regard to discussions on the issues the options presented
are as follows:
1. retain the current policy requiring one third of residents
petitioning in favour of the erection of a second name plate
and two thirds responding positively to the formal
consultation with non-respondents treated as, in effect,
against.
2. retain the one third requirement through petition trigger but
adopt a 50+1 rule with non-respondents, in effect, not taken
into account. This would be subject to a minimum response
threshold of one third;
3. adopt an entirely new policy position, the trigger for
a consultation being an expression of interest by a resident
or residents or Councillor with a percentage of residents
(suggested at 20% but to be agreed) responding positively
being sufficient to erect a second nameplate subject to
residual discretion and protections/mitigations as
appropriate;
4. the Conradh Na Gaeilge option in which the process is
triggered by a request from an occupier with a 10%
response threshold and a 50+1 rule;
5. adopt some other position which would be subject to
further legal advice.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

The Committee is requested to adopt a position in respect of the
options presented or consensus on some other position to enable
a policy to be finalised and presented for approval.

3.0

Main Report
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Key Issues
3.1

Article 11 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) (NI)
Order 1995 requires the Council, in deciding whether to exercise
its discretion in relation to the erection of a second nameplate, to
have regard to the views of occupiers in a street. Thus any policy
position adopted requires a process to enable occupiers to be
consulted and given the opportunity to respond. This is important
because it is a statutory requirement and something which is
required to be taken into account in making decisions.

3.2

The current policy is that one third of residents, by way of petition,
may trigger a formal consultation in relation to the erection of a
second nameplate in a language other than English. If two thirds
respond positively the threshold is deemed to be met. The policy
treats those who do not respond as essentially not in favour.
The policy was subject to a judicial review in 2014 which was
successfully defended.

3.3

By way of notice of motion on 3 February 2020 it was proposed that
the council change its current policy position regarding the
consultation requirements on erecting a second name plate in that
whilst the one third trigger through petition would be retained, a
50+1 rule in respect of the consultation would be adopted with nonrespondents not counted. Concerns were articulated regarding
this position in the context of the proposed policy position not
being legally robust which led me to propose that a minimum
response threshold mirroring the initial trigger should be adopted.
Under this a majority in favour would represent circa 17% of
residents with a one third response rate required overall. There has
been some legal contention in respect of the advice given. That
advice was subsequently supported by counsel’s opinion that was
previously circulated.

3.4

Discussions have ensued and progressed toward an option which
does not enjoy universal support in terms of where the threshold
should land. There is however a level of agreement in relation to
the principles that should underpin the policy. In terms of those
who are supportive of changing the existing policy all favour an
approach embracing international law and standards.

3.5

The position promoted by Conradh Na Gaeilge refers to a simple
trigger of a request by a Councillor or resident and a 50+1 rule with
non-respondents not counted and a minimum response threshold
of 10%. In support the organisation refers to the European Charter
for Regional or Minority Languages and the UN Special
Rapporteur’s guide to the implementation of language rights of
linguistic minorities. The relevant paragraph of the guidance is as
follows:
Street and locality names and topographical indicators intended
for the public are important as markers of social identity, culture
and history. A good, practical approach adopted in most countries
is for the authorities to provide transparent legislation or
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procedures to allow bilingual or even trilingual signs, usually
following the proportionality principle where there is a sufficient
concentration or demand for such signs in minority languages.
While national legislation varies, the low threshold where it is
considered practicable and reasonable to provide such signs
tends to vary between 5 per cent and 20 per cent of the local
population, with the lowest threshold usually associated with the
use of a minority language that also has some kind of official status
or for traditional, historical reasons. The criteria for the display of
signs in minority languages must be given a clear and
unambiguous legislative basis for it to be effectively implemented.
Bilingual or multilingual signs used by public authorities
demonstrate inclusiveness, and that various population groups
share a locality in harmony and mutual respect.
3.6

In the first instance, it is important to remember that how the
process is triggered is less important than the consultation itself
as it is this that informs decision-making and is formally required
by domestic law. A previous proposal by Conradh Na Gaeilge
retaining the trigger of a one third petition but with a 50+1 rule in
respect of responses has been withdrawn and replaced with the
current proposal which contains a minimum response threshold in
respect of the consultation.

3.7

The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, to
which the UK is a signatory, establishes an obligation on state
signatories not to create barriers in respect of the use of a minority
language. The UN Special Rapporteur guidance may also be taken
into account in formulating a policy position and as an aide to
understand where treaty obligations land in practical terms. The
state obligation arising in respect of the Charter has been taken
into account in the preparation of this report and in respect of all
of the options that would change the current policy. It is also my
opinion that all meet the international legal standard and guidance
referred to.

3.8

The guidance suggests that a threshold in the range of 5%-20% is
acceptable. Thus the threshold suggested in any of the proposals
that would change the current policy would appear to meet
international standards (Members will recall that it was asserted
that the minimum response threshold advocated in option 2 was
criticised for not complying with international obligations).The
reference to thresholds refers to the ‘local population’. Thus any
adoption of policy that has its roots in this guidance should refer
to the percentage of occupiers in the street responding positively
to the formal consultation required for the second nameplate to be
erected. Essentially what consultation would seek to establish is if
there is a sufficient community of interest to warrant the erection
of a second nameplate. In that sense the consultation is not a
referendum.

3.9

Any policy needs to reflect on the prevailing circumstances in
which its adoption is being considered and the legal parameters
established by the domestic legislation in which it is rooted. The
Special Rapporteur guidance on the use of bilingual signage is
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caveated by reference to when it is reasonable and practicable to
do so. Even the guidance in reflecting a range of acceptable
thresholds, which it describes as ‘low’, implicitly suggests that
there may be local or domestic circumstances that need to be
taken into account in the formulation of any relevant policy.
3.10

The political landscape and maturity of post conflict states are
likely to be factors that should be considered in fixing the point at
which any such threshold might be set. The guidance also
establishes that the status of the language and the extent of any
community of users are important factors. Both Irish and Ulster
Scots are registered under the Charter. Whilst the policy may
relate to any language it is an inescapable fact that the
predominant outworking will be for street signage in Irish.

3.11

OFMDFM policy, whilst dating back to 2005, emphasised the need
for authorities to take positive action to ensure that shared and
neutral spaces remain shared and used by all sections of the
community. These and the other matters referred to in the
preceding paragraph are real world considerations that cannot be
swept away by portraying them as obstacles to the implementation
of, in this case, a bilingual signage strategy. The guidance clearly
allows for consideration of local context. Ultimately these are
matters for the parties to take a position on. The domestic
obligations in respect of equality and the need to promote good
relations also need to be considered in terms of any potential wider
impact.

3.12

Taking a look at the outworking of the policies is important. As an
example a street of 100 occupiers applying the thresholds would
have the following results;

3.13

Under option 1, the current policy position would require 67
occupiers to respond positively (with non-respondents treated as
against).

3.14

Under option 2, with a minimum response threshold of one third,
the number of positive responses required would be 17 (with 33
responses required).

3.15

Under option 3, with a fixed percentage at the upper end of the low
threshold (20%) in the UN guidance the number of positive
responses required would be 20 (representing a sufficient
community of interest).

3.16

Under the Conradh Na Gaeilge proposal of a minimum response
threshold of 10%, the number of positive responses required
would be 6 (with 10 responses required).
Taking account of the legal requirement to have regard to the views
of residents I remain of the view that the Conradh Na Gaeilge
proposal is not sufficient in terms of discharging that obligation
and is likely to be legally susceptible to challenge. There is a
balance to be struck in terms of the requirement to take account of
views as required by the legislation even if the ‘regard’ duty falls
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at a lower level than some others. There must be some concept of
proportionality in arriving at the outcome.
3.17

It is important to remember that residual discretion exists and that
any policy should not be viewed as a straitjacket. There may be
circumstances when notwithstanding the consultation response it
may be appropriate to depart from the policy when there are clear
reasons for doing so. That may work both ways in terms of
outcome.
Principles/Mitigations

3.18

In the event that the agreement is reached to change the policy in
line with either options 2 or 3 or 4 (the latter contrary to advice) it
is suggested that the following principles could be considered in
the context of a protocol that the parties may wish to sign up to.
1. That the policy will be used for the promotion of language
rights and for the benefit of linguistic communities.
2. That the principles of equality, promoting good relations
and respect will underpin the application of the policy in
addition to the rights promoted by the policy itself.
3. That, as with any statutory consultation which the council
is required to undertake, the City Solicitor may intervene if
any complaint is made and a basis for that complaint
established.
4. That any decision relating to the erection of a second
nameplate in the city centre (business core) will, in addition
to the current policy considerations, be subject to a wider
public consultation to reflect the community of users.
5. That the policy will cover the corporately designated
Gaelteacht Quarter until such time as a policy which may
contain specific proposals in respect of a bilingual strategy
have been adopted.

3.19

Administrative Considerations – Finance
and Resource Implications
1. Whilst I have indicated that I am less concerned with how
the formal consultation is triggered, it is important to
remember that any change in policy in terms of the options
presented will be likely to increase the number of
applications received. For that reason members may wish
to fix some petition threshold. This may also help filter
those applications that are speculative.
2. Given the potential for increased numbers of applications
the council will deal with no more than 5 in any given month.
If numbers are excessive they will be held in a queue and
dealt with in the order in which they have been received.
This will also be managed in the context of the existing
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staffing resource and the established annual budget for
street signage.
Equality or Good Relations Implications/
Rural Needs Assessment
3.20

Any proposed change to the policy will be subject to consultation
and equality screening.”

After discussion, it was
Moved by Councillor Beattie,
Seconded by Councillor Lyons,
That the Committee agrees:
i.

to adopt Option 3 within the report, that is, to adopt an entirely new
policy position, with the trigger for a consultation being an expression of
interest by a resident/residents/Elected Member but with the percentage
of residents responding positively being sufficient to erect a second
nameplate being set at 15%, rather than the 20% which had been
suggested within the report;

ii.

that the City core be included within the revised policy until such time
as a policy similar to that in place for the Gaeltacht Quarter was
formulated; and

iii.

that a report be submitted to a future meeting outlining the potential for
increasing the number of applications which could be processed on a
monthly basis.

On a recorded vote fourteen Members voted for the proposal and six against and it
was declared carried.
For 14

Against 6

Councillors Beattie, Black, Carson, Garrett,
Groogan, Heading, Long, Lyons, McAllister,
McDonough-Brown, McLaughlin,
McReynolds, Murphy and Walsh.

Aldermen Dorrian, Haire, Kingston and
Sandford and Councillors Bunting and
Pankhurst.
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MEETING OF PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE
HELD REMOTELY VIA MICROSOFT TEAMS

Members present: Councillor Baker (In the Chair);
Alderman Rodgers;
The High Sheriff, Councillor Verner; and
Councillors Black, Bunting, Cobain, Michael Collins,
de Faoite, Flynn, Garrett, M. Kelly, Magee, McAteer,
McReynolds, Mulholland, Newton, Pankhurst and Smyth
In attendance:

Mrs. S. Toland, Director of City Services;
Ms. J. Wilson, Business Manager;
Mr. S. Leonard, Neighbourhood Services Manager;
Mrs. L. McLornan, Democratic Services Officer; and
Mrs. S. Steele, Democratic Services Officer.

Also In attendance: Councillors Heading, McLaughlin and O’Hara.
Apologies
No apologies were recorded.
Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of 10th November were taken as read and signed as
correct. It was reported that those minutes had been adopted by the Council at its meeting
on 1st December with the following amendment - “that the Council write to the Department
for Infrastructure to request that it prioritises design, funding and completion of its public
consultation regarding the installation of lighting on the Comber Greenway, and engage in
discussion with the Council regarding future ownership and management of the Greenway.”
Declarations of Interest
No Declarations of Interest were received.
Presentation (Restricted)
Collaborative Circular Economy Network
The Committee was advised that, at the November meeting of the Strategic Policy
and Resources Committee, it had been agreed to support an invitation being extended to
the Collaborative Circular Economy Network, which represented businesses in Northern
Ireland which utilise recycled products collected by councils, to make a presentation, to a
future meeting of the People and Communities Committee and that an invitation would be
extended to all Members to attend. Accordingly, Ms. H. Kinney from Kappa Consulting was
welcomed to the meeting.
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Ms. Kinney provided a comprehensive overview of the Collaborative Circular
Economy Network 2, she explained that five reprocessors had come together namely;
Cherry Plastics Group, Encirc Glass, Huhtamaki, Natural World Products and AgriAD to
recycle plastics, glass, paper and food waste respectively. She advised that recyclate
supplies were fundamental to all of these businesses but they were often having import
materials from outside of Northern Ireland to supply their business, whilst tens of thousands
of tonnes of recyclables were being exported for recycling outside of NI. Working together
provided an opportunity for the NI supply chain to align to:





ensure that more recyclate generated in NI could be reprocessed locally;
support an expansion of the reprocessing sector;
develop a more resilient circular economy approach in optimising value
from waste resource; and
contribute to achieving future recycling targets in quantity and quality.

The Committee noted that scoping study had been conducted by the Collaborative
Circular Economy Network, funded by Invest NI, as part of its Collaborative Networks
Programme. This found that the reprocessors were major contributors to the local economy
with:





Over 800 employees;
Strong exports;
Supporting the local supply chain; and
Committed investment.

She provided a comprehensive overview of each of the five businesses, each which
had a growing a demand for recyclate. The Committee noted that importing material added
costs, had an environmental impact and inhibited business growth plans, all of the business
had a preference to source recyclate locally, where possible.
In conclusion she detailed that the Network wished to collaborate with local
authorities to:






ensure that as much as possible of the recyclate collected/available in
Northern Ireland could be reprocessed locally;
that there was alignment and mutual understanding of the local
reprocessing and waste management sectors;
expand the Network to grow the reprocessing sector so that there was
added value outlets for as much of the recyclate collected locally as
possible;
maximize and add value to waste recovered from NI households; and
build economic resilience and move to a circular economy.

The Chairperson thanked the representative for her informative presentation and
she left the meeting.
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Restricted
The information contained in the reports associated with the following 3 items
is restricted in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 6 of the Local Government Act
(Northern Ireland) 2014.
Resolved – That the Committee agrees to exclude the Members of the
Press and public from the Committee meeting during discussion on the
following 5 items as, due to their nature, there would be a disclosure of
exempt information as described in Section 42(4) and Section 6 of the Local
Government Act (Northern Ireland) 2014.
Finance Update
The Committee was reminded that the Strategic Policy and Resources, at its
meeting on 31st July, had received an update on the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on
the Council’s financial position and a strategy to address the forecast deficit and the
mitigation measures, which had and would be taken as the situation evolved. It had agreed
to continue to provide Members with a monthly update on the financial position and that the
same report would be presented to the subsequent standing Committees for noting and to
provide further information on ongoing work.
The Committee noted the November 2020 financial update.
White City and Carrick Hill Community Centres –
Update Report
The Committee considered two individual requests from White City Community
Development Association (WCDA) and Carrick Hill Residents Associations in relation to
future management arrangements and financial support for the two community centres,
both of which were independently operated by the community organisations, on land owned
by Belfast City Council.
The Members noted that the request from White City Community Development
Association was seeking the Council to take over the ownership, operation and
management of the facility as a result of ongoing community capacity challenges.
The request from Carrick Hill was to consider how the Council could better support
the ongoing maintenance responsibilities of Carrick Hill Community Centre as well as
assisting Carrick Hill Resident Group address outstanding necessary repairs as identified
by a Condition Survey report completed in 2017.
The Committee was reminded that both these request had previously been
considered by the Committee at its meeting in March 2020 and this update report was to
outline the latest position, to outline progress made in relation to each of the previous
recommendations, and to seek approval from the Members for the new recommendations.
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Following detailed consideration of the report and the updates provided in regard
to both the facilities, the Committee agreed to:




recommend to the Strategic Policy and Resources Committee that, as
part of the rate setting process for 2021/22, the Council agree to take on
ownership of White City Community Centre as a directly owned and
operated community centre, subject to the relevant input of the Council’s
Legal Services and Estates; and
grant approval to officers to continue to liaise with Carrick Hill Residents
Association, with a view to agreeing the terms of a lease agreement
which would allow for the transfer of ownership of the building to the
Council and enable Carrick Hill Community Centre to become a fullyfledged Independently Managed Community Centre (with the option
then to review financial contribution).

Council Strategic Waste Management Arrangements –
Update
The Committee considered a comprehensive report and update in relation to
progress being made in terms of Joint Working between Councils in relation to Waste
Management. The report outlined the proposed process in regard to progressing to the
next stage of the process as it was felt that the existing arrangements were not sustainable
in the medium to long term.
The Committee noted that the Society of Local Authority Chief Executives NI
(SOLACE) had requested, through the Technical Advisors Group NI structure, that the
Councils would review the current set up with a view to making proposals for the future
arrangements. The timing was appropriate as reviews of Councils’ Waste Plans and
DAERA’s “Delivering Resource Efficiency - Northern Ireland Waste Management Strategy”
were both also scheduled for the near future. Organisational changes within the waste
management groups also reinforced the need for a strategic review of current
arrangements.
A Member highlighted that whilst he was content to proceed with the
recommendation he wished to make it clear that this was not a formal endorsement by the
Committee of future strategy on waste management plans, he added that the Social
Investment Board needed to understand the Governance arrangements and the role of the
Elected Members. He added that any procurement opportunities needed to take account
and consider the social added value of the procurement contract.
The Director of City Services agreed to feed these comments back.
The Committee endorsed the actions of Officers and the Society of local Authority
Chief Executives NI (SOLACE) to date and:



noted that further updates would be submitted in due course; and
agreed to commence to the next stage of the process with the Strategic
Investment Board proceeding to carry out an Economical Appraisal,
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subject to agreement of all eleven Councils at a cost of £3,600 per
Council.
Southcity Resource and Development Centre:
Bridging Support
The Committee agreed to defer consideration of the request from Southcity
Resource and Development Centre seeking revenue support for St. Simons Hall to
enable up-to-date information to be submitted to a future meeting of the Committee and
to ensure that a precedent was not being set.
Update Report 'Wild Lights' Show
The Members considered a report which provided an update in regard to a previous
request from Wonderland Productions Ltd. seeking permission to hold a Wild Lights type
event in Botanic Gardens, Belfast in 2020. The Committee was reminded that this request
had originally been approved at the June meeting of the Committee but, at the July meeting
of Council, it had been agreed that the decision be amended to allow for an environmental
assessment to be carried out.
The Committee was advised that the applicant had since advised that the request
created potential operational and contractual difficulties and as a result had cancelled the
2020 event. The Committee noted that the Promoter was still minded to run the event in
future years but felt that a light impact assessment survey was unnecessary.
A Member sought specific clarity as to whether there was a presence of bats in
Botanic Park. During discussion it was agreed that it would be helpful to have an
understanding of the current legislation that existed around habitats, including bats and any
environmental assessments that might be required. The Members agreed that once they
had this information, the Council might wish to adopt a future policy position for all its parks
and open spaces rather than just this one specific request.
The Committee agreed to defer consideration of the report to enable a briefing
paper on the legislation that exists around the impact of habitats, including bats, and the
environmental assessments required in relation to this to be submitted to a future meeting.
Committee/Strategic Issues
Update on the New Crematorium Capital Project/ Minutes of the Meeting of the
Strategic Cemeteries Working Group
The Committee was advised that at the meeting of the Strategic Cemetery and
Crematorium Working Group, held on 25th November 2020, a detailed update had been
given in regard to the New Crematorium Capital Project.
The Committee was advised that an Integrated Design Team had been appointed
for the new crematorium development and representatives from this Team had attended
the Working Group meeting where they had presented options for the proposed design
development.
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The following key items had been considered:




Chapel size and design – three options had been presented and after
consideration option 3: mezzanine provision of 160 ground floor seat
capacity and 40 seat mezzanine had been agreed as the preferred
option; and
Function Room – it was agreed to remove the function room from the
design of the new crematorium building and to explore the option to reuse parts of the existing crematorium as a place where functions could
be held.

The Working Group had also been advised that a pre-application discussion (PAD)
had taken place with the Planners from Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council (LCCC) and
statutory consultees. That meeting had been followed by another meeting with LCCC to
discuss the need for an Environmental Impact Assessment.
The Director of City Services detailed that the next stage in the planning process
would require a request to be submitted to LCCC to formally determine the requirement for
an Environmental Statement, in order to try to save time it had been agreed that preparation
of the document would commence at this stage.
Following a query from a Member who sought clarity in regard to ensuring the
proposal would meet future demand, the Director of City Services advised that an
Economic Appraisal had been undertaken previously and she undertook to liaise with
Property and Projects and to feed the results of this back into the Working Group for
information purposes.
The Committee approved and adopted the minutes and the recommendations from
the Strategic Cemeteries and Crematorium Development Working Group meeting held on
25th November 2020.
Proposed Alleyway Transformation Programme
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to give the committee an update
on progress to date in response to:


Motion proposed by Councillor Dorrian and Seconded
by Councillor Newton (September 2018): ‘This Council
will engage with relevant agencies to develop
protocols in respect to addressing issues around
unadopted alleyways across the City, recognising
health and safety and public hygiene concerns. All
efforts should be also made to identify legal owners
and compel them to meet their obligations.’
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A request from Cllr Kelly (August 2020): ‘following the
success of initiatives such as Wildflower Alley and
similar projects across the city, that the Committee
would write the Department for Communities,
Department of Justice and Department for
Infrastructure with a view to co-ordinating support and
assistance for residents and groups who would like to
transform and regenerate communal and open spaces
throughout the city.’



Minute action from February 2020: Members will recall
at the Feb 2020 People and communities Committee,
the Committee agreed to defer consideration of
appointing an external alleygate review, to enable a
further report to be submitted on the possibility of the
evaluation being undertaken in-house or options to
reduce costs associated with an external evaluation.



The Motion which had been moved by Councillor
McKeown and seconded by Councillor de Faoite
(September 2020, People & Communities Committee):
‘Determines that a new funded alleygating programme
is included as part of Council’s Recovery Plan,
recognising the intrinsic benefit and popularity of
existing alleygating programmes. Agrees that this new
alleygating programme, when determining eligible
streets, should give equal consideration and scoring to
the efforts of communities to develop and maintain
their alleyways as is currently given to crime-reduction
and anti-social behaviour concerns.’

1.2

In response to this motion, the September meeting of the
People & Communities Committee agreed that a
comprehensive report on Alleygates and Alleyways would be
submitted to a future meeting, which would consider previous
Motions along with the financial resources available and
reference any potential external funding opportunities.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The committee is asked to:
-

Note the work carried out to date in response to the unadopted alleyways Notice of Motion,
Note the update on alleyway transformation in
particular the follow up meetings with the Department
of Infrastructure and Department for Justice
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2.2

The committee is also asked to note that following
consideration by officers it is not in a position to undertake an
in-house evaluation of the phases 1-4 of the alleygating
scheme. Members are therefore asked to agree that the
Council procure an external consultant to complete this
evaluation and that this evaluation is carried out in
accordance with the criteria listed in paragraph 3:30 of this
report.

3.0

Main report
Key Issues

3.1

It is acknowledged that there is different levels of support
required from different Council departments to deal with
issues presented by alleyways across the city. This level of
support can vary according to:
-

the condition of alleyway,
the ownership (privately owned, adopted / un-adopted)
the level of anti-social behaviour in the area
the current level of community engagement and/or
community capacity to support any interventions in
their areas.

3.2

This report updates members on work officers have been
carrying out in respect of un-adopted alleyways, alley
transformation and sourcing financial support for alleyway
transformation schemes. It also reports back to members on
a request from this committee to explore the feasibility of
carrying out a review of the alley-gating scheme internally.

3.3

Officers have since went back and looked at the option of
carrying out an ‘in house’ review and have concluded that this
is not a feasible option, as they do not have the required
expertise or resources in house to do so.

3.4

Officers are still recommending that an external contractor is
appointed to conduct the alleygate review and have
developed a specification framework to guide the successful
consultant through the evaluation process. The specification
has incorporated consideration to issues raised by
councillors in the fore-mentioned notice of motions. It is
hoped the outcome of the review can help to:
-

recommend long-term solutions for unadopted
alleyways,
provide options for transformation/regeneration of
alleyways,
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-

3.5

as well as reviewing current alleygate criteria, taking
into account the potential amendment to include
consideration of community effort in maintaining their
alleyways, in addition to the use of anti-social
behaviour statistics.

Adoption/Ownership of Alleyways:
Un-Adopted Alleyways

3.6

Un-adopted alleyways are an issue of particular concern for
Belfast City Council. Many of these areas have poor, uneven
surfaces; are overgrown with vegetation; often have surface
water accumulations and are generally in a very poor state of
repair. Generally, they are not maintained by anyone.
This creates difficulties for residents in terms of their ability
to leave bins for collection and for Council staff in moving
bins within these areas. Given the dangerous nature of some
un-adopted back alleyways, it is difficult, and in some
instances prohibitive, for Council staff to collect bins, litter
pick or remove bulky items. Councils believe that this position
is not acceptable or sustainable and previously have written
to the NI Assembly requesting that due consideration is given
to how un-adopted alleyways are kept maintained and fit-forpurpose.

3.7

Our Regulatory Services team receive regular complaints in
relation to illegal dumping, pest infestations etc. Despite
interventions by them and our Open Space & Streetscene
teams these problems continue to recur

3.8

If an alleyway is ‘adopted DFI will manage and maintain it’. If
it is not adopted the responsibility for the upkeep and
maintenance is the responsibility of those properties that
frontage these alleyways. Unfortunately none of the unadopted alleyways are in a good state of repair and the
Department will not consider adopting them unless they are
brought up to the required standard. In most cases the costs
of upgrading can be beyond the means of residents that
frontage these areas. In the absence of adoption the only
option available to statutory authorities is to identify if there
is an owner of the land which could determine liability.
In response to the Notice Of Motion

3.9

An interdepartmental approach has been taken and a working
group set up involving the council environmental health, legal
and estates departments. This group have identified the top
20 most problematic unadopted alleyways. This was based on
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the alleyways that had the most recorded complaints in
relation to pest control, cleansing and public health nuisance.
3.10

Currently the council estates team are trying to identify
ownership of the top 20 alleyways based on local knowledge.
If owners are identified via this method, the council
enforcement team will use their statutory power to compel the
owners to meet their obligations and address sub-standard
conditions.

3.11

In the case where no legal owners can be identified, officers
are proposing to adopt a pilot project, whereby the council
legal team will seek to identify the ownership of four
unadopted alleyways, one from each area of the city: North,
South, East and West. The aim of this pilot is to:
-

3.12

firstly identify ownership of the top 4 alleyways
Secondly, to refine a process whereby ownership can
be identified, including approximate cost and time
resources required, to apply a phased approach
identifying ownership of the remaining top 16
alleyways over the next 2 - 3 years.

Parallel to this work officers from Regulatory Services and
Building Control will audit the alleyways. The availability of
owner information will assist officers with any subsequent
enforcement work. DFI are aware of the working group and the
work carried out to date and have committed to supporting the
work where they can.
Transformation / Regeneration

3.13

It is recognised that the COVID-19 crisis has allowed local
communities to develop a greater appreciation of open and
green spaces throughout the city. Some communities have
shown capacity and have independently taken an active role
in improving their communal spaces, providing an
opportunity for their community to enjoy fresh air, activity and
socially distanced interaction during the difficult months of
lockdown.

3.14

The council currently offer support to empower communities
to improve their own communal spaces. This includes
support to develop community gardens, set-up parklets and
the regeneration of communal alleyways and open spaces.
Support from council parks and community development
teams includes: educational support and skill development,
assistance with grant applications and as well as gifting
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communities with small items such as planters, plants, seeds
etc.
3.15

Feedback from officers involved in supporting these
programmes suggest that the most successful and
sustainable programmes are those which are community led.
Officers will continue to work within communities to support
such endeavours, in consultation with local community
groups and councillors.
Partnership with DOJ and DFI

3.16

In response to People and Communities request in August
2020, City and Neighbourhood services wrote the Department
for Communities, Department of Justice and Department for
Infrastructure with a view to co-ordinating support and
assistance for residents and groups who would like to
transform and regenerate communal and open spaces
throughout the city.

3.17

To date meetings have taken place with Department of Justice
and Department for Infrastructure. As yet there has been no
response from Department of Communities and a follow up
letter has been issued.

3.18

Attached is letter of support from Department of Justice.
A subsequent meeting with DOJ officer indicated that it may
be possible to provide some financial support for alleyway
transformation in interface areas via PCSP funding. Reference
was also made to the possibility of accessing funding from
Assets Recovery Funding and Police Property Fund.
The logistics of this is to be explored further and DOJ are to
provide an update on whether this funding could be accessed
by the council. DOJ have also agreed in principle to support
the development of a ‘How to guide’, to empower
communities, providing a useful tool to support community
led open space regeneration programmes. Officers are
currently pursuing this with DOJ.
Officers are also
progressing the Justice Minister’s suggestion to apply for
PCSP funding.

3.19

The meeting held with DfI was positive. DfI are currently
consulting with their Active Travel team and have agreed to
come back to confirm whether alleyway transformation
support can be obtained via strategic opportunities like the
Belfast Urban Greenway monies.
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Alleygate Background:
3.20

Phases 1 – 4 of the alleygating project have now been
completed.

3.2.1

Councillors may be aware that the initial phase (phase 1) of
Alleygating was carried out in 2005-2007 as a pilot.
This enabled 200 gates to be erected with a further 20 gates
being installed through the Renewing the Routes programme
in Lower Ormeau.

3.22

In February 2009, phase 2 commenced, when the council
allocated £500K of capital funding to the project, with
£125,000 being equally distributed to each area North, South,
East and West. A ranked list was then approved by committee
and a further 174 Alleygates were then installed within the
pilot project areas with further areas identified using the
prioritised list (Ardoyne, Avoniel, Ballygomartin Road,
Glenbank, La Salle, Whiterock).

3.23

In February 2012, phase 3 commenced. £700,000 was made
available for further alleygating interventions throughout
Belfast. The lists of streets were prioritised against the agreed
criteria and 60 streets were identified for gating (148 gates) on
equal basis across North, South, East and West.

3.24

Phase 4 commenced in 2016, when £700K of capital monies
was made available to the Area Working Groups (South £140k,
North 140k, East £210k and West £210k). Statistical analysis
was brought to each Area Working Group to inform Members
and the final gate locations were selected by elected members
by using their local knowledge.

3.25

This current phase (phase 4) is completed and added an
additional 362 gates to the existing stock of 712, meaning a
total of 1074 Alleygates is currently being managed by City &
Neighbourhood Services.
Alleygate Evaluation

3.26

The council are continuing to receive requests for gates,
especially in areas where gates have been installed and as a
consequence, dispersed issues to surrounding streets.
However, there has not been an evaluation since the pilot
project was completed in 2007. Therefore officers recommend
that an evaluation is necessary before continuing with a
proposed phase 5.
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3.27

There is some concern that new proposed locations are not
suitable for alleygates, are not alleyways (as only an alleyway
by definition of DfI can be gated) and the legal threshold for
installation can be difficult to meet given the low consultation
responses.

3.28

A request to appoint external contractor to review the
Alleygate Programme, was brought to People & Communities
Committee on 3 February 2020. The Committee agreed to
defer consideration of the matter to enable a further report to
be submitted on the possibility of the evaluation being
undertaken in-house or options to reduce costs associated
with an external evaluation.

3.29

Officers have since went back and looked at the option of
carrying out an ‘in house’ review and have concluded that this
is not a feasible option, as they do not have the required
expertise or resources in house to do so.

3.30

It is therefore recommended, that Council engage a suitably
qualified contractor to under a review of the Alleygates
Programme to date, specifically exploring the following:










the benefits of the scheme within neighbourhoods and
how the overall scheme performs against CIPTED
principles
to review the current selection process and identify
potential future options for selection of alleygate
locations taking in to account what has worked well
and what could be improved to date.
To consider the merit in amending the current
eligibility criteria to give equal consideration and
scoring to the efforts of communities to develop and
maintain their alleyways as is currently given to crimereduction and anti-social behaviour concerns
to examine if there has been any reduction in crime /
return for investment in areas where there has been
intense alleygate installation
to examine whether there have been any long-term
impacts or reduction in crime within gated areas in
general
to identify opportunities to maximise the benefits of
alleygating by working closer with other partners in the
context of wider neighbourhood regeneration
to make recommendations about how to maximise the
benefits and opportunities from the Alleygate Project,
taking into consideration other Council work streams
and external strategies
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3.3.1

to consider the longer-term impact of the continuous
alleygating investment (Phase 1 to Phase 4) to date in
the city
Consideration of alternative interventions to
alleygating like Alleyway Transformation schemes and
funding to improve the standard and condition of unadopted alleyways. Linking with other partners to
secure funding for both etc.

The completion of the evaluation and it’s findings will be used
to inform the scoping of any future alleygating schemes and
alleyway transformation initiatives.
Financial & Resource Implications

3.22

The pilot proposed in respect of un-adopted alleyways is
covered within existing revenue estimates. The cost will be
considered again once the four pilot sites have been
completed.

3.23

The approximate cost of the evaluation of the alleygating
scheme would be £10K–15K with a significant level of in
house support from the Alleygating team which would be from
within existing budgets.

3.24

At present there is no capital financing to deliver a future
alleygating programme, however a growth proposal of £500k
is being considered as part of the estimates process for 21/22.
Equality or
Assessment

3.25

Good

Relations

Implications/Rural

Needs

There are no known Equality, Good Relations or Rural needs
implications.”

A number of Members welcomed the comprehensive update and the proposed
external review. Discussion ensued in regard to the popularity of the scheme, particularly
over lockdown, and Members reiterated the fact that so many of the community wished to
be involved in progressing schemes in their own individual areas and the need for the
community to be assisted in progressing community led open space regeneration
programmes. A Member welcomed the proposed ‘How to guide’ which she felt would be a
useful tool in supporting local communities with their proposals.
The following issues were also highlighted by the Members:



the need to identify ownership of unadopted alleyways;
the need for the Department for Infrastructure (DfI), Department of
Justice (DoJ) and Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE) to be
involved/consulted;
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concern was expressed in regard to a particular emphasis being given
to the Holylands as it was a unique situation with many ongoing issues
and problems but these were not representative of successful schemes
and opportunities that existed throughout the rest of the City;
glad to see that consideration would be given in regard to the existing
criteria;
keen to see the community and residents groups being consulted and
engaged as part of the review in regard to their proposals for community
led initiatives;
keen to see the proposed review being progressed in a timely manner;
and
keen to ensure the evaluation process review would initially be taken through
the Area Working Groups.

The Committee welcomed the review agreed that an external consultant be
procured to complete the evaluation, which would be carried out in accordance with the
criteria as set out in paragraph 3:30 of the report.
Physical Programme and Asset Management
Partner Agreements Update
The Committee noted the quarterly progress report in relation to Partner
Agreements at seven sites and that all Partners had been compliant on reporting matters
and financial checks for July – September 2020.
Operational Issues
Proposal for naming a new street and the continuation
and realignment of existing streets
The Committee approved an application for naming a new street and the
continuation of two existing streets in the City, as set out below:

Proposed Name

Location

Galgani Crescent

Off Ardilea Avenue, BT14

Proposed Continuation Location
of Existing Street
Hopewell Crescent
Hopewell Square

Applicant
The Boyd Partnership

Applicant

Off Hopewell Avenue, Hall, Black, Douglas
BT13
Architects
Off Hopewell Crescent, Hall, Black, Douglas
BT13
Architects
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Street food events in Lower Crescent Open Space
April 2021 – September 2021
The Committee considered the undernoted report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues

1.1

The purpose of the report is to obtain permission from
Members for a series of weekend street food events to be held
in Lower Crescent Open space over period April 2021 –
September 2021.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked to:
1. Grant authority to Night Cap Event Group Ltd for a
series of street food events to be held in Lower
Crescent Open space over period April 2021 –
September 2021, subject to Coronavirus pandemic
restrictions and compliance required by Council.
2. Grant authority to the Director of Neighbourhood
Services subject to satisfactory terms being agreed
and on condition that:










The promoter resolves all operational issues to the
councils’ satisfaction
An appropriate legal agreement is completed, to be
prepared by the City Solicitor; and
the promoter meets all the statutory requirements of
the Planning and Building Control Service including
the terms and conditions of the Park’s Entertainment
Licence
Grant authority to the Director of Neighbourhood
Services to negotiate an appropriate fee for use of
Lower Crescent Open Space taking into account costs
to the Council, minimising negative impact on the
immediate area but also the potential wider benefit to
the city economy.
To write to the promoters and advise that a social levy
will also be charged in accordance with Council policy.
The event company will also be required to reimburse
any ancillary costs for services provided by the
Council at the event.
Agree that Event Organisers shall consult with public
bodies and local communities as necessary.
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3.0

Main report
Key Issues

3.1

‘Night Market’ is an original project that supports local jobs,
training and enterprise. The intention is to bring an exciting
and unique outdoor street food dining experience to Belfast.
In an ever changing and challenging climate the aim is to
provide a safe open air space for socializing whilst enjoying
all that’s good about NI local food.

3.2

Hosted by the Nightcap Event Group Ltd, an innovative drinks
led hospitality company which focuses on providing
consultancy and mobile bar services across Northern Ireland
with over 20 years industry experience. The company is keen
to involve the local hospitality sector by organizing this
bespoke event. In addition they seek to support the NI events
sector as a whole that have been arguably hardest hit during
this year’s pandemic by creating jobs and giving suppliers a
direct route to market.

3.3

‘Night Market’ has the aim of being the street food event to
transform Belfast’s food landscape by turning a lost suburb
into a vibrant street food destination. The aim of Night Market
is to provide a platform for the best street food traders in the
province to cook quality, locally-sourced and honest food to
the people of Northern Ireland in a safe open air venue.

3.4

Considerable consultation will be required with local house
holders and businesses in the surrounding area. Alcohol will
be on sale as part of the events along with food and music. It
is anticipated the events will finish at 10.00pm with Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday being the primary days the
street food festival will be open.

3.5

The requestor will prepare a full event management plan and
risk assessment. And if applicable apply for an entertainment
licence if that is required.

3.6

The Belfast Agenda sets out our joint city vision and long term
ambitions and outcomes for Belfast’s future, as well as
outlining our priorities for action every four years.
The development of a ‘Transformational Places’ approach
across the city offers a real opportunity to make a sustained
impact in the Botanic, Wider University and Lower Ormeau
area, particularly given it’s close proximity to the South
Corridor. This event has the potential to support this and
support local businesses in this part of the city at a key time
for retail.
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3.7

The event is being planned on the basis that live events will
be permitted in April 2021 with respect to Covid 19
restrictions. An ongoing review of the situation will be
required and the event organiser will provide updates to
Belfast City Council.
Financial & Resource Implications

3.8

A fee will be charged for the use of the facility. A bond of
intent will be paid to the Council which would be retained in
the event of the event being cancelled. The requestor will also
be required to pay a social clause. The fee charged will also
meet any additional staff costs.

3.9

Permission for the use of the facility is subject to the Director
of Neighbourhood Services to negotiate an appropriate fee for
use of the facility taking into account costs to the Council,
minimising negative impact on the immediate area but also
the potential wider benefit to the city economy.
Equality or
Assessment

3.10

Good

Relations

Implications/Rural

Needs

There are no known Equality, Good Relations or Rural needs
implications.”

The Committee adopted the recommendations.
Issues Raised in Advance by Members
Mapping exercise of 3g and 4g Pitches - Councillor Cobain
Agreed that a report be submitted to a future meeting listing the Council’s 3g and
4g pitch facilities which would include information about the services available at each of
the locations (for example lighting).

Chairperson
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REMOTE MEETING OF CITY GROWTH AND REGENERATION COMMITTEE

Members present: Councillor Brooks (Chairperson);
Aldermen Dorrian and Kingston; and
Councillors Beattie, Ferguson, Gormley,
Hanvey, Heading, Howard, T. Kelly,
Lyons, Maskey, McAllister, McLaughlin,
McMullan, Murphy, O’Hara, Spratt
and Whyte.
Also attended:

Councillor Kyle.

In attendance:

Mr. A. Reid, Strategic Director of Place and Economy;
Mr. J. Greer, Director of Economic Development;
Mrs. C. Reynolds, Director of City Regeneration
and Development;
Ms. E. Henry, Senior Manager - Culture and Tourism; and
Ms. E. McGoldrick, Democratic Services Officer.
Apologies

An apology for inability to attend was reported on behalf of Councillor Donnelly.
Minutes
The minutes of the meetings of 11th and 24th November were taken as read and
signed as correct. It was reported that those minutes had been adopted by the Council
at its meeting on 1st December, subject to the following amendments of the minutes:




Under the heading ‘NI High Street Taskforce and Future City
Centre Programme’ to provide that the All-Party Forum, convened
following its special meeting held on 2nd August, 2019, to secure
the continued operation of the Harland and Wolff Shipyard, be
reconvened to engage with local stakeholders, retail units and
Trade Unions in order to inform the NI High Street Task Force that
had been proposed by the Northern Ireland Executive; and
Under the heading ‘Department for Infrastructure Roads - Autumn
Report’ to provide that the Council write to the Department for
Infrastructure to ask for clarity on its position on increasing
sustainable transport in Belfast.
Declarations of Interest

Councillor T. Kelly declared an interest in relation to item 2.a) Finance Update, in
that a family member was on the Board of the community group of Coffee Culture.
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Restricted Items
The information contained in the report associated with the following 3
items were restricted in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 6 of the Local
Government Act (Northern Ireland) 2014.
Resolved – That the Committee agrees to exclude the members of the
press and public from the meeting during discussion of the items as, due
to the nature of the items, there would be a disclosure of exempt
information as described in Section 42(4) and Section 6 of the Local
Government Act (Northern Ireland) 2014.
Finance Update
The Strategic Director of Place and Economy provided an overview of the report.
The Committee noted the contents of the report which had been presented to the
Strategic Policy and Resources Committee in November.
Update on City Events Programme 2021/2022
The Committee was informed of the proposed approach to delivering events in the
remainder of the current financial year and the proposed programme of events for
2021/22, which would be delivered and/or supported by the Council’s City Events Unit,
together with options for how best to safely deliver events in the context of ongoing
COVID-19 and inclusive of budget implications. This included the option for a phased
approach to spring events in the form of a City Centre Animation Programme and Creative
Installation Programme, with St Patrick’s Day festivities spread out over a 4-day period.
During discussion, Members highlighted the requirement for partnership working
from the UEFA.
During further discussion, the Director of Economic Development confirmed that,
in relation to St. Patrick’s Day, outdoor events had been scheduled across the city,
including the use of Parks. He highlighted that plans were flexible to redesign and
schedule.
In relation to the use of plastic cups at the Belfast Marathon, the Director advised
that he would liaise with the organisers on the issue.
After discussion, the Committee:


Noted the proposed approach to St Patrick’s Day in 2021 and
agreed to option 2, as outlined in the report;



Agreed to the annual programme of Events for 2021/2022 as set
out in appendix 1, subject to final approval of departmental
budgets;
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Noted the update on the Belfast Titanic Maritime 5 year Strategy
and agreed to option 2 as the preferred option for 2021; and



Noted the update on the UEFA Super Cup (August 2021) and
agreed to the use of the City Hall for the provision of a dinner.

Housing Led Regeneration Update
The Director of City Regeneration and Development provided an update on the
progress of the housing led regeneration work which had been undertaken, which included
information on the strategic sites assessment work.
During discussion, the Director of City Regeneration and Development explained
further the process, next steps and the resources that had been put in place to continue
the work on strategic site assessments, including a city wide approach. She advised that
further information would be provided as the work progressed.
In response to a Members question in relation to the Development Brief process
for the Inner North West (Northern Cluster) sites, the Director of City Regeneration and
Development highlighted that the lands were in the ownership of both the Council and the
Department for Communities and the evaluation would be undertaken by Council officers
and officials from the Department for Communities and the recommendation would be
brought back to the Committee for information, as well as via the Department for
Communities governance process.
The Committee noted the contents of the report, in particular:
1) The updates in respect of the ongoing housing led regeneration
work, including the strategic site assessments;
2) The proposals for a City Centre Living Vision document for existing
and future residents as set out in the report; and
3) Housing had been identified as a key priority by the Community
Planning Partnership, as well as in the Council’s Recovery
Framework in the context of working with partners to bring forward
strategic development opportunities. And to further note that the
Belfast Innovation and Inclusive Growth Commission had
highlighted house building as being a critical lever for driving
inclusive economic growth.
The Committee also noted that, in relation to the Development Brief process for
the Inner North West (Northern Cluster), the evaluation would be undertaken by officers
from Belfast City Council and officials from the Department for Communities. The
recommendation would be brought back to Committee for information, as well as via the
Department for Communities governance process.
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Presentation
Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE) - Housing Programme
and City Centre Waiting List
The Chairperson introduced Ms. F. McGrath, Head of Place Shaping, Belfast
Region, and Ms. J. Hawthorne, Regional Manager, Belfast Region, to the Committee and
they were admitted to the meeting.
Ms. McGrath provided a presentation to update the Committee on the City Centre
Latent Demand Waiting List. She advised that this indicated that there was a high demand
for social housing and highlighted the pending development opportunities within the City
Centre. Ms. McGrath then provided an update in relation to the existing Common
Landlord Areas (CLAs).
She highlighted that, as of March 2020, the Belfast Waiting list was 10,819, with
8,413 of the applicants in housing stress. She informed the Committee that, in relation to
the Current Social Housing Programme: 175 homes had been completed since March 20
and 962 homes were currently on site.
She explained the drivers for change and how they linked with Council objectives
such as the Belfast Agenda’s growth in population target and the Council’s Local
Development Plan ambition of 20% affordable housing. She highlighted the potential of
continuing to work with the wider public sector, including Belfast City Council, to identify
public sector land opportunities. She advised that the NIHE post Covid-19 recovery would
focus on housing opportunities to include City Centre living, also incorporating apartment
living as part of mixed use and mixed tenure schemes.
She provided information on existing CLA’s and the City Centre Latent Demand
Test and highlighted that, in March, all applicants and transfers had been written to, in
order to ascertain expressions of interest in city centre living. An update was provided in
relation to the level of interest received. Ms McGrath highlighted that the city centre latent
demand list would not replace an option for housing in other areas, rather be an additional
option. She explained that applicants could continue to register an interest in City Centre
Living and they would be written to again as developments come forward.
In relation to the City Centre Schemes, she reminded the Committee that major
new developments were proposed including Sirocco/Waterside, Tribeca and Council/DfC
lands.
Ms. McGrath summarised the Shared Future ‘Housing for All’ work which had
been undertaken by the NIHE, which included a five Year Good Relations Plan and Good
Neighbour Agreements. She pointed out that allocations were still assigned to those
applicants with the highest points.
She advised that a list showing the current social housing programme had also
been issued to the Committee for information.
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Ms. J. Hawthorne provided an overview of the repairs and maintenance that had
been undertaken in Belfast.
She advised that repairs on NIHE properties had continued throughout the
Pandemic and they had received 10% less calls for response maintenance repairs. She
informed the Committee that there was a backlog in relation to change in tenancy repairs
and explained that supply issues had added to the delays, however, she pointed out that
contractors had now been asked to do additional work.
In regards to planned maintenance, she explained that the work plan had been
suspended from March and resumed in August which included plans for 1500
bathrooms/kitchen replacements in Belfast, 1500 properties to be double glazed and the
NIHE intended to deliver the work by the end of the financial year.
During discussion, Members highlighted the importance of Shared Space
Housing and objective need. Ms. Hawthorne explained that objective need was enshrined
in the Statutory Housing Selection Scheme, in that the NIHE was committed to allocate
all housing on the basis of need.
In response to a Members question regarding the recent Housing Statement by
the Minister for Communities, in relation to building more social homes, Ms. McGrath
advised that the NIHE was keen to start building again and it would also still work closely
with Housing Associations to provide for such a programme.
The representative’s answered a range of questions in relation to housing
demand, quota guidelines, city centre living, green space, timeframe for repair back log
and damp issues, retrofit of existing stock, carbon efficiencies, rent prices in the city
centre, space standard and apartment living, land availability, support of sustainable
transport.
In regard to the changes to the housing selection scheme and its review, Ms.
Hawthorne advised that an announcement by the Department for Communities was
imminent.
One Member questioned what percentage of the Latent Demand Waiting List were
Wheelchair needs groups, Ms McGrath advised that she would respond with figures in
due course. Ms. Hawthorne provided further information on the work of the Complex
Needs Officer who dealt with the welfare adaptation requirements for individual
households.
The Committee noted the contents of the presentation by the Northern Ireland
Housing Executive with regard to the establishment of a new City Centre Waiting List,
together with an update on their Housing Programme and their repairs backlog and retrofit
programme and that, where relevant, the NIHE would provide further information on the
issues raised.
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Regenerating Places and Improving Infrastructure
Future City Centre Programme - Lighting Strategy
The Committee was reminded that the Future City Centre (FCC) Programme had
been developed in line with the Belfast Agenda, the Local Development Plan, the
Inclusive Growth Strategy and the Cultural Strategy (A City Imagining), and had been
informed by the Belfast City Centre Regeneration and Investment Strategy (BCCRIS).
The Director of City Regeneration and Development advised that the Programme
was continuing to evolve in the context of COVID-19 and given the range of challenges
facing the city centre.
She reminded the Committee that it had approved the Future City Centre
Programme in February 2019, which included the ‘Luminous city – A Lighting Strategy for
Belfast’, which had been presented to the Committee in September, with approval granted
to proceed with public consultation via the Council’s online engagement platform Citizen
Space for a 6 week period over October and November. She reported that officers had
also engaged with key Section 75 groups through the Council’s Equality and Diversity
Team.
It was reported that the public consultation closed on 23rd November and final
amendments had been incorporated into the final document (Appendix A). In terms of
delivery, lighting interventions were embedded across a range of projects currently being
developed, with the strategy document informing and guiding these.
The Director of City Regeneration and Development advised that projects were
also emerging through the DfC-funded Revitalisation Programme which incorporated
lighting features at Castle Place, Adelaide Street, Brunswick Street, James Street South,
Union Street and Exchange Place. Entries Phase 2 would also incorporate innovative
approaches to lighting, for which designs were in development.
She pointed out that work was also ongoing to bring forward stand-alone lighting
projects in 2021-22 and beyond and officers would continue to profile the strategy to
stakeholders as a key document to consult when designing and delivering any and all
types of lighting across Belfast.
The Committee noted the progress of ‘Luminous City: A Lighting Strategy’ for
Belfast and approved the final document as outlined at Appendix A.
Future of the City - Proposed Members Workshop
It was reported that the Covid-19 pandemic had opened up a debate around
urbanisation and the future path cities would take. It was recognised, however, that how
cities performed going forward would be critical, particularly in terms of responding to the
current Covid crisis and the associated economic, social and environmental challenges.
Recent research had highlighted that the coming years were likely to see significant
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disruption to cities and that there was a need for cities to consider now how they became
‘future fit’.
The Committee was reminded that there were a number of priority areas of focus
for the Council, as set out in the Council’s Recovery Framework, including, for example,
the City Deal, the Future City Centre Programme, Housing Led Regeneration, Resilience,
Digital and Innovation, Connectivity and Active Travel, Economic Led Programmes.
The Strategic Director of Place and Economy suggested that a workshop be held
with Party Group Leaders and Members of the City Growth and Regeneration Committee,
on the Future of the City and the priority areas of focus, including the role that Council
and other partners could play.
He also advised, at the request of Councillor Heading, the Council, at its meeting
in December, had agreed that an All-Party Forum on City Centre be convened. It was
proposed that the forum consisted of representatives of each party through nominations
from party group leaders, Trade Union officials, relevant business representative
organisations and relevant departmental representation.
The Committee:




agreed that a workshop be held for the City Growth and
Regeneration Committee and Party Group Leaders to consider the
Future of the City in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic and the
associated social, economic and environmental challenges, and
noted that further details of the proposed workshop would follow;
and
noted the composition of a Retail Forum, following the request of
Councilor Heading and agreed by Council on Tuesday, 2nd
December, to establish an All-Party Forum on City Centre Retail.
Growing Business and the Economy

Tourism Update - 10 Year Plan
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues

1.1

At a meeting of City Growth and Regeneration Committee in
August 2020, it was agreed that a ten year tourism plan for
Belfast would be developed. The purpose of this report is to
update Members on the current status of the plan and
direction of travel in advance of a full draft being presented
in March 2020 for consideration and subsequent public
consultation.
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2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked to:


Note the contents of this report and agree the current
direction of travel for the emerging ten year tourism
plan.

3.0

Main report

3.1

Members will be aware that at a meeting of City Growth and
Regeneration Committee in August 2020 it was agreed that
a new ten year tourism plan was to be developed.
The purpose of this plan is to:






3.2

Deliver on the tourism priorities set out in the Belfast
Agenda recognising the importance of tourism to
Growing the economy and City Development.
Align to the ten-year cultural strategy, A City
Imagining, in order to ensure that tourism
development supports cultural development and is
based upon an authentic and sustainable Belfast
offer.
Support economic and social recovery in the context
of COVID-19 including stabilisation, recovery and
growth with the opportunity to build back better.
Provide strategic context to the Belfast Region City
Deal that sets out wider city priorities to ensure
Belfast’s appeal internationally and ability to attract
out of state visitors.

Tourism Growth Pre Covid-19
In August 2019 Belfast City Council agreed a new ten year
cultural strategy, A City Imagining 2020-2030, to drive
transformation in the city. For the first time, the scope of this
strategy brought together under one compelling vision a
number of areas including tourism, culture, heritage, arts,
events and festivals.

3.3

A City Imagining acknowledges that whilst Belfast has
enjoyed relative growth in tourism over recent years that in
turn has supported regional development, it is necessary to
continue to support sustainable tourism development and
job creation. Belfast’s first community plan, the Belfast
Agenda, also articulates the importance of delivering a
culturally vibrant city both for residents and visitors as well
as acting as an attractive driver for inward investment. It is
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anticipated that citywide investment in a culturally vibrant
place will support changing perspectives of Belfast as a
place to visit, live, work and invest. In order to continue to
build on the value of out-of-state tourism and welcome more
overnight stays in our visitor accommodation it is essential
that we collaborate with our tourism sector to evolve,
broaden, deepen and expand the tourism offer currently
available in Belfast.
3.4

Despite significant growth and the success of flagship
projects such as Titanic Belfast there is still a gap in scale
and maturity of the local industry when compared with other
regions. Notably, Northern Ireland lags behind UK regions
and Republic of Ireland with respect to tourism as a driver
for job growth. However the positive trajectory in place
before Covid-19 had identified tourism growth as both
feasible and a necessary part of inclusive economic growth.
The challenge of any tourism development plan will be to
create a sustainable model that continues to support the
growth that is essential for city success and the creation of
jobs.

3.5

Belfast tourism and hospitality sectors directly supports
19,300 jobs, one third of the sector in Northern Ireland. Key
tourism sectors such as Accommodation & Food Services,
Arts, Entertainment & Recreation and Transportation will be
impacted by COVID-19 however if Belfast’s recovery from
the pandemic is managed then the growth potential remains
high. The hospitality sector is an employment-intensive one,
supporting a disproportionate number of jobs compared
with the average sectoral GVA: jobs ratio. Between 2013 and
2019 employment in Accommodation and Food Services in
Belfast increased by 18.2 percent, compared with 8.5
percent growth in the city’s total employment.

3.6

It was in this context that Tourism NI set the ambitious target
of doubling the value of the tourism industry to £2 billion by
2030. A key element of this opportunity further reinforced by
ambitions of the Belfast Region City Deal was getting a
bigger share of the international visitors coming to the
island of Ireland to travel to Belfast and the Belfast region.

3.7

Impact of Covid-19
While the full impact of Covid-19 is as yet unknown what is
clear is that recovery will require new and innovative
approaches in an increasingly competitive market. As the
regional driver, Belfast will be hugely significant to this
growth ambition, both in terms of visitor spend and the
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creation of new jobs. It is therefore imperative that our city
break destination is developed in a strategic way which
maximises the economic benefits which can be derived from
tourism for local industries, businesses and communities,
as well as increasing visitor numbers and spend and
improving overall satisfaction levels.
3.8

In advance of the development of the tourism plan, Ernest
and Young were commissioned to assess the potential
impact of COVID-19 on the city. The report recognises
Belfast’s role in regional tourism:





Belfast is an important attractor for international,
high value tourists to the region.
Belfast’s share of out of state tourism spend has
been significantly higher than the NI-wide share
(83% v 72%).
Spending by tourists in Belfast has outpaced the NI
average, growing by 20% year on year compared to
4.5% regionally.
Belfast has grown at a faster rate than the rest of NI
mainly because of its attractiveness in two high
value markets – city breaks and business tourism.

3.9

The report also sets out a number of scenarios depending
on the length of the pandemic and recovery trajectory.
The most protracted scenario estimates that job losses
could be as significant as 5,500 in 2020 and continuing into
2021, 2022 and beyond. From this report there are a number
of short term actions aligned to Tourism NI’s work, including
more effective reach into all-island and GB markets and the
need for a more flexible approach to supporting tourism
businesses through the crisis. However below is set out a
series of recommendations specific to Belfast and need for
stabilisation, recovery and longer-term growth.

3.10

Develop tourism supply in Belfast to foster a sustainable
economic model creating jobs and improving local quality of
life
1. Bring forward renovations or upgrading of tourism
facilities during quiet time to support the economy
and improve the quality of the tourism offer in Belfast.
2. Pursue planned City Deal investments following a
dynamic model based on regularly updated visitor
numbers and visitor behaviours.
3. Focus on the development of resilient tourism
attractions (e.g. mix of outdoor and indoor spaces,
online content, attractive to locals) and mitigate the
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impacts for the most impacted sectors (e.g. business
tourism).
4. Launch a wide consultation with key stakeholders
and locals regarding the role tourism should play in
a city like Belfast (e.g. urban regeneration, housing,
sustainability, jobs, social inclusion, international
attractiveness).
5. Identify ways for Belfast or specific attractions within
the City to be distinguished internationally (e.g.
awards, UNESCO, travel guides).
3.11

Developing a ten-year plan
The emerging ten-year tourism plan has taken into
consideration these initial recommendations alongside the
existing commitments outlined in the Cultural Strategy that
identified the four areas where Council could make the most
difference:





3.12

Increasing the coherency of the Belfast experience
Supporting quality authentic product
Developing skills
Improving how the city is marketed

The approach
The past two decades have given rise to a number of trends
within tourism development. This has included the
popularity of approaches such as cultural tourism, green
tourism or local tourism. What each of these approaches
and associated models have in common is an increasing
awareness that sustainable forms of tourism must respect
the local context and support the economic, social,
environmental and cultural values of a place.

3.13

This ultimately leads to a more circular model. In the context
of Belfast, even before COVID-19, this is a complex
proposition. The city requires further growth with a clear
international agenda and need to continue to attract and
grow out of state visitors. The new 10 year tourism plan
seeks to set out how this growth can be achieved in a
sustainable and inclusive way recognising that the city’s
greatest asset is its people.

3.14

The plan will set out a shared vison for tourism in the city
and will be supported by 4 strategic themes and a number of
catalyst projects. The draft strategic themes are:


Grow Belfast
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Experience Belfast
Position Belfast
Sustainable Belfast

3.15

Each theme is supported by an evidence based body of work
and research.

3.16

Strategic theme 1: Grow Belfast
This theme will focus on the role of tourism in city recovery
including the need for stabilisation of the tourism sector and
the requirement for further growth in Belfast. This will
include:








3.17

Strategic context and evidence based proposition
that Belfast acts as a catalyst for the region.
Measurement of the attractiveness of the city as a
destination and how this plays a key role in
maximising the economic impact of each visitor by
increasing average length of stay and daily spending
levels.
Priority areas for investment e.g. catalyst projects.
Broadening of economic measures to include areas
such as brand value.
Introducing social, cultural and environmental
measures to better understand and advocate for the
true value of responsible tourism growth.
Clear advocacy position on key challenges e.g. air
access or visitor levy.

Strategic theme 2: Experience Belfast


Included within the ten year plan will be an
interpretive development framework for tourism in
Belfast that will:



include experiences that can be brought to life
through the development of an optimal mix of
‘anchor’ and ancillary products that get people into
an area and keep them there
focus on encouraging international visitors to
immerse themselves actively in the locale, interacting
with people, engaging the senses and learning the
history and stories of the places.
be about delivering immersive moments that inspire
tourists not only to share their experience with others
but also make them want to return to the city.
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3.18

How we will do this?






3.19

Complete a mapping exercise which maps our
existing tourism assets against the city’s ‘Belfast
brand’ and Tourism NI’ ‘Embrace the Giant Spirit’
brand.
Assessment of quality, market fit and sustainability
of existing products.
Develop a combination of thematic and geographical
clustering.
A gap analysis of potential experience based
products. The gap analysis should review what is
missing from the tourism offer generally taking into
consideration issues such as seasonality, immersive
experiences, events and festival animation, and
opportunities to meet local people for instance.

Strategic Theme 3: Position Belfast
A critical dimension to any tourism development plan is
understanding the market and how the brand operates in
this space. In order to develop an effective strategy there
also needs to be consideration of the brand architecture for
the city and the region. The result should be clarity of roles
and responsibilities for agencies working in this field
including Council’s own role and city partners such as Visit
Belfast and Tourism NI. The ten year plan will set out a
dynamic model for city positioning that can respond to key
markets including:




3.20

Business Tourism and sub-sectors within this group.
Leisure tourism target markets including geographic considerations and the visitor journey.
Belfast’s position as a gateway destination.

This theme will also take forward a new approach that
pushes beyond traditional marketing methods towards
enabling the people creating the Belfast experience to tell
their story. Therefore the approach will be narrative driven
and the new plan will set out areas of support on:




How do we tell Belfast stories? How do we enable
people to tell their Belfast story?
How do we create an emotional connection with
visitors?
How do we make local stories resonate
internationally?
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3.21

This plan will bring forward actions that support an effective
way a working outlining how:



3.22

Branding is about relationship. Communications
requires dialogue moving away from single direction
channels.
It’s no longer about a digital revolution, data is what
drives the visitor economy.

Strategic theme 4: Sustain Belfast
This theme will be driven by recommendations emerging
from the benchmarking completed as part of Global
Destination Sustainability Index. Members will be aware that
Belfast signed up to this benchmarking following Committee
approval in August 2020. The Global Destination
Sustainability Index is the world’s leading benchmarking
and performance Index for cities, their events and their
visitor economy. Its purpose is to engage, enable and
inspire cities to become more sustainable places to visit,
meet and thrive in. In addition to benchmarking a city’s
environmental
strategy
and
social
sustainability
performance, the GDS-Index assess criteria that are industry
specific: industry supplier support (restaurants, hotels,
conference centres) and convention bureau strategy and
initiatives. Alongside benchmarking it helps destination
management organisations, convention bureaus, key
industry associations suppliers and clients to develop
effective strategies and practices in support of sustainability
goals.

3.23

Since 2019, over 60 cities have started the process of
benchmarking and assessment. The goal is to have 300
cities collaborating by 2023. The Index is based on 69
Indicators broken down into four categories:





3.24

City Environmental Performance
City Social Performance
Supplier Performance
Destination Management Performance

Belfast has now completed initial benchmarking and a series
of recommendations are in draft form and will be included in
the 10 year plan. A number of these relate to Visit Belfast’s
role as the Destination Management Organisation (DMO). In
addition to long-term plans, there are, however several short
term recommendations that Council should consider
including:
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3.25

Council assets



3.26

Supporting the ICC (as the city’s Congress Venue) to
achieve accreditation.
Embed tourism in city emergency planning.

Supporting the supply chain





Developing a tiered certification strategy for
suppliers (this would be in partnership with TNI) and
set goals for certification.
Funding support to help / incentivise suppliers
achieve 3rd part accreditation
Food sustainability training for suppliers.
Provision of tools and templates to help suppliers
create and implement their own sustainability
policies.

3.27

All four of these strategic themes will be underpinned by the
need to support inclusive economic growth and to
differentiate the Belfast offer in an increasingly competitive
global marketplace. Therefore a fifth strand to the plan will
consider the importance of key strategic opportunities that
could bolster investment in the sector in order to support
recovery and future growth. These will be catalyst projects
or programmes such as:

3.28

Cultural Initiatives and Campaigns
Commitment to long-term initiatives contained in cultural
strategy including signature Belfast events, 2023
International Year of Culture and UNESCO City of Music.

3.29

Infrastructure
Delivering the tourism pillar of the Belfast Regional City Deal
including Destination Hub focusing on:





Commitment to inclusive growth, ensuring the
economic benefit of the Belfast Destination Hub
development is spread across and connected into the
rest of the city.
Commitment to the creation of secure and
sustainable employment and skills development.
Commitment to local engagement and participation
to ensure that Belfast residents are actively engaged
and supported to access opportunities throughout
the development and realisation of the project.
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3.30

Bringing the Belfast Experience to life
Delivering a long-term fully integrated visitor experience
model for the city that includes:


3.31

Adopting a place-based approach to the development
of our neighbourhoods through local tourism
framework and investment that supports product
development, jobs creation and destination
management.

Next steps
A full draft plan will be presented to Committee in March
2021. Subject to approval this plan will then complete a
public consultation.

3.32

Financial & Resource Implications
There are no new financial implications. The activities
outlined in this report will be resourced from the 2020/21
budget for the Culture and Tourism section of the Economic
Development division of the Place and Economy
Departmental budget in line with existing approvals.

3.33

Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs
Assessment
The cultural strategy, A City Imagining has been subject to
an Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA) and a Rural Needs
Assessment (RNA). The tourism plan will be subject to a
further equality screening.”

The Senior Manager, Culture and Tourism, provided a presentation on the
development of the Tourism Plan, which included an update on: The story so far; the
challenge; the approach; and the process.
The Committee noted the contents of the report and agreed to the current direction
of travel for the emerging ten year tourism plan.
City Recovery - Update on key enterprise
and employability initiatives
The Committee considered the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues

1.1

At a meeting of City Growth and Regeneration Committee in
March 2020, the work programmes to support the delivery of
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targets under the Growing the Economy and Working and
Learning pillars of the Belfast Agenda and the Inclusive
Growth Strategy were agreed. Since then, the council has
adopted its recovery plan ‘Belfast: Our Recovery’ which sets
out its guiding principles and key priorities to support the
city to recover from the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
1.2

Given the current circumstances and the specific ongoing
challenges for Belfast residents and local businesses, the
purpose of this report is to update Members on the current
status of a number of council-led initiatives to deliver
against the priorities of the Belfast: Our Recovery plan.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked to:




Note the work undertaken to date by the Economic
Development and Employability and Skills teams to
deliver against the Council’s recovery plan ‘Belfast:
Our Recovery’
Approve the budget to support the EmTech MIT
conference in May 2021.

3.0

Main report

3.1

Members will be aware that, at the City Growth and
Regeneration Committee meeting on 4 March 2020, approval
was given for the delivery of the Growing the Economy and
Working and Learning work plans for the current financial
year. These work plans were developed as part of the
council‘s contribution towards the commitments identified
under these themes within the Belfast Agenda, and to the
corporate plan, as well as supporting the council’s
ambitions to deliver inclusive growth.

3.2

This report takes account of the work that has been further
developed to support the city recovery plan, Belfast: Our
Recovery – focusing on job retention and creation, business
support and skills development.
The recovery plan
highlights the ongoing impact that COVID-19 is having on
our people and city in a variety of ways, with recent statistics
highlighting the significant economic challenges for the city
to overcome;


Contraction in economic output for 2020 likely to be
in the region of 12.7% (up from 9.6% in UUEPC’s
original forecasts in April 2020). At a local council
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3.3

level, the reduction in Belfast is expected to be
around 10.6%
The latest results from InterTradeIreland’s Business
Monitor illustrates the impact of COVID-19 and how
this has had an impact on growth plans and
preparatory work in anticipation of EU Exit. Prior to
the pandemic, 57% of Northern Ireland firms say they
were in growth mode; this has now dropped to 22%.
Meanwhile, the number of businesses that are in are
in decline has jumped from 8% and now stands at
46%. The monitor reveals that only 18% of firms have
made EU Exit preparations
The latest results from the Ulster Bank PMI signalled
a stagnation of business activity across the local
private sector as new business, backlogs of work,
and new orders from abroad and staffing levels all fell
again. Meanwhile, business pessimism increased in
October with Northern Ireland again the only area of
the UK to predict a fall in output over the coming year
Sectors reporting the most significant decline in
consumer spend include arts and culture, hospitality,
leisure, tourism and transport sectors alongside
professional and real estate and retail and wholesale
The impact on the labour market in Belfast and
regionally is highlighted by redundancies being at
their highest level since 2013 and 44,100 people
furloughed in Belfast at its peak. Since January,
there have been more than 1,100 redundancies from
Belfast-based
business,
principally
in
the
manufacturing and retail sectors
There have been significant increases in claims for
unemployment benefits amongst Belfast workers
aged 25-29 years old (157%), followed by 40-44 age
group (146%)
8,900 people in Belfast are claiming self-employment
support allowance (SEISS)
In terms of labour market demand, there has been a
57% reduction in job vacancies from last year.

The recovery plan highlights how the council will invest and
work with city partners to protect and create jobs and
support Belfast residents access much needed
employment. The work of Economic Development and
Employability and Skills teams cuts across a range of the
pillars within the recovery plan, specifically addressing
deliverables that contribute to:


Our Economy – supporting businesses to build
resilience and protect and create jobs
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Our City – supporting the safe reopening of the city
centre and arterial routes
Our Communities – supporting businesses in our
neighbourhoods and retaining jobs and reskilling
residents for employment
Our Digital Innovation – developing the skills of
individuals and businesses to support the City’s
economic recovery.

3.4

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, officers have been
working closely with local residents, businesses and
delivery partners across the city to adapt the support
available to ensure that it remains relevant and effective.
This report aims to provide some examples of how we
continue to work to respond to the key areas affected by
COVID-19, to ensure that businesses can once again thrive
and provide much needed employment opportunities and
vibrancy to local communities.

3.5

Supporting local businesses
Local businesses have been significantly impacted by the
macro-economic developments as a result of COVID-19.
The Recovery Plan highlights our commitment to
supporting these businesses to build resilience to mitigate
the impact of COVID-19 so that they can protect jobs can
create new jobs in the future.

3.6

Since March 2020, the council has pivoted all of our
initiatives to ensure that businesses were able to get access
to vital advice and guidance to support them through the
pandemic. These supports include a range of one to one
mentoring which is flexible to meet the needs of businesses
across all sectors and access to webinars focussing on
topics including business resilience, future planning, digital
transformation, accessing procurement opportunities and
preparing to deal with changes brought about as a result of
Brexit. This year to date, 352 businesses have accessed this
range of support. We have also put in place a range of
financial support for new businesses (£120,000 allocated),
social enterprises and cooperatives (£100,000 allocated) and
have administered funding for existing businesses to adapt
their operations to comply with COVID requirements and
enable them to continue operating safely (£800,000
allocated, using resources secured from the Department for
Communities (DfC).

3.7

In addition to this, we recognise that with challenges come
many opportunities, so we continue to work to encourage
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our entrepreneurs and innovators to start up during the
pandemic and look for opportunities to grow and scale.
This year to date, we have supported over 400 individuals to
start a business.
3.8

From 16 to 22 November this year, we once again celebrated
Global Entrepreneurship Week (GEW) by hosting a series of
online events to inspire the next generation of entrepreneurs
and support existing businesses across the city. We put in
place these events with our partners in a bid to inspire local
entrepreneurs to take that first step to starting their own
business, by providing honest and inspirational insights
from successful entrepreneurs on their path to success as
well as practical advice and guidance for start-ups to grow
and build their presence online.

3.9

Across this week 280 individuals were engaged. Events
included; Start Up Stories, Inspiring Entrepreneurs events,
setting up an online shop, writing a great 60-second pitch,
and sessions focussed on cooperative development
including ‘Co-operative Journey: from ideas to Cooperatives’ and ‘Funding Co-operatives: community shares
and loanstock’.

3.10

Recognising the impact of the ongoing restrictions on local
businesses, we have developed a new platform to enable
them to promote their products and engage new customers
online. During Global Entrepreneurship Week, we launched
the Buy Belfast Christmas Market which will run until the
20th December. Over 180 businesses have virtual stalls
through the platform to date and include those making sweet
treats, arts and crafts, accessories and jewellery, beauty,
antiques, theatre vouchers and much more.

3.11

The aim of the initiative is to support small businesses
through this challenging time, giving them an opportunity to
engage new customers. It’s also good for consumers who
want to shop local and provides one platform to enable them
to do so. The virtual market will be used as an opportunity
to test the appetite for and viability of a more permanent
platform to support local businesses to sell their products
online. In addition to managing the platform, we have also
invested a significant amount of resources in raising
awareness of the platform (search ‘Buy Belfast Virtual
Christmas Market’ on Facebook). The site went live on
20 November and by 25 November it had registered more
than 3,700 users.
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3.12

Based on research and engagement with our partners we
know that many businesses have not made any preparations
to deal with the operational implications of the UK’s exit
from the EU. Working with the team at the Innovation
Factory, we are currently undertaking research to measure
the potential impact of Brexit on businesses across the city,
and to understand what the legislation means for
businesses operating in different sectors. This will enable
us to understand what support we may need to put in place
to support our local businesses. This research is expected
to be completed in early December. In the interim, we have
put in place two Brexit readiness events to try and engage
those businesses that haven’t already started making
preparations, and refer them to support services though
Invest NI and IntertradeIreland. The first two events are
focussed on services and goods movement and will include
insights from key experts such as PWC, DfE, the Trader
Support Service and Arthur Cox. Following the completion
of the research, the committee will be provided with an
update on recommendations and proposed next steps for
this support.

3.13

EmTech MIT Europe conference 2021
The Committee approval on 4 March 2020 included
authorisation to support events and conferences across the
city which contribute to the ambitions of the Belfast Agenda,
raise the profile of the unit and increase the number of
businesses across the city accessing support services.

3.14

EmTech is a series of live events brought forward by
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), where
technology,
business,
and
culture
converge.
They showcase emerging technologies with the greatest
potential to change our lives. Above all, they provide access
to the most innovative people and companies in the world.
Aisling Events has recently acquired the EmTech MIT
Europe franchise, which will bring the conference to Belfast
in May 2021 virtually followed by live events in 2022 & 2023
with full conference at ICC Belfast. The virtual event in May
2021 will bring together Europe’s brightest and best
technology leaders, researchers, and innovators for
inspiration, insight, and connection.

3.15

Bringing this conference to Belfast will enable unparalleled
access to the most brilliant minds in science and technology
from all across the world. Events in other areas have
featured speakers such as Marc Benioff of Salesforce,
Google’s Yasmin Green and Reid Hoffman of
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LinkedIn. The conference is designed to give attendees the
tools necessary to learn how to harness new technologies
to build or maintain a competitive business advantage,
increase revenue, ensure security, and make the best hires
in a changing workforce and also to gain clear business
insights in order to chart business strategy.
3.16

The conference is expected to engage 300 participants from
an elite pool of local and global C-suite executives, Directors
and research professionals. As well as providing
opportunities for learning and development of our local
talent and organisations, the combination of local content
and leadership, with the best global content, will attract
senior leaders from across Europe and beyond to Belfast
and provide opportunities to position Belfast as a leading
location for tech talent, leadership, and services, as well as
enable opportunities for local companies to develop new
partnerships and business across the globe.

3.17

Supporting this conference provides an excellent
opportunity for Belfast City Council to highlight the work it
is doing to develop the city’s Innovation and Digital districts
aligned with the ambitions of the Belfast Region City Deal,
in addition to enhancing the city’s start up culture and
establishing Belfast as a centre of excellence for tech and,
in particular, for Fintech.

3.18

The total cost of hosting the conference will be £120,000.
Given the alignment with the ambitions set out in the Belfast
Agenda and the Belfast Region City Deal, it is recommended
that this is supported with funding of £20,000 from the
council to maximise the take-up by Belfast-based
businesses and to ensure appropriate levels of promotion of
the city and its key investments. Other partners supporting
the event include Invest NI, QUB, Ulster University and
private sector partners.

3.19

Employability and Skills Support
Since March 2020, officers have been working on a series of
practical and policy initiatives in order to enhance the
delivery of employability and skills support in the city.
One of the key initiatives is Employability NI. A detailed
report on this was presented to the November meeting of
this committee. Officers consider that this approach has the
potential to drive coordination and support resource
alignment across government partners, and ultimately
improve outcomes for participants and for employers
engaging with the various interventions.
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3.20

Members will also be aware of some of the key interventions
that the council has designed and delivered in recent years.
While the first six months of the pandemic have been
extremely challenging in the labour market, there have been
some successes in recent months as we have levered key
relationships
in
order
to
generate
employment
opportunities, particularly focusing on those furthest from
the labour market. Some of the key current and emerging
opportunities include:






Collaboration with Belfast Health and Social Care
Trust for a series of opportunities. These include the
design and delivery of a Nursing Assistant
Employment Academy in preparation for open
recruitment
of
Nursing
Assistant
posts.
This Employment Academy was designed for those
further back in the labour market who would
otherwise not have applied, for example those with
caring experience in an unpaid capacity or without
the qualifications needed.
Referrals for the
Employment Academy followed targeted city-wide
engagement with key employability stakeholders
such as Council community services staff, ESF
projects, community organisations, JBO frontline
staff etc. who ensured that the right people were
targeted with good initial job-matching to ensure a
‘fit’ between the job role and the aspirations and
qualities of the person. As a result, 30 people
completed this Employment Academy in midNovember and so far 20 people have been
interviewed by Belfast HSC Trust, with interviews
ongoing and outcomes expected in December
In addition to the Employment Academy route,
officers have used a differentiated approach with for
those who are newly-unemployed with relevant paid
work experience and/or qualifications to apply for the
BHSCT Nursing Assistant posts directly, given that
there are 116 vacancies at present. This involved
organising an employability stakeholders’ workshop
to provide providers with access to key HR and
operational staff within Belfast HSC Trust who
provided a walk-through of the job roles, details on
how to support people to apply and the practicalities
of what to expect at interview.
Officers are now working with Belfast HSC Trust to
schedule Employment Academies to meet the
workforce needs of other occupational areas
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including the co-design of an Employment Academy
aligned to recruitment of Social Care entry-level
posts in early 2021 as well as upskilling academies
for those at entry level positions to gain a ‘better job’
in Belfast HSC Trust as part of a skills escalator
model. It is envisaged that a calendar of Employment
Academies for Belfast HSC Trust – in tandem with the
independent Social Care sector – can be identified
across each year, providing a rolling programme of
vacancies.
3.21

Officers are working with other Community Planning
Partnership members to co-design Employment Academies
for identified workforce demand. Emerging areas of work
include:




Belfast City Council: Officers are working with
Corporate HR to ring-fence 25% of General Operative
vacancies for an Employment Academy, targeting
under-represented groups and leading to a
guaranteed interview. These opportunities have an
expected go-live timeframe of February/March 2021.
Officers will also undertake brokerage to ensure the
full spectrum of employability stakeholders in the city
have an insight into these roles in the run-up to open
recruitment so that they can match people within
their programmes and prepare them for this
recruitment exercise. Officers intend to use this as a
platform to build further pathways to Council job
opportunities such as through Employment
Academies that target the residents of the city who
would most benefit from this support while
undertaking targeted brokerage for open recruitment
exercises. In addition to this, work is underway to codesign an Upskilling Employment Academy for 10
Council staff which targets those at entry level
positions with the opportunity to gain a lorry licence
with the aim of gaining a ‘better job’ as a lorry driver
Education Authority: Officers are re-visiting previous
engagement with this employer, focusing on
employment opportunities in a number of roles
including bus driving jobs. In the initial phase of
delivery, this workforce demand will be matched with
those who are nearing the end of achieving their bus
licence through a Bus Driving Employment Academy
that we ran earlier in the year but who have not been
able to access a job (primarily as opportunities were
put on hold due to COVID-19).
After this,
opportunities will be widened out to target other
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3.22

groups including those who are newly unemployed
and in precarious employment as well retaining a
focus on Inclusive Growth target groups such as
those who are currently economically inactive/longterm unemployed
Officers intend to undertake scoping with other CPP
members to identify employment opportunities and
create pathways for residents to access these jobs
through Employment Academies and other relevant
interventions including Jobstart (6 months paid
work), Work Experience Programme (13 weeks with
£10 per day benefit top-up), Apprenticeship
Incentives etc.

Logistics & Transport sector opportunities
Officers have engaged with the full range of job brokerage
services across the city to promote immediate higher-skilled
vacancies for those who are newly unemployed. These
include 40 Customs Officers posts required as part of Brexit
preparations.

3.23

Sectoral engagement is also underway through Logistics UK
and Road Haulage Association to confirm workforce support
needs across the logistics sector.
This sector is
experiencing continued demand across warehousing and
driving occupations due to COVID-19 and Brexit. Again,
Officers have created the flexibility of differentiated
approaches that meet the needs of both employers and
residents, from those who are economically inactive to
those who are newly unemployed or whose employment is
precarious through to young people who are eligible for an
Apprenticeship.

3.24

Social Care sector opportunities
Work is ongoing with the wider independent Social Care
sector to deliver bespoke Employment Academies to meet
ongoing job demand. This includes residential care and
domiciliary care for older people through to support work
within organisations working with those who are
experiencing disability, homelessness etc.

3.25

Financial & Resource Implications
The EmTech MIT Europe conference will be resourced from
the 2020/21 Economic Development budget associated with
contributions to events and conferences, agreed by the
Committee on 4 March 2020. This allocation was previously
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agreed by this Committee. All other activities outlined within
this report will be resourced from the 2020/21 Economic
Development and Employability and Skills budgets agreed
by this Committee on 4 March 2020.
3.26

Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs
Assessment
Each of the proposed projects referenced in this report is
informed by statistical research, stakeholder engagement
and complementary policies and strategies. The unit is
currently undertaking a process of equality screening on the
overall work programme, this will ensure consideration is
given to equality and good relation impacts throughout the
delivery of each project.”

During discussion, the Director of Economic Development explained further the
potential benefits of sponsoring the EmTech event and highlighted that data suggested
that these type of event led to Foreign Direct Investment. In response to a Member’s
request, he also advised that a report would be submitted to a future meeting to outline
the potential economic impact of the EmTech Conferences anticipated for 2022 and 2023.
Proposal
Moved by Councillor Dorrian,
Seconded by Alderman Kingston,
That the Committee agrees to adopt the recommendation in relation to the
EmTech MIT conference in May 2021.
Amendment
Moved by Councillor Lyons,
Seconded by Councillor Ferguson,
That the Committee agrees to defer consideration of the support outlined
for the EmTech MIT conference in May 2021, until January, so that further
information on the event could be provided.
Following a vote, four Members voted for the amendment and thirteen against and
it was declared lost.
The original proposal standing in the name of Councillor Dorrian and seconded by
Alderman Kingston was thereupon put to the meeting when thirteen Members voted for
the proposal and two against and it was declared carried.
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Accordingly, the Committee:



Noted the work being undertaken to date by the Economic
Development and Employability and Skills teams to deliver against
the Council’s recovery plan “Belfast: Our Recovery”; and
Approved the budget of £20,000 to support the EmTech MIT
conference in May 2021, and noted that a report would be
submitted to a future meeting to outline the potential economic
impact of the EmTech Conferences anticipated for 2022 and 2023.

Request for reduced off-street parking charges during Christmas
It was reported that correspondence had been received from Belfast City Centre
Management Company (BCCM) which outlined a proposal to discount charges in Council
run off-street car parks in the lead up to Christmas.
The Director of City Regeneration and Development advised that officers had
consulted with various stakeholders to gauge the levels of support for reducing off-street
parking levies. The feedback was summarised as follows:









The private sector would not be introducing additional parking discounts
as they were down on income already this year. They pointed out that
discounts typically led to congestion issues and they were not in favour of
off-street car park charges being discounted;
A DfI Ministerial decision was required in relation to on-street car parking
changes, although officials indicated that they were not supportive of the
proposal due to previous congestion issues. DfI had also removed
substantial numbers of on-street spaces to date to accommodate safe
distancing and promoted active and sustainable travel. However, there
were ongoing discussions between DfI, the Council and the Belfast
Chamber of Commerce to discuss the ‘red barriers’ and the cordoned off
on-street car parking;
Views expressed on behalf of businesses indicated that they were not
supportive of discounting public parking due to congestion issues and the
potential impact on private MSCP operators;
Previously, free parking on Council car parks had led to congestion,
circulating traffic etc. and was therefore not subsequently encouraged.
Council car parks were typically cheaper per hour and had historically
attracted all-day parkers, although this user was likely to have changed;
and
Translink normally introduced fare incentives to promote public transport
at Christmas, however, it didn’t look like this would be financially supported
this year, although they were more supportive of promotion of public
transport than supplemented car parking proposals.

The Director of City Regeneration and Development advised that, based on the
engagement carried out to date, the discounting of the Council’s off-street car parking
facilities could be counter-intuitive at this time and could have a negative impact on the
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public transportation provision, the private-sector car-parking provision and potentially
lead to additional congestion and connectivity issues.
However, she highlighted that city centre accessibility was a key priority going
forward in terms of encouraging people to use the city centre and, to that end, it was
proposed that a joined up approach be agreed for the New Year, in conjunction with DfI,
Translink, the Council, city centre businesses, the Belfast Chamber of Commerce, BIDs
and BCCM. This would also include consultation with the City Reopening External
Stakeholder Group and private car park operators to better understand the need, demand
and impacts of reviewing the pricing structure for Council operated off-street car parking
for 2021.
During discussion, a Member highlighted that he had liaised with some businesses
which concurred with the position as outlined in the report. A further Member requested
that a Review of the Car Parking Strategy be considered as part of the Committee’s Work
Programme for 2021/22.
After discussion, the Committee:
1) Noted the request from Belfast City Centre Management for
discounted parking charges at council car parks, and agreed to
decline the request at this time, based on the feedback and
information provided within the report;
2) Recognised that city centre accessibility was a key priority going
forward in terms of encouraging people to use the city centre, and
to that end, agreed to a joined up approach for the New Year, in
conjunction with DfI, Translink, the Council, city centre businesses,
Belfast Chamber, BIDs and BCCM; and
3) Agreed, in accordance with Standing Order 47 (a) (2) (c), that the
aforementioned decisions would not be subject to call-in, on the
basis that an unreasonable delay could be prejudicial to the
Council’s or the public’s interest.
Additional Item - Upgrade of Belfast Bikes
The Committee noted that, in relation to the upgrade of Belfast Bikes which had
been agreed at its meeting of 24th November, an open call for charities, social enterprises
and co-operative’s in Belfast which might wish to receive the old bike stock, in the form
of a donation, would be issued in due course.

Chairperson
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Licensing Committee
Wednesday, 16th December, 2020
MEETING OF LICENSING COMMITTEE
HELD REMOTELY VIA MICROSOFT TEAMS
Members present:

In attendance:

Councillor Donnelly (Chairperson);
Alderman Sandford; and
Councillors Bradley, Bunting, Howard, Hussey,
Hutchinson, M. Kelly, T. Kelly, Magee, Magennis,
McAteer, McCabe, McCullough, McKeown,
Nicholl and Smyth.
Mr. J. Walsh, City Solicitor;
Mr. A. Thatcher, Director of Planning
and Building Control;
Mr. S. Hewitt, Building Control Manager;
Ms. N. Largey, Divisional Solicitor;
Mr. K. Bloomfield, HMO Unit Manager;
Mr. J. Cunningham, Regulatory Services Manager;
Mr. V. Donnelly, City Protection Manager;
Mr. H. Downey, Democratic Services Officer; and
Ms. C. Donnelly, Democratic Services Officer.

Apologies
An apology for inability to attend was received from Alderman Copeland.
Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of 18th November were taken as read and signed as
correct. It was reported that those minutes had been adopted by the Council at its meeting
on 1st December, subject to the omission of those matters in respect of which the Council
had delegated its powers to the Committee.
Declarations of Interest
No declarations of interest were recorded.
Presentations
Mr. D. Boyle
The Chairperson welcomed Mr. Boyle, a private landlord, to the meeting.
Mr Boyle informed the Committee that he was requesting that the report to be
considered by the Members regarding proposed process for dealing with new licence
applications for premises which previously operated as a HMO, be deferred until
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January’s meeting of the Licensing Committee to allow for consideration of the issues
contained in the report.
He further informed the Committee that HMOs were critical in the provision of
housing in Belfast, that they provided affordable housing to a cross section of society
including:








Homeless;
Single people on low income;
Victims of domestic abuse;
People suffering with addiction;
Refugees;
Tourists; and
Students

He highlighted that there was various industries attached to the provision of
HMOs, providing employment, including carpet fitters, painters, plasterers and furniture
outlets. He added that it was local people, gaining employment by providing safe
accommodation.
Mr. Boyle reported that he contested valid objections being made against HMO
applications, and the application process, whereby landlords were being held responsible
for noise complaints from tenants who no longer lived in their properties, and had not for
many years or before the landlord had purchased the property.
Mr. Boyle summed up by adding that he felt the administration of HMO
applications and renewals needed to be reviewed.
A Member asked Mr. Boyle to clarify his position with regard to the status of valid
complaints. Mr. Boyle replied by stating that he felt that it was unfair that anyone could
make an objection to a HMO application, whether they were directly affected by the
application or not, and that those objections where an individual made an objection
whereby they are not directly affected, should not be considered as a valid objection by
the Council.
He added that an application on a property that had previously operated as a
HMO, where the licence had expired, should not be treated as a new application, even
though the application may have been out of time.
In response to a further question from a Member regarding the responsibility of
making renewal applications lying with the applicants, Mr. Boyle stated that the Housing
Executive had previously taken the decision to cease sending renewal reminders to
licence holders but had failed to inform those licence holders that the reminder letters
would no longer be issued.
The Chairperson thanked Mr. Boyle for his presentation to the Committee.
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Mr. M. McMahon
The Chairperson welcomed Mr. McMahon, a Property Agent, to the meeting.
Mr. McMahon informed the Members that he was involved with the registration
and licensing of a large number of HMO properties which were predominantly situated in
the University Area of south Belfast. He added that the area accommodated students,
refugees, young professionals, migrant workers and asylum seekers.
He advised the Committee that the Northern Ireland Housing Executive, together
with landlords in the Holylands area, had invested millions of pounds in upgrading
substandard dwellings to meet the demand for shared accommodation. He added that,
as a result, the population of the area had changed and was mostly a transient population
and not an area predominantly occupied by families.
He stated that the HMO accommodation market was very fluid and highlighted
that, although student numbers and shared accommodation had declined over the
previous months as a result of the pandemic and the provision of online learning by the
universities, there had been a growth in other sectors such as migrant workers, young
professionals and asylum seekers.
He added that students did, however, make up the majority of occupants in the
area and that there had been a number of enquiries from students who resided in the new
purpose built student accommodation in the city, who were uncomfortable living in a
building with hundreds of other students as a result of the pandemic, and wished to leave
in a smaller household.
He summed up by stating that HMO accommodation was much more affordable
for students than the purpose built accommodation, and it was important that students
had a choice on where to reside while at university in order to minimise costs.
In response to a question from a Member requesting how Mr. McMahon thought
the future of the Holylands area would look in five to ten years’ time, he stated that the
area was not desirable to families and that, although the Holylands was mostly occupied
by students, it remained a diverse area.
The Chairperson thanked Mr. McMahon for his presentation to the Committee.
Mr. S. Magill – LANI
The Chairperson welcomed Mr. Magill from the Landlords Association of Northern
Ireland (LANI) to the meeting.
Mr. Magill explained that he was a landlord, an agent and had, in the past, been
a private rental tenant, received housing benefit and resided in the Holylands area. He
added that the 2016 HMO Act and the transfer of its powers to the Council had not
concerned landlords and assumed that, following discussions with the Minister, MLAs,
the Department for Communities and HMO staff, the transfer to the Council would be
seamless. However, he reported that the application process had become extensive, that
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planning permission was required, and that landlords had to undertake a fit and proper
person test, requirements that were not previously sought by the Housing Executive and
were not referred to in the 2016 HMO Act.
He referred to occasions when HMO officers had contacted landlords to inform
them that as they had not renewed their licence, they had been operating illegal HMOs
and therefore liable to large fines.
He explained that the recent proposed changes to the administration procedure,
including the requirement of an out of hours contact numbers and stated that the
consideration of noise complaints up to five previous years was an unfair requirement, as
many landlords were not aware of the complaints, or did not own the property at the time.
The Chairperson thanked Mr. Magill for his presentation to the Committee.
Delegated Matters
THE COMMITTEE DEALT WITH THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN PURSUANCE
OF THE POWERS DELEGATED TO IT UNDER STANDING ORDER 37(d)
Licenses Issued Under Delegated Authority
The Committee noted the applications that had been issued under the Scheme of
Delegation.
Designation of Street Trading Sites
The Building Control Manager reminded the Committee that, at its meeting in
November, it had agreed that the statutory consultation process in relation to the
consideration of the designation of a number of proposed new street trading sites should
commence, and that Members had asked for further details to be provided on the
proposed sites.
He provided Members with a detailed overview of the following proposed sites:








Lockview Road;
Upper Newtownards Road;
Comber Greenway;
Dublin Road;
King Street;
North Road; and
Castle Junction.

He informed the Committee that the statutory notice had been published and that
any representations received, relating to the proposed designation, would be brought
before the Committee for consideration.
He further informed the Members that consultation with the PSNI, the Department
for Infrastructure and others had also been initiated and that the responses would form
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the basis of the future report that would be presented for consideration and that Members
would also be able to determine any restrictions on the commodities to be sold and make
any recommendations regarding the hours of trading.
The Committee was advised that written notification had been received from the
applicant withdrawing the application to designate the site at 123 Miltown Road in the car
park of Shaw's Bridge Sports Association and that the application no longer formed part
of the consultation process.
The Committee noted the content of the report.
Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) Licences
Issued Under Delegated Authority
The Committee noted the applications that had been issued under the Scheme of
Delegation.
Applications for the renewal of a Licence to operate
a House of Multiple Occupation for 2 St Albans Gardens
The HMO Unit Manager provided an overview of the application and explained
that, as a valid objection had been received, the application must be considered by the
Committee, pursuant to the 2016 Act and legal advice.
He advised that no noise complaints had been received in relation to the property.
The Committee approved the application for the Grant of the renewal of a Licence
to Operate a House of Multiple Occupation for 2 St Albans Gardens.
Applications for the renewal of a Licence to operate
a House of Multiple Occupation for 7 Sandymount Street
The HMO Unit Manager provided an overview of the application and explained
that, as a valid objection had been received, the application must be considered by the
Committee, pursuant to the 2016 Act and legal advice.
He advised that a warning notice regarding nighttime noise had been issued on
7th September, 2016, in relation to the property.
The Committee approved the application for the Grant of the renewal of a Licence
to Operate a House of Multiple Occupation for 7 Sandymount Street.
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Applications for the renewal of a Licence to operate
a House of Multiple Occupation for 61 Sandhurst Gardens
The HMO Unit Manager provided an overview of the application and explained
that, as a valid objection had been received, the application must be considered by the
Committee, pursuant to the 2016 Act and legal advice.
He advised that no noise complaints had been received in relation to the property.
The Committee approved the application for the Grant of the renewal of a Licence
to Operate a House of Multiple Occupation for 61 Sandhurst Gardens.
Applications for a New Licence to operate a House
of Multiple Occupation for 11 Penrose Street
The Committee deferred consideration of the application to its meeting scheduled
to take place on 20th January, 2021.
Addendum report in respect of an application for a
New Licence to operate a House of Multiple Occupation
for 32 Stranmillis Gardens
The Committee deferred consideration of the application to its meeting scheduled
to take place on 20th January, 2021.
Non-Delegated Matters
Licence Fees for Sex Establishments
The Building Control Manager advised Members that, under Article 4 and
Schedule 2 of The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) (NI) Order 1985 (the
Order), the Council had powers relating to the Licensing of Sex Establishments, and that
paragraph 19, Schedule 2 provided that an applicant for the grant, renewal or transfer of
a licence shall pay a reasonable fee determined by the council.
He reminded the Committee that the current Sex Establishment Licence fees were
set at its meeting in June 2016 and the Committee had agreed that a review of the fees
be conducted each year.
He reported that a review of the time allocated to each task in the licensing
process had been undertaken and costing estimates reviewed and that the analysis had
demonstrated that the current fees, as agreed by the Licensing Committee in September
2019, were still proportionate to the cost of the processes associated with administering
a Sex Establishment Licence.
The Committee agreed that the fees, which had been reviewed in September
2019, remained unchanged.
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Pavement Café Licence Hours of Operation
The Building Control Manager reminded the Committee that, at its meeting in
December 2016, it had determined a number of matters in relation to the administration
of the Licensing of Pavement Cafés Act (NI) 2014, including setting Pavement Café
Licence fees, agreeing the Standard Conditions to be attached to licences and
amendments to the Scheme of Delegation to outline those matters that would be brought
before the Licensing Committee for consideration.
He informed Members that, in June, a temporary process for considering
pavement café applications had been introduced to assist the hospitality sector during
the pandemic. The process included drafting temporary guidance for applicants, based
on the Department for Communities guidelines, and supplementary guidance from the
Licensing Forum Northern Ireland which had been produced when the Act came into
force.
He advised the Committee that Councils may set the hours and days of use for
the pavement café area having regard to the location, likely disturbance to local residents
or other businesses and representations from interested parties.
He further advised that the supplementary guidance offered general advice
around the hours of operation of pavement cafés to maintain consistency across Northern
Ireland. It advised that pavement cafés should be licensed between 8.00 am and
11.00 pm and be reflective of the normal operating hours of the business. There had also
been advice that, if the premises were licensed under the Licensing Order, a licence
would not be issued beyond 11.30 pm, regardless of the additional operating hours that
may apply to the premises.
He reported that the Council has now received a number of applications from
premises with a Liquor Licence, where the hours applied for were not representative of
the Council’s guidance document or the current requirements of the N.I. Executive. Some
applicants had requested a later finishing time up to 1.00 am, although those applications
had generally been submitted before the N.I. Executive requirement that licensed
premises were to be closed by 11.00 pm.
The Building Control Manager informed the Members that under the current liquor
licensing law, normal trading hours for licensed premises had been 11.30 am to 11.00 pm
on weekdays, 12.30 pm to 10.00 pm on Sunday or Christmas Day.
He reminded the Committee that any application for an Outdoor Entertainments
Licence would be issued under delegated authority with a latest finishing time of 11.00 pm
and for any licensee that wished to provide outdoor entertainment later than 11.00 pm,
such applications would be brought before the Licensing Committee for consideration.
Following discussion, Members agreed that the standard hours for which a
Pavement Café licence may be permitted to operate would be set as 7.00 am to
11.00 pm, and to delegate authority to the Director of Planning and Building Control to
grant any application for a pavement café licence to trade earlier or later than the standard
times of 7.00 am to 11.00 pm.
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The Committee further agreed that officers would provide a fortnightly report to
Members with details of applications received for pavement café licenses.
Amendment of Standard Terms and Conditions to
include an Emergency Out of Hours Contact Number
The Divisional Solicitor presented the Committee with an update in respect of the
following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues

1.1

To consider amendment of the Standard Terms and
Conditions attached to licences for the use of premises as a
House in Multiple Occupation (HMO) to include a requirement
to provide an emergency out of hours contact number.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

Taking into account the information presented Committee is
asked to amend the Standard Terms and Conditions attached
to a HMO licence to allow the landlord or managing agent to
be contacted in circumstances where there is anti-social
behaviour occurring at the HMO property and the cooperation of the tenants cannot be secured.

2.2

If Committee does agree to amend the standard conditions,
delegated authority is sought to grant any outstanding
applications in respect of which a special condition was
proposed without such condition.

3.0

Main report
Key Issues

3.1

Section 10(6) of the Houses in Multiple Occupation Act
(Northern Ireland) 2016 (‘the 2016 Act’) sets out the matters
which are relevant for deciding whether an owner or
managing agent is a fit and proper person for the purposes of
granting a licence.

3.2

Amongst other considerations, the Council must have regard
to any anti-social behaviour engaged in by the owner or
manager, and the owner or manager’s conduct as regards any
anti-social behaviour engaged in by the occupants of any
relevant living accommodation whilst in the accommodation,
or adversely affecting the occupants of any such
accommodation.
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3.3

For the purpose of Section 10(6) “anti-social behaviour”
means acting or threatening to act in a manner causing or
likely to cause a nuisance or annoyance to a person residing
in, visiting or otherwise engaging in a lawful activity in
residential premises or in the locality of such premises, or
using or threatening to use residential premises for illegal
purposes.

3.4

Section 14 (1)(a) of the 2016 Act provides that the Council may
include such conditions as the Council considers appropriate
for regulating the management, use and occupation of the
HMO. Such conditions may include the requirement to take
reasonable and practicable steps to prevent or reduce antisocial behaviour by persons occupying or visiting the HMO.

3.5

At its meeting on 20th February 2019 the Committee approved
standard licence conditions. These conditions apply to all
houses in multiple occupation (HMOs) in Northern Ireland,
and will be attached to all licences as they are issued. They
are imposed for the purpose of regulating both the
management, use and occupation of the HMO, and its
condition and contents. The Council may include further
special conditions as it considers necessary.

3.6

At its meeting on 20th February, 2019 the Committee also
approved a guidance document entitled ‘Tackling Anti-Social
Behaviour in HMO Properties, A Guide for Owners and
Managing Agents’ provides guidance to landlords on the
remedies and preventative measures that can be taken to
manage anti-social behaviour, how to best demonstrate
compliance via record keeping and intervention, and the
development of an anti-social behaviour plan.

3.7

It is acknowledged that responsible HMO landlords want to be
good neighbours, take the behaviour of their tenants
seriously and already endeavour to resolve any alleged antisocial behaviour linked to their properties. Councils will
continue to support landlords in doing so.

3.8

Historically Council had considered that sharing information
about alleged anti-social behaviour or any enforcement
action against occupants was unlawful. However with the
introduction of the new licensing scheme officers reviewed
this position and determined that certain information could be
provided in light of the new statutory scheme. This move was
broadly welcomed by landlords.

3.9

In the course of that review it became apparent that it is very
difficult for Environmental Health to effectively deal with
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noise and other anti-social behaviour immediately given
legislative restraints and the transient nature of the
occupancy of most of these properties. There will also be
incidences of anti-social behaviour which are not enforceable
under noise legislation but are nonetheless causing a
significant disturbance.
3.10

Upon some reports being presented to Committee where
there had been issues relating to noise Committee requested
that a special condition be included to provide an out of hours
contact number to deal with noise issues at a property. Given
this indication from Committee officers have considered the
imposition of such a condition for those applications where
there has been a noise issue reported at the property over the
lifetime of the licence.

3.11

Whilst most landlords have been content to agree to the
special condition, there have been objections from some and
LANI have also raised concerns.

3.12

Amongst the other concerns raised some landlords have
alleged that the imposition of such a condition is a breach of
a landlord’s rights under Article 1 Protocol 1 of the European
Convention on Human Rights (the Convention’). This relates
to the right to peaceful enjoyment of a person’s own property.
Officers have also been asked whether the Council carried out
‘a human rights impact assessment’ in respect of the
proposed inclusion of such a condition.

3.13

Article 6 of the Human Rights Act 1998 states that “It is
unlawful for a public body to act in a way which is
incompatible with a Convention right.” However Article 1
Protocol 1 of the Convention is not an absolute right. This
means that it can be interfered with to the extent that it is
considered necessary or proportionate to do so in order to
achieve a legitimate aim. In this particular context the Council
must also have regard to the competing rights of those
affected by noise. Similarly their rights are engaged under
Article 1 Protocol 1 and also under Article 8 of the Convention
which relates to the right to respect for private and family life,
home and correspondence. Therefore in determining whether
to impose special licence conditions, the Council must strike
an appropriate balance between the human rights of those
who own HMOs and those who live beside them.

3.14

Officers have carefully considered the issues which have
been raised and what was sought to be achieved in requiring
an out of hours number. There is a clear statutory obligation
upon HMO landlords to be responsible for managing anti-
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social behaviour at their properties. They are also likely to
have the most up to date contact details for their tenants
and/or their guarantors if needed and it is considered that
tenants may be more likely to comply with council officer
requests if they are aware their landlord could be contacted
with the potential ramifications that may have on their
tenancy etc.
3.15

Officers have come to the conclusion that it would be more
appropriate to include a standard condition requiring all
landlords to provide an emergency out of hours contact
number rather than applying a special condition on an ad hoc
and reactive basis upon the renewal of each individual
licence.

3.16

It is envisaged that this number will only be used where the
anti-social behaviour is causing an unacceptable disturbance
to neighbours or in the area generally and that there has been
a failure to comply with a reasonable request from an officer
of the council or PSNI by the occupants. The landlord or
managing agent will generally not be expected to attend the
property, nor will they be expected to manage anti-social
behaviour which is not directly occurring on, or connected to,
their premises. In this regard it is also considered that the
proposal is proportionate to the aim which is sought to be
achieved.

3.17

If Committee agree to the inclusion of such a Standard
Condition the Council will amend the Standard Conditions
and notify all registered landlords of the change. It will also
provide some general guidance as set out above to reassure
landlords that this will only be used in very limited
circumstances.

3.18

Furthermore, delegated authority is sought to grant any
outstanding applications in respect of which it was proposed
to include a special condition without same given the
standard licence conditions are to be amended.
Financial and Resource Implications

3.19

None.
Equality and Good Relations Implications

3.20

There are no equality or good relations issues associated with
this report.”
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The Committee agreed to amend the Standard Terms and Conditions attached to
a HMO licence to allow the landlord or managing agent to be contacted in circumstances
where there is anti-social behaviour occurring at the HMO property and the co-operation
of the tenants cannot be secured.
The Committee further agreed to delegate authority to the Director of City and
Neighbourhood Services to grant any outstanding applications in respect of which a
special condition was proposed without such condition.
Amendment of the Scheme of Delegation to Delegate Authority
to determine Some Renewal Applications with Objections
The Divisional Solicitor presented the Committee with an update in respect of the
following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues

1.1

To consider amendment of the Scheme of Delegation in
respect of applications for renewal of a licence for the use of
premises as a House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

Taking into account the information presented Committee is
asked to consider whether it wishes to amend the Scheme of
Delegation to allow officers to grant a renewal application for
a HMO licence where a valid objection has been received but
where the objection relates to overprovision, either directly or
indirectly.

2.2

Amendment of the Scheme of Delegation does not fall within
the scope of the delegated authority for Committee and must
therefore be ratified by Council.

3.0

Main report
Key Issues

3.1

Members will recall that a report was brought to Committee at
its last meeting seeking authority to amend the Scheme of
Delegation to allow officers to grant renewal applications
where a valid objection has been received but the objection
relates to over provision.

3.2

Members are reminded that Section 20 of the Houses in
Multiple Occupation Act (NI) 2016 states that councils cannot
refuse a renewal application on the grounds of overprovision
or breach of planning control.
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3.3

Authority was also sought to delegate authority to officers to
grant renewal applications where the objections which were
raised were general in nature and not specific to the property
in question.

3.4

Members expressed some concerns about the proposed
amendments to the Scheme of Delegation and it was agreed
to defer making a decision until Committee’s next meeting.

3.5

Paragraph 3.6.27 of the Scheme of Delegation permits officers
to exercising all powers in relation to the grant (but not
refusal) of HMO licences, except in certain circumstances.
One of those exceptions is where material objections are
received. This means that where a material objection has
been received the application must be referred to Committee.

3.6

Council continues to receive objections in relation to renewal
applications which raise general issues about overprovision
or raise concerns about other issues in the general area
which are not specific to either the property, owner or
managing agent of the property. In accordance with the 2016
Act these objections are valid and whilst not dismissing the
alleged issues, legal advice has consistently been that refusal
of an application on the basis of such an objection would not
be sustainable.

3.7

It is considered that this process is unfair to the applicants
and indeed to objectors. It also brings applications to
Committee unnecessarily which increases work load for both
Committee and officers. However in light of concerns raised
at the last meeting officers are only seeking delegated
authority to determine renewal applications where there is an
objection on the grounds of overprovision.

3.8

At the last Committee meeting a member suggested that
officers should consider whether delegated authority should
be granted in respect of all renewal applications where an
objection has been received if Legal Services advise that
refusal would not be sustainable.

3.9

This has been considered by officers and there is no legal
impediment to such an approach. However officers recognise
that the issues associated with HMO are controversial and as
the licensing scheme remains relatively new it may be more
appropriate for Committee to retain a higher level of decision
making at this stage. There are also potentially reputational
issues for the Committee in delegated such powers to the
Council’s Legal Services without Committee having heard the
objectors.
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Financial and Resource Implications
3.10

None.
Equality and Good Relations Implications

3.11

There are no equality or good relations issues associated with
this report.”

The Committee agreed to amend the Scheme of Delegation to delegate authority
to the Director of City and Neighbourhood Services to grant a renewal application for a
HMO licence where a valid objection had been received, but where the objection related
to overprovision, either directly or indirectly.
Proposed process for dealing with new licence
applications for premises which previously
operated as a HMO
The Committee deferred consideration of the report to its meeting scheduled to
take place on 20th January, 2021.

Chairperson
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Planning Committee
Tuesday, 15th December, 2020

MEETING OF PLANNING COMMITTEE
HELD REMOTELY VIA MICROSOFT TEAMS

Members present:

Councillor Groogan (in the Chair);
Councillors Brooks, Carson, Matt Collins,
Garrett, Hanvey, Hussey, Hutchinson,
Maskey, McCullough, McKeown,
Murphy, Nicholl and O’Hara.

In attendance:

Mr. A. Thatcher, Director of Planning and
Building Control;
Mr. E. Baker, Planning Manager
(Development Management);
Ms. N. Largey, Divisional Solicitor;
Ms. E. McGoldrick, Democratic Services Officer; and
Mrs. L. McLornan, Democratic Services Officer.

(Councillor Groogan in the Chair)
Chairing of the Meeting
As both the Chairperson and the Deputy Chairperson had given their apologies
for the start of the meeting, it was agreed that Councillor Groogan would take the role of
Chairperson for the meeting.
Apologies
No apologies for inability to attend were reported.
Minutes
The minutes of the meetings of 4th and 17th November were taken as read and
signed as correct. It was reported that those minutes had been adopted by the Council
at its meeting on 1st December, subject to the omission of those matters in respect of
which the Council had delegated its powers to the Committee.
Declarations of Interest
Councillor Murphy declared an interest in item 6h, LA04/2020/0708/F – Lands at
Boodles Dam, in that he had engaged with Council officers in relation to the application
and had previously expressed an opinion in relation to it. He left the meeting during the
discussion on the item.
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Councillor McCullough declared an interest in item 6i, LA04/2020/0673/F - the
Bullring, in that the organisation that he worked for was involved with the application, and
that he would therefore leave the meeting for the duration of the discussion on the item.
Councillor Nicholl declared an interest in Item 6a, Lands to the south of Harberton
Park, in that she had engaged with residents in the area, that she wished to speak in
objection to it and would therefore leave after speaking on it and would not participate
in the vote.
Restricted Item
The information contained in the report associated with the following item
is restricted in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 6 of the Local Government Act
(Northern Ireland) 2014.
Resolved – That the Committee agrees to exclude the members of the
Press and public from the Committee meeting during discussion of these
items as, due to the nature of the items, there would be a disclosure of
exempt information as described in Section 42(4) and Section 6 of the
Local Government Act (NI) 2014.
Finance Update
The Committee was provided with an update on the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on the Council’s financial position, and a strategy to address the forecast deficit
and the mitigation measures which had and would be taken as the situation evolved.
Noted.
Committee Site Visits
It was noted that the Committee had undertaken a site visit on 2nd December in
respect of application LA04/2019/0463/F - Revision of previously approved application
(Z/2012/0645/RM) and erection of 10 semi-detached dwellings and associated site works
- Plots 36-45 of residential development on lands south of 25 Harberton Park.
The Committee agreed to undertake pre-emptive site visits to the following two
sites:


LA04/2019/2653/F - Demolition of existing property and erection of
a 9 storey building (overall height 37m) comprising a ground floor
retail unit together with cycle parking and plant areas: and 8 floors
of grade A office accommodation at Chancery House 88 Victoria
Street; and



LA04/2020/1864/F - Application under Section 54 of the Planning
Act (Northern Ireland) 2011 in respect of planning permission
Z/2014/0077/F (erection of new pavilion, new 3G all weather pitch
with associated perimeter and spectator fencing, ball catch nets,
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floodlighting and improvements to pedestrian and vehicular access
to include new access, footpath and car parking) to vary Condition
13 (seeking to vary the scheme of landscaping to be implemented)
at Glassmullin Gardens/Slieveban Drive.
Planning Appeals Notified
The Committee noted the receipt of correspondence in respect of a number of
planning appeals which had been submitted to the Planning Appeals Commission,
together with the outcomes of a range of hearings which had been considered by the
Commission.
Planning Decisions Issued
The Committee noted a list of decisions which had been taken under the
delegated authority of the Director of Planning and Building Control, together with all other
planning decisions which had been issued by the Planning Department between
10th November and 10th December.
Miscellaneous Items
Information Guide for Local Councils - HED Consultation
The Committee considered the undernoted report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues

1.1

Correspondence has been received from the Historic
Environment Division (HED) of the Department for
Communities (DFC), inviting the council to review and
provide feedback on a draft guidance document proposed
for councils in relation to the listed building process, entitled
‘Information guide for Local Councils: Listed Buildings’.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

Committee is requested to:




consider the suggested feedback set out in Appendix
1 and if appropriate support a response to the
consultation that welcomes the proposed Guide on
the basis of the comments being addressed in the
final document; and
note the contents of Appendix 2 (available on
mod.gov), which sets out the draft consultation
document provided by HED
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3.0

Main report
The document in Appendix 2 is a draft of a guidance note for
councils in relation to the listed building process which is
welcomed both in terms of the early consultation and the
provision of a guide to this aspect of heritage designations.
HED have invited feedback or comments on this draft, or if
additional information on any aspects contained within the
document could be supplemented to provide a better
understanding of the listed building and associated process.

3.2

The following points should be noted for clarity in respect of
the draft documentation:




3.3

HED have requested that responses are returned by the
21 December 2020 and in addition to comments Appendix 1
summarises each section of the draft document under the
relevant headings contained in the Guide:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

3.4

the final imagery has not been included in this early
draft document
shaded / highlighted text, included for drafting
purposes by HED, should be ignored
editing notes /instructions such as [Heading] or [1.1]
and associated text should be ignored

Why are buildings listed?
How are buildings listed?
Understand the criteria for listing
Objecting to a listing / de-listing proposal
Making changes to listed buildings
Further guidance and information
Case Study / Survey report example

The suggested comments and recommendations that it is
proposed would form the basis of a response to HED are
also included within the text of Appendix 1. Where
appropriate the comments include a reference to the specific
area of the draft Guidance to which they relate.
Financial & Resource Implications

3.5

None
Equality or Good Relations Implications

3.6

None.
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Appendix 1
Summary and Comments on draft Information guide for Local
Councils: Listed Buildings, December 2020
Brief summary of each section
Council comments in bold italics
1. Why are buildings listed?






Department for Communities has a statutory duty to
protect buildings through listings;
Listed buildings are man-made objects and structures
designated as being of ‘special architectural or historic
interest’ under Article 80(1) of the Planning Act (N.I);
Listing a building celebrates a buildings special
architectural and historic interest;
Listing brings it under the consideration of the planning
system so that it can be protected for future generations;
The listing of buildings began in N.I in 1974 known as the
‘First Survey’ and took over 20 years to complete. In 1996
the need for a ‘Second Survey’ was identified and is
currently being progressed – buildings in the first survey
are reviewed along with the identification of new buildings
for listing.

2. How are buildings listed?


Historic Environments Division (HED) within the
Department for Communities consider a building through
three main routes:
o
o
o






the ‘second survey’;
in response to a ‘listing query’; or
through a ‘thematic survey’

An additional route is through the use of a ‘Building
Preservation Notice (BPN)’ as defined under Article 81 of
the Planning Act 2011.
The power to serve a BPN transferred from the former DoE
to District Councils in April 2015 and may be used by the
council if it appears that a building is not listed but is of
special architectural or historic interest; and is in danger
of demolition or of alteration in such a way to affect its
character.
A BPN protects a building as if it were listed for a period of
up to six months.
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HED may also request that the council serve a BPN if a
building is at high risk of loss or alteration.

Comment 1: In relation to Section 2.1, Page 3 of Appendix 2
It would be useful for the document to provide clarification in
this section for scenarios whereby HED do not find a building
to be of special architectural or historic interest under the
listed criteria after the council have issued a BPN; in terms of
costs incurred to developer / building owner and if the council
may be liable for this? Experience has shown this to be a real
consequence or occurrence and not only when the council
considers a BPN is appropriate, but also in situations where
HED have requested the service of a BPN but still conclude
that it does not meet the criteria for listing.




The steps that are taken in considering a building for
listing (or delisting) are explained in detail.
Under section 80(3) of the Planning Act (NI) 2011 HED are
required to consult with local councils before including a
building on the list or amending the list.
Councils have six weeks to reply to the written
consultation, and where a council does not reply or seek
an extension of time within this period, then their support
is assumed.

3. Understand the criteria for listing


The key criteria for listing are architectural interest or
historic interest. A building can be listed for either but in
most cases it will have both. The overall test is that this
interest must be considered special.

4. Objecting to a listing / de-listing proposal




Where a council wishes to object to a proposal, HED will
only consider the objection providing it is based on the
criteria for listing, for example – any other reasons will not
be considered.
Examples are given of common reasons for objections
which cannot be considered, including condition, personal
circumstances, cost of repairs and future development
proposals.

Comment 2: In relation to Section 4.2, Page 6 of Appendix 2
For the purposes of balance, it would be helpful if HED could
provide examples of the type and form of objections which
may be considered as appropriate based on the criteria for
listing.
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5. Making changes to listed buildings




HED is the statutory consultee to Local Councils when
determining Listed Building Consent Applications. It also
advises on development within the setting of listed
buildings. Links are provided to additional documents on
this.
Reference are included to SPPS and PPS6 policies BH7-11
& 15, which are noted as being relevant ‘until such times
as Local Development Plans are adopted’.

Comment 3: In relation to Section 5, Page 7 of Appendix 2
Links are provided to further guidance documents that cover
the setting of listed buildings, which includes reference to
“pink wash” indicators. It would, however, be more
appropriate to include commentary and clarification within
this document to guide or advise in respect of both aspects.
Previous engagement with the Department (HED) has
highlighted the difficulties in defining ‘setting’ and thus
making it a more subjective process in relation to where
consultation with HED may be appropriate or anticipated. The
‘pink wash’ indicators are often incorrectly presumed to
define a building’s setting.
Comment 4: In relation to Section 5, Pages 7 & 8 of Appendix 2
In this section HED should clarify that only the existing
Planning Policy Statements would be replaced by the Council
Local Development Plans when adopted. It should be clear
that the Strategic Planning Policy Statement provisions will
continue to be applied across all council areas. The sentence
currently could be read as though both SPPS and PPS6 are
only applicable until LDPs are adopted.
6. Further Guidance and information



Further links to guidance and information are provided in
this section.
Included within this is reference to the power for local
councils to serve an Urgent Works Notice (under the
Planning Act (N.I) 2011, on unoccupied listed buildings
that have deteriorated to the extent that their preservation
may be at risk.
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Comment 5: In relation to Section 6, Page 8 of Appendix 2
It appears anomalous that the Urgent Works Notice aspects of
the legislation are only included as an ‘additional guidance
link’, with the result that it may be easily overlooked or
missed. Given that the process involves direct intervention
by the Department or a Council in relation to a listed building,
it would perhaps be more appropriate for this information to
be provided in an earlier section in the same way that the
Building Preservation Notice aspects have been covered
within the document.
7. Case Study/Survey report example.


Helpful section showing the survey report and evaluations
which councils receive when being consulted on a listing
proposal or amendment.

The Committee noted the contents of the report and the appendix and agreed the
response to the consultation.
Performance and Improvement Update
The Committee considered the undernoted report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report and Summary of Main Issues

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide Members with an
update on performance and improvement in relation to the
Council’s Planning Service.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

The Planning Committee is asked to note the report.

3.0

Main Report
Background

3.1

The Planning Committee receives periodic updates on
performance and improvement. Given the need to prioritise
business continuity during the pandemic, this has not
happened over recent months. This report therefore provides
an update to Members on performance and improvement to
date for 2020/21.

3.2

The Planning Service has responded positively to the
challenges presented by COVID-19 and is currently fully
operational save for the office being closed to the public,
which is a corporate decision. This means that the hard copy
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planning register is currently unavailable to view by
customers, however planning applications continue to be
accessible online and alternative arrangements are being
made for the public to view applications as and when
required. The Council is actively encouraging new
applications and amended plans to be submitted by email as
it is both quicker and more efficient than hard copies. The
Duty Planner service is operating remotely.
Performance
3.3

Development Management performance has inevitably been
affected by COVID-19, which has presented a range of
challenges. The Planning Service has adapted very well and
introduced a number of changes including:







Development of new processes and roll out of IT to
support remote working;
External and internal face-to-face meetings
conducted through video conferencing;
Staff working in the office on a part-time rota basis;
Promotion of email application and Pre Application
Discussion submissions;
Specific COVID-19 risk assessments for office
working and site visits; and
Temporary virtual Planning Committees.

3.4

The Planning and Building Control followed corporate
guidance and a number of planning staff were furloughed in
June and July.

3.5

Regular updates have been provided to customers both
directly and on the planning pages of the Council’s website
on the availability of services.

3.6

Inevitably, there has been an impact on performance since
the pandemic began earlier in the year with the total number
live planning applications on hand having increased as
shown in the table below, reflective of processing delays.
Planning applications peaked at 1,217 but have been reduced
by 100 to 1,117 live applications. Enforcement complaints
had risen to over 550 but these have since lowered to prelockdown levels.

Planning
applications
Enforcement
cases

February
2020
872

Current

% Difference

1,117

+28%

475

476

+0.2%
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3.7

Importantly, the Planning Service has introduced a number
of successful changes and performance has been improving
over recent months with increased decisions and the total
number of live applications and enforcement cases falling.

3.8

Members will be aware that planning performance is subject
to three statutory indicators:




3.9

Average time for processing Major applications
(target 30 weeks);
Average time for processing Local applications
(target 15 weeks);
% of enforcement cases concluded within 39 weeks
(target 70%).

2020/21 performance for the year to November is shown in
the table. Performance for the same point last year is also
provided so that current performance can be compared with
a ‘normal’ year.

2019/20
(to Nov)
2020/21
(to Oct)
2020/21
(to Nov)

Major
decisions
(volume)

Major
performance
(30 weeks)

Local
decisions
(volume)

Local
performance
(15 weeks)

Enf
Cases
Closed

Enf
Performance
(70%)

20

35.6

1,168

13.8

591

93.4%

20

37.6

613

20.6

255

72%

25

38.6

764

20.0

316

72.2%

3.10

Major applications account for a very small percentage of
overall applications (1%) and due to this, their scale and
generally longer processing time, performance for Major
applications has been similar when compared to the same
point in the previous year. In fact, whilst average processing
times are about the same, the number of decisions has
actually increased over 2019/20.

3.11

Inevitably, Local applications – which make up 99% of all
applications – have been impacted the most. The pandemic
has understandably resulted in a decrease in application
decisions and increase in average processing times.
As previously mentioned, performance has been steadily
improving over recent months and this trend is expected to
continue following the introduction of new streamlined
processes.

3.12

Performance in Enforcement has also been impacted by
COVID-19 with the number of cases closed having fallen
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compared to the same point last year. The percentage of
cases closed within 39 weeks has also reduced, although is
still within the statutory target.
Improvement
3.13

Officers last provided the Planning Committee with an
update on the Planning Improvement Plan in September
2019. A further update was due to be reported to Members in
March this year, however, this did not take place due to the
pandemic.

3.14

Despite the challenges around COVID-19 and substantial
focus on ensuring business continuity during this time, the
Planning Service has been able to progress the improvement
programme across several key areas, including:














Supporting
the
design,
configuration
and
implementation of the replacement Planning Portal for
Northern Ireland;
Participating in the Department for Infrastructure’s
review of the planning system including improving the
role of statutory consultees in the application process
and review of the NI planning legislation;
Updates to the Planning Service Application Checklist
– improving information requirements for outline
applications and telecommunication applications; and
additional information to help support the assessment
of Employability and Skills;
Publishing new online forms for submitting
applications for a Discharge of Condition, Non Material
Change and Prior Application Notice (PAN);
Improving processes around the handling of
telecommunication applications;
Publication of an internal Consultation Checklist which
provides guidance to officers on who should be
consulted and when on planning applications and
PADs;
Introducing an internal intranet Monitoring Form for
capturing key information about planning application
outcomes including new residential permissions and
commercial floor space (to support Plan-making and
policy development);
Publication of an Annual Monitoring Report in relation
to financial contributions secured through Section 76
planning agreements; and
Commencement of the redesign of the Planning
Enforcement function in line with internal audit
recommendations.
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Project to replace the NI Planning Portal
3.15

Members will be aware that there is a highly important
ongoing project to replace the NI Planning Portal – the public
interface that customers use to find out about and comment
on planning applications; and back-office IT system that the
Planning Service uses to process planning applications,
enforcement cases and regional property certificates.
Officers last provided a formal update to the Planning
Committee on this project on 21 July 2020.

3.16

Members will recall that a contract was awarded in June 2020
to replace the current NI Planning Portal with a Commercial
Off The Shelf System (COTS) with some local configuration,
shared by 10 councils and the Department for Infrastructure
(only Mid Ulster Council withdrew from the project and they
will be procuring their own system).

3.17

The new IT system is planned to go live from December 2021
and Belfast City Council will be part of the first wave
implementation.

3.18

To date, planning staff have contributed to 32 ‘Discovery’
workshops to further refine the requirements of the new IT
system following agreement of the specification earlier this
year. Moving forward, staff will support a series of 40
‘Sprints’ to design and configure different aspects of the new
system. This will have a not insignificant impact on staff time
but is critical to supporting the project. The Council’s own
project team continues to meet regularly to oversee
implementation from a Belfast City Council perspective.
The Planning Service maintains a strong and close working
relationship with the Department, which is leading the
regional project, both through the Planning Portal
Governance Board and regular 121 meetings between the
BCC and Departmental project managers.

3.19

Further updates on the implementation of this critical project
will be provided at key junctures over the next 12 months.

4.0

Finance and Resource Implications

4.1

Given the economic impact of the the pandemic and general
uncertainty, there has been a 17% decrease in the number of
new applications and PADs submitted to the Council’s
Planning Service over the past year, from 1,977 at the same
point last year to 1,642 in 2020/21 to date. This has resulted
in a loss of projected fee income. In recent months there has
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been a steady increase in new applications received but this
is not expected to recover the income lost at the beginning
of the year.
5.0

Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs
Assessment

5.1

There are no equality or good relations implications
associated with this report.”

The Committee noted the update which had been provided, including the updated
performance information for the year to November, and paid tribute to the staff in the
Planning Department for their ongoing hard work throughout the pandemic.
Annual Monitoring Report
(Section 76 - Financial Developer Contributions)
The Committee considered the undernoted report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report and Summary of Main Issues

1.1

The purpose of this report is for Members to consider and
note the inaugural Annual Monitoring Report for Financial
Developer Contributions (available on mod.gov)

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

The Planning Committee is asked to note this report and
Annual Monitoring Report.

3.0

Background

3.1

Since the reform of local government and transfer of
planning powers to councils in April 2015, Belfast City
Council has secured over £3.5 million in financial Developer
Contributions, required to mitigate the impacts of new
development on the city and make it acceptable.

3.2

In December 2020, the Strategic Policy and Resources
Committee agreed that as part of the governance
arrangements around financial Developer Contributions, the
Council would publish an Annual Monitoring Report.

3.3

The purpose of the Annual Monitoring Report is as follows:



To set out what monies have been secured to date
and for which purpose;
To confirm what monies have been paid to the
Council so far;
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To clarify what monies have been committed and in
which areas;
To confirm what monies have been spent and on
which projects; and
To provide greater transparency around the process
of Developer Contributions

3.4

This is the Council’s inaugural Annual Monitoring Report,
which publishes for the first time, key information around
financial Developer Contributions collected to date. As it is
the first annual report it covers the financial period from
April 2015 to March 2020.

3.5

The Annual Monitoring Report will be made available to the
public on the planning pages of the Council’s website.

4.0

Finance and Resource Implications

4.1

The Council has secured in principle over £3.5 million in
financial Developer Contributions since 2015, of which £2.4
million has been received to date. Other services areas
within the Council are responsible for managing and
spending those monies.

4.2

The Planning Service employs an Assistant Planning Officer
to proactively monitor compliance with Section 76 planning
agreements – the vehicle used to secure financial Developer
Contributions. This post is currently temporary and funded
by monitoring fees secured through the Section 76 planning
agreement process. Those monitoring fees are ring-fenced
for that purpose.

5.0

Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs
Assessment

5.1

There are no equality or good relations implications
associated with this report.”

The Committee noted the contents of the report.
Updated Training Programme for the Planning Committee
The Committee considered the undernoted report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report and Summary of Main Issues

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide Members with an
updated programme of Planning Committee Training
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Workshops. The Planning Committee is asked to agree the
revised programme.
2.0

Recommendation

2.1

The Planning Committee is asked to agree the updated
programme of Planning Committee Training Workshops for
the period January 2020 to February 2022.

3.0

Main Report

3.1

In February 2020, the Planning Committee agreed a revised
programme of Planning Committee Training Workshops to
support Members’ continuous development. However, the
training programme was postponed due to the pandemic.

3.2

An updated training programme is provided below and is
proposed to recommence in January 2021. It is intended that
the first workshop will be on transport issues with DFI Roads
(originally scheduled for March 2020) subject to their
availability.

Date

Workshop Topics

January
2021

February
2021

Transportation Issues / Access /
Transport / Green Travel Measures
(including car clubs) (subject to
confirmation of attendance by DFI Roads
to be confirmed)
Development Management / Process /
Decision Making / Appeals

March
2021

Reviewing the Planning Committee
Protocol

April
2021

Update on Independent Examination
and next steps / SPG Practical Example
and work through with Committee
Performance (2020/2021 Year End) /
Improvement

June
2021
August
2021
September
2021

Urban Design and Conservation / Policy
/ Good Design / Conservation Areas and
Areas of Townscape Character
Developer Contributions / Legislation /
Regional Policy / Developer Contribution
Framework / Governance
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3.3

November
2021

Performance (2021/2022 Q1 + Q2) /
Improvement

December
2021
January
2022

No Workshop Meeting

February
2022

Planning Conditions and Planning
Agreements / 6 tests for conditions /
Model / Conditions / Section 76

No Workshop Meeting

The Planning Committee is asked to agree the updated
programme of Planning Committee Training Workshops.
Finance and Resource Implications

3.4

The preparation of training workshops, including
attendance by officers, will have some impact on resources
but is considered value for money. Where appropriate, the
Planning Service may choose to appoint outside
professionals or agencies to lead or participate in the
training, which may result in additional costs.
Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs
Assessment

3.5

There are no equality or good relations implications
associated with this report.”

The Committee agreed:

1. the programme of Planning Committee Training Workshops for the
period January 2020 to February 2022; and
2. that the Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson, or their nominees,
would attend the remote NI Planning Conference on 11th February,
2021.
Planning Applications
THE COMMITTEE DEALT WITH THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN PURSUANCE OF THE
POWERS DELEGATED TO IT BY THE COUNCIL UNDER STANDING ORDER 37(e)
(Reconsidered Item) LA04/2019/0463/F - Revision of
previously approved application (Z/2012/0645/RM) and
erection of 10 semi-detached dwellings and associated site
works - Plots 36-45 of residential development on lands south
of 25 Harberton Park
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(Councillor Nicholl declared an interest in the item and advised that she wished to
speak against it. She left the meeting after addressing the Committee and did not
participate in the vote)
The Committee was reminded that the application had been on the agenda for the
meeting of 17th November but that it had been deferred in order that the Committee could
undertake a site visit. The Principal Planning officer explained that the site visit had taken
place on 2nd December and, as the application had not yet been presented to the
Committee, that all Members’ present at the meeting were able to take part in the debate
and vote.
She explained that the proposed development was in substitution for 10 units
previously approved, which consisted of 8 semi-detached and 2 detached dwellings
granted under planning reference Z/2012/0645/RM.
The site was not zoned for a use within BUAP, draft BMAP 2004 or the unlawfully
adopted version of BMAP 2015.
The Principal Planning officer drew the Committee’s attention to a number of Late
Items which had been received after the publication of the Committee report. She
explained that amended drawings had been received from the agent on 13th December,
showing amendments to the proposed floor plans, including a reduction from 5 bedrooms
to 4 bedrooms in 4 of the dwellings and a reduction from 5 bedrooms to 4 bedrooms and
a home office in 6 of the dwellings. The amendments had been made by the applicant
in response to previous objections regarding the inclusion of a fifth bedroom in the design
proposals.
She explained to the Committee that the parking requirements for 4 bed semidetached dwellings were 2.75 spaces, and that the amendments did not impact on the
required spaces, as the previous calculation was based on that arrangement, due to there
being no specific standards outlined in Creating Places for 5 bed semi-detached
dwellings.
The Committee was advised that, while the Council welcomed the reduction in
numbers of proposed bedrooms, there was nothing to stop potential occupiers using the
proposed home office as a bedroom and that to condition it would not be reasonable.
In response to concerns raised by objectors, she explained that officers were
recommending a condition to remove permitted development rights, so that potential
occupiers would always require planning permission if any additional operational
development or extension was proposed.
The Members were advised that the developer had sent a response to queries
received from an elected Member, advising that existing occupiers on the surrounding
site had all signed a covenant which prohibited HMO use and that any future covenants
could be even more explicit in the transfer and could include HMO use as a distinct limb
of restriction, for the avoidance of any doubt.
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The Principal Planning officer reminded the Committee that planning permission
was required to change the use of residential dwellings to an HMO.
She highlighted that 29 objections had been received in respect of the proposed
development, relating to a number of issues including parking, road safety, overall design
concept and drainage, in addition to issues regarding the existing built development.
The Members were advised that many of the objections related to existing parking and
proposed parking on site.
She provided the details of additional representations which had been received
from the Harberton Crescent Residents Group (HCRG). They stated that the submitted
drawings showed the incorrect arrangement for Plot 129 and, consequently, the proposed
parking arrangement did not work and that the proposed 3 on street parking spaces posed
a serious safety and congestion issue. They also raised issues regarding discrepancies
in the dimensions as proposed in the drawings and what actually existed on site.
The Principal Planning officer provided the Committee with the officers’ response to the
issues raised.
The Members were advised that DFI Roads had advised that it was content with
the proposal subject to a number of conditions as detailed in the addendum report.
The Committee was advised that two planning applications, LA04/2018/2682/F
and LA04/2020/0119/F, had previously been listed in the case officer report as live
applications, but both of which had subsequently been withdrawn. They related to sites
directly to the north and south of the application site. The Members were also advised
that a new planning application had been submitted in respect of No. 14 Harberton
Crescent, that is, Plot 129 which was located opposite the application site. She explained
that the issue was referred to in the original Case officer report as the dwelling and
driveway had been built in a different location on site than as approved under
LA04/2016/0200/F. She explained that the Planning application sought to regularise the
amendments to the constructed layout and remained under consideration.
The Chairperson welcomed Councillor McAteer to the meeting. She advised the
Committee that:




she had met with residents of Harberton Crescent, who were
concerned with the proposals primarily in relation to parking and
road safety issues;
that a number of the driveways in the Harberton Crescent area
were too narrow for their cars, which meant that numerous
residents parked on the street instead; and
the residents were also concerned that the applicant was applying
to develop small sections of the overall site one at a time, which
meant that the overall issue in terms of parking was failing to be
recognised by statutory agencies.
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The Chairperson welcomed Councillor Lyons to the meeting. He highlighted that,
in having discussed the issues with residents, the main issues were:




the differences between the measurements of the driveways on the
plans and what had actually been built on the ground;
the impact that had on the safety of the families living on the
surrounding streets; and
the 3 zones of parking as detailed in the officer’s presentation
meant that, unfortunately, the overall issue in terms of parking
seemed to have been overlooked.

The Chairperson welcomed Councillor Spratt to the meeting. He advised the
Committee that he had recently met with both the developer and the residents and that:





the proposed change by the agent to “4 bedroom semi-detached
houses with a study” did not give the current residents any comfort,
as the houses could still be used or sold as 5 bedroom houses;
the parking standards were silent in regards to 5 bedroom semidetached properties which was unfortunate as the parking issue
within the development would be significantly compounded;
the zoning of the parking as shown in the presentation illustrated
that there was already a shortfall in terms of parking; and
he had measured driveways in the development and they were
over 2 feet narrower at the point beside the chimneys.

The Chairperson then invited Councillor Nicholl to address the Committee. She
explained that:




residents wanted to see development in the area but that it needed
to be appropriate;
the current driveways in the development did not allow two cars to
be parked and that this proposal would only exacerbate the issue;
and
she disagreed with the DFI Roads assessment as it would
undeniably have a detrimental impact on road safety and
congestion, particularly at the 90* bend.
(Councillor Nicholl left the meeting at this point in proceedings)

The Chairperson welcomed Ms. N. Prior, Mr. C. Mackle and Mr. G. Diamond, a
group of objectors, to the meeting.
Together, they advised the Committee that:


the drawings indicated the incorrect location of Plot 129 which
meant that the total number of parking spaces indicated on the
proposal drawings could not be provided as one space was directly
opposite the driveway of that plot;
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the residents of Harberton Crescent were particularly concerned
about the proposal as a number of the driveways in the houses
adjacent to the application site were narrower than required and
the boundaries between properties were not built in accordance
with the plans;
the study rooms of the proposed 4 bedroom semis were the size of
a double bedroom and could therefore contain up to ten people per
household;
concerns that it would lead to even more parked cars in the
development;
even with proposed changed drawing of 13th December, plot 129
continued to be drawn in the wrong location and that at last one of
the car parking spaces could not be provided;
it was disingenuous to suggest that there were no parking
standards for 5 bedrooms semi-detached houses in Creating
Places, there were standards for 5 bedroom detached houses and
that those standards should be met;
residents were frustrated at the continuing tactic of parcelling the
development into packages of 10 units or less to avoid the need to
comply with normal studies and reports which should be best
practice;
the Harberton Crescent Residents Group had offered to meet with
the developer on several occasions to no avail; and
they would like to see the development progress in full accordance
with all planning guidelines and with a focus on design, green
space and open space.

The Chairperson then welcomed Mr. D. Craigan, representing the developer, to
the meeting. He outlined to the Committee that:









HBH had been on the Harberton site since 2015 and were in their
6th phase of the build programme;
the proposal formed an amendment to a former approval for 10
housing units, which the case officer had deemed a betterment
than the extant;
in late 2019, DFI Roads had requested that the parking schedule
be updated specific to the red line application and that document
illustrated an oversupply of 6 car parking spaces;
detailed scrutiny had taken place with statutory consultees,
primarily DFI Roads, and BCC Planning;
further drawings, revisions G and C, were formally approved by DFI
Roads in November 2020;
they had engaged with the objectors and welcomed the opportunity
to discuss concerns with them and with elected reps;
they had received an email from Councillor McAteer on 27th
August, requesting a meeting, and that they had replied and offered
dates a few days later, but did not hear back from the Member;
Councillor Spratt had articulated to Mr. Craigan that the fear of the
residents was in relation to the possibility that an increased number
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of in-curtilage and visitor parking would be required for Harberton
Crescent, due to the design of the houses having 5 rooms upstairs
marked as bedrooms;
having listened to the concerns of the residents, and given the
current pandemic, the inclusion of a home office was felt to be more
apt than ever and they had therefore lodged plans to change 6 of
the units to “4 bedrooms and a home office”;
the residents would be fully aware of the precedent used in all sales
in the Harberton development to date, which included the
restriction expressly prohibiting an HMO use, and that it would
again be used for all the proposed dwellings in front of the
Committee;
the driveways for 8 of the units were long enough to hold 3 parked
cars, but DFI Roads chose not to allocate more than 2 per drive;
by making the alteration to the layout of the houses, they had
reduced the impact on parking on a scheme which already had
approval;
the development would maintain 50 construction jobs for 18
months, and add an additional capital value of circa £7million to
Belfast City Council; and
that the design was compliant and there was no legal reason for
refusal.

In response to a Member’s question, Mr. Craigan advised the Committee that the
fundamentals in respect of the number of units, design, drainage and open space in
respect of the entire 16 acre site had been considered as part of the Reserved Matters
application in 2012. He explained that every statutory consultee had been consulted in
respect of 140 units going on the site, and that there was no justification for the allegations
which had been made in terms of the developer purposefully parcelling up the housing
units into smaller groups in order to hide parking issues.
In response to a further Member’s question, Mr. Craigan confirmed that all storm
sewers would be fully adopted by NI Water.
A Member queried the parking standards for 5 bedroom houses. In response, the
Principal Planning officer explained that DFI Roads had discounted one in-curtilage space
for those eight houses with driveways which were long enough to accommodate three
cars, in response to concerns from residents. She advised that the wider area still had
the capacity to accommodate the required number of cars per house and that the
standards had been met. She added that the driveways were significantly wider at the
point with the chimney breast than those referenced earlier in the meeting in Harberton
Crescent. She confirmed that DFI Roads had no objection.
A further Member stated that, while many Councillors would sympathise with
residents and understood the frustrations in relation to parking and the response from DFI
Roads as the statutory agency, the Committee was required to analyse all applications in
accordance with planning policies.
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The officer’s recommendation to approve the application, subject to conditions as
outlined in the addendum report, with authority delegated to the Director of Planning and
Building Control to finalise the wording of the conditions subject to no new substantive
planning issues being raised by third parties, was put to the Committee.
On a vote, nine Members voted for the proposal, one against, with one no vote,
and it was declared carried.
LA04/2019/1833/F - New dwelling to replace previous dwelling
on site at 11 Ashley Park, Dunmurry
(Councillor Nicholl re-joined the meeting at this point)
Before the presentation of the application commenced, the Committee agreed to
defer consideration of the application to enable a site visit to be undertaken to allow the
Committee to acquaint itself with the location and the proposals at first hand.
The Committee noted, as the application had not been presented, that all
Members’ present at the next meeting, would be able to take part in the debate and vote
on this item.
LA04/2020/1353/F - Erection of additional roof top plant,
ventilation and ductwork and erection of louvered aluminium
screen along eastern elevation at 12-30 Wellington Place and
42-46 Upper Queen Street
The Principal Planning officer provided the Committee with a detailed overview of
the retrospective application for roof top plant works.
She explained that the application site was located within the Belfast City Centre
Conservation Area, and within close proximity to a number of listed buildings, including
the Scottish Provident Building and the City Hall. She outlined that the proposal would
have a detrimental impact on the setting of the most prominent view of the important listed
buildings, due to its unsightly and non-historic form.
The Committee was advised that it was considered that the screens would result
in a negative impact on the setting of the City Hall when viewed from its gardens and from
Donegall Square. The screens were also considered to be contextually inappropriate to
the backdrop of the Scottish Provident Building.
The proposal was assessed against and was considered to be contrary to the
SPPS, BUAP, Draft BMAP, PPS6 and Section 104 of the Planning Act 2011.
The Principal Planning officer reported that Historic Environment Division and the
Council’s Conservation Team had been consulted, and both consultees were unable to
support the proposal. The Committee was advised that no third party comments had
been received.
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The Chairperson welcomed Mr. G. Graham, applicant, to the meeting. He outlined
that:
















the scheme known as Merchants Square was unique, it was the
only building of its kind in Belfast to achieve the BREEAM
sustainability rating of excellent;
fifteen previously vacant shops now housed new businesses in its
immediate vicinity;
PwC would relocate to Merchants Square and the building was
being fine-tuned to meet its requirements, specifications and
standards;
the standard Belfast office fit-out was not acceptable for a global
centre for PwCs in terms of its block chain and cyber security
operations, which would be operational 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year;
extraordinary volumes of plant were therefore required to meet the
needs of the company, including ventilation and cooling
requirements for the technology which had to be of international
standards;
they had approached the planners in September 2018, having
looked at how they would fit those requirements onto the already
approved roof;
the roof plant applied for in the current application covered
14,000sqft where the plant or screen causing offence covers less
than 1,000sqft, less than 0.3% of the entire site;
some works had been finished and had been approved by building
control but unfortunately there was no other location for the plant
to go as they did not physically have the space;
he had reviewed the consultees comments and noted the officer’s
conclusion;
he had worked continuously since 2016 to enhance the look of the
Conservation Area and had successfully navigated six planning
approvals in respect of the building;
the screens had been mounted to attempt to soften the look of the
ventilation ducting which, although unsightly, was absolutely
necessary;
the screens could be moved, lowered or changed to an alternative
material, but the plant could not; and
if the cost of securing 3,000 new jobs for the City was permitting a
piece of ducting, that was a small price to pay.

A Member stated the importance of retaining the look of the Conservation Area.
In response, the applicant welcomed the opportunity to enter into discussions with the
planners in relation to finding the best way to progress on the issue.
A further Member welcomed that the building had attained such a high BREEAM
sustainability rating. However, he stated that he had concerns in relation to the built
heritage and the visual amenity of the proposal. He questioned why works had
commenced on the plant if he was aware of the specific concerns around built heritage.
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In response, Mr. Graham advised that the previously approved goods lift was
higher than the plant which had been erected on the roof, and therefore he did not think
that it would have been an issue for concern. He added that he wanted to pay deference
to the listed Scottish Provident building as well.
A number of Members stated that they felt there was more room for discussion
between the planners and the applicant and that Mr. Graham had demonstrated that he
was willing to engage in such discussions.
Moved by Councillor Garrett,
Seconded by Councillor Nicholl,
That the Committee agrees to defer consideration of the application for
further information, and to allow further discussions to continue between
the applicant and planning officers, taking into account the points raised
by both HED and the Conservation officer, in order to try and find a
workable solution.
On a vote, nine Members voted for the proposal and four against, and it was
declared carried.
LA04/2020/0409/F - Retrospective amendments to previously
approved application LA04/2018/2960/F, two storey extension
to rear and side with elevation changes, including raised patio,
change of levels to rear and boundary/screening walls and
fences at 210 Malone Road
The Principal Planning officer provided the Committee with an overview of the
application for retrospective amendments to a previously approved application.
She explained that the application was before the Committee as a Member had
called in the application, by reason of visual impact and separation distance.
The Committee was advised that the changes included a marginal change in
footprint, alterations to window and door openings and the inclusion of additional roof
lights, which were considered acceptable. She explained that the tiered gardens were
typical along that stretch of the Malone Road. She outlined that the incorporation of soft
landscaping would help visually integrate the level changes and that the boundaries had
been reduced to step down gradually to the rear in line with the neighbouring boundaries
to ensure they were not visually dominant. The fencing proposed was double sided, which
would help to reduce the potential for intervisibility and that, on balance, the scheme was
considered acceptable.
The Committee was advised that, at the time of writing the report, two third party
representations had been received from a neighbour who was objecting to the application.
The issues raised included the loss of light, overshadowing, overlooking, out of character
with the existing property, overdevelopment of the site and encroachment of land, impact
on wildlife, loss of private view and value of property, removal of party hedge and fencing
and access issues to conservatory/ an inaccessible void had been created.
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The Committee’s attention was drawn to the Late Items Pack, where a number of
further emails had been received from the same objector, Mrs. C. Rodgers.
The Committee’s attention was drawn to a surveyor’s report which she had submitted,
which looked at the building work which had taken place at the site in terms of the
encroachment of boundary and other matters. The Principal Planning officer provided the
officers’ response to the issues raised.
She reported that the retrospective amendments would have no more of an impact
to neighbouring properties compared to that approved under LA04/2018/2960/F in terms
of overshadowing, loss of light, dominance and overlooking and that there would be no
significant impact. She explained that conditions would be imposed to ensure that the
boundary fences were reduced and that the double sided fencing would be no higher than
2.5metres higher than the neighbouring ground.
The Chairperson welcomed Ms. C. Rodgers to the meeting. She advised the
Committee that:









the application centred around four enforcement orders;
a void had been created, which animals could fall into;
a civil case was ongoing as a result of building work on site;
she alleged that the applicant had breached every form of planning
and had encroached upon her property;
she couldn’t get her guttering cleaned recently due to the ongoing
works;
there was no soundproofing between the properties and she
required privacy for her job;
the applicant had not applied for a licence for water; and
she requested that the Committee defer consideration of the
application and that planners carry out a site visit to examine the
site.

The Divisional Solicitor cautioned Mrs. Rodgers not to make defamatory
statements about the applicant and that the meeting was being broadcast live on the
Council’s website.
Councillor Nicholl advised the Committee that she had previously engaged with
Ms. Rodgers in relation to the application and that she understood that it was a complex
case and had caused Mrs. Rodgers significant stress. She added, however, that the
planning officers had dealt with all the issues raised with professionalism at all times.
As she had not expressed an opinion on the matter, she explained that she was able to
participate in the vote.
The officer’s recommendation to approve the application, with authority delegated
to the Director of Planning and Building Control to finalise the wording of conditions,
subject to no new substantive planning issues being raised by third parties, was
unanimously agreed.
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LA04/2019/2989/F - Erection of a care home with associated
car parking, servicing, landscape and access off Balmoral Avenue
at The King's Hall and RUAS site south of Upper Lisburn Road/
Balmoral Avenue west of Harberton Park and north east of
Balmoral Golf Club
The Planning Manager provided the Members with an overview of the application
for a 103 bed care home.
He explained that, in the BUAP, the site was located within the development limit
of Belfast and was not zoned for any use. In draft BMAP 2004 and 2015 the site was
located within the Belfast Metropolitan/Settlement development limit and was not zoned
for any specific use.
He outlined the issues which had been considered during the assessment,
including the impact on the Conservation Area, the height, scale and massing, the impact
on the surrounding amenity, the impact on the setting of the listed King’s Hall, access,
movement and parking, environmental issues and drainage and flood risk.
The Committee was advised that six objections had been received, raising
concerns relating to the access arrangements from Balmoral Avenue, the impact of the
proposal on surrounding development and that the scale of development was out of
keeping with the surrounding area. The Planning Manager advised that the Balmoral
Avenue access arrangements had been approved as part of Phase 1 of the King’s Hall
redevelopment and were already under construction.
He added that DFI Roads was content with the proposed access arrangements
from Balmoral Avenue to serve the site. The Members were advised that the siting of the
proposed development had sought to maximise the separation distances between it and
adjacent properties, which were considered to be sufficient, to ensure that no adverse
impact would result to neighbouring amenity.
He drew the Committee’s attention to the Late Items pack, whereby DFI Roads
had submitted a further consultation response to an objection. DFI Roads had confirmed
that it remained content that the access was acceptable, as laid out in its earlier response.
DFI Roads had also advised that a site visit had taken place as well as an online meeting
to discuss and clarify the outstanding issues and concerns raised by the objector, and
that all relevant engineering and safety information was available on the Planning Portal.
The Committee was advised that HED, NI Water, Rivers Agency, Regulation Unit
Land and Groundwater Team, Natural Environment Division, Environmental Health and
the Tree officer had also been consulted and had no objections to the proposal subject to
conditions.
The Planning Manager explained that discussions were ongoing with the applicant
as to the appropriate mechanism by which to secure the restoration of the Listed King’s
Hall from wider development within the King’s Hall complex and the potential requirement
to include conditions linking the restoration of the King’s Hall to that specific development.
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Those conditions had already been applied to the Phase 1 Kings Hall proposals which
were under construction. As such, he explained that delegated authority to the Director of
Planning and Building Control was being sought to finalise the proposed conditions and
the Section 76 planning agreement, subject to no new substantive planning issues being
raised by third parties.
He explained that the applicant had worked with officers and had changed the
design in response to what officers believed was a more attractive building, with use of
natural materials.
The Chairperson welcomed Ms. E. Walker, agent, to the meeting. She explained
that the care home access, off Balmoral Avenue, had been designed specifically to
accommodate the independent living facility and the care home. The design had taken
account of the amenity of neighbouring properties, with a separation distance of 57metres
from the rear of the care home and of 31 metres from properties on Harberton Park. No
habitable rooms were proposed for the rear elevation and a landscape buffer was also
proposed. Detailed consultation had taken place with statutory consultees, none of whom
had objections, and that HED was content that the proposal would not affect the setting
of the listed King’s Hall.
A Member expressed a concern regarding the proposed visibility splays on
Balmoral Avenue, which were less than half of the recommended 30metres.
The Planning Manager explained that the permission for the access had already been
approved under Phase 1 of the scheme. He advised the Committee that, as it had not
met the standards, an independent safety audit was commissioned by DFI Roads, and,
on balance, it was considered to be acceptable and therefore DFI Roads had no objection.
In relation to additional traffic, he added that the nature of a care home would not indicate
9am-5pm use and would not therefore add to peak traffic levels.
In response to a further Member’s question, the Planning Manager confirmed that
a Travel Plan had been submitted in relation to green travel measures and that the Section
76 Agreement would secure the employability and skills elements associated with the
site.
The officer’s recommendation to approve the application, subject to conditions as
outlined in the addendum report, with authority delegated to the Director of Planning and
Building Control to finalise the wording of the conditions subject to no new substantive
planning issues being raised by third parties, was put to the Committee.
On a vote, twelve Members voted for the proposal and one against and it was
declared carried.
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LA04/2020/1563/F - Variation of conditions 2 (method of works
statement), 3 (road construction details), 5 (archaeological
programme of works) and 7 (hard and soft landscaping details)
of planning permission LA04/2015/0405/F to enable the
development to be delivered in two phases. Phase 1 will be
the construction of the toucan crossing on Ormeau Embankment
and associated works, Phase 2 will comprise the remaining
works including construction of the main bridge structure
at Lower Ormeau Embankment and River Terrace
The Principal Planning officer provided the Committee with the key aspects of the
application, which sought permission, under Section 54 of the Planning Act to vary
conditions 2, 3, 5 and 7 of planning permission LA04/2015/0405/F to enable the
development to be delivered in two phases. He explained that Phase 1 would be the
construction of a pedestrian toucan crossing on Ormeau Embankment, while Phase 2
would comprise the remaining works, including construction of the main bridge structure.
The Committee was reminded that planning permission for the bridge had been
granted in April 2016 with various conditions and was due to expire in April 2021.
The Principal planning officer explained that the funding to construct the bridge would
not be available until the end of 2020 and that it was likely that a contractor would not
be appointed until after the expiry of the planning permission.
Given the tight timescales, there was a risk that there would be insufficient time
for the contractor to compile and submit the detailed environmental surveys required prior
to April 2021. It was therefore proposed that the development be ‘phased’ and to
construct the approved toucan crossing on Ormeau Embankment as the first phase. He
explained that the works required minimal invasive works to the existing carriageway and
could therefore be implemented without risk to the surrounding environment.
The Members were advised that, by enacting the planning permission, it would
allow the contractor time to undertake the required surveys and submit them before
construction commenced on the permitted bridge, pedestrian and cycle links, car park,
storm drainage, lighting and landscaping.
The Principal Planning officer explained that additional conditions had been
requested by DFI Roads, DEARA and SES and were necessary in order to secure
delivery of the appropriate roads infrastructure details and to ensure adequate mitigation
in order to protect natural heritage features and assets. He highlighted that no objections
had been received.
The Committee granted approval to the application, subject to the imposing of the
conditions set out within the case officer’s report and delegated power to the Director of
Planning and Building Control for the final wording of the conditions.
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LA04/2020/0708/F - Works to allow the decommission of
Boodle's Dam maintaining the existing water levels;
including earthworks to reduce the existing dam
embankment; re-profiling of the adjacent land; removal of
existing structures(concrete wall, draw off towers, bridge);
formalising the inlet and outlet arrangements; landscape
improvements to allow for integration into the Ligoniel Park
and all associated works
(Councillor Murphy declared an interest in this item and left the meeting at this
point in proceedings)
The Principal Planning officer outlined the details of the application to the
Committee.
He explained that the site included lands at Boodle’s Dam, following the Wolfhill
Mill Race watercourse, extending to the intersection with the Ligoniel River. The site was
surrounded by fencing and contained a large number of mature trees, and was mostly
overgrown and inaccessible.
The Members were advised that the site was identified as an Area of Existing
Open Space, a local landscape policy area (LLPA) and site of local nature conservation
importance (SLNCI), as designated within both (Draft) Belfast Metropolitan Area Plan
(BMAP) 2015 and 2004. The Principal Planning officer explained that the site was
identified within the Belfast Urban Area Plan 2001 (BUAP) as Lands reserved for
Landscape, Amenity or Recreation use. He advised that it had been assessed against
and was considered to comply with the SPPS, BUAP, Draft BMAP 2015, PPS 2, PPS 3,
PPS 6, PPS 8, and PPS 15.
The Committee was asked to note that all consultees had raised no issues of
concern, subject to conditions, and that the proposal was considered acceptable.
The Principal Planning officer added that no representations or objections had been
received.
He advised that the key issues considered in the assessment of the application
were the principle of use on the site, design and layout, impact on natural heritage,
access, movement, parking and transportation, including road safety, impact on built
heritage, flood risk, landscaping and other environmental matters.
The Committee granted approval to the application, subject to the imposing of the
conditions set out within the case officer’s report and delegated power to the Director of
Planning and Building Control for the final wording of the conditions.
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LA04/2020/0673/F - Environmental improvement works to
include: new footpaths and cycleway, new multi - use games
area, new outdoor gym equipment, new play area, new street
furniture and park lighting, relocation of the community garden
providing new polytunnel, toilet block, shed and allotment beds,
new car park provision, landscape interventions including
planting, woodland management, resurfacing, regrading and
all associated works on Lands at "The Bullring" located parallel
to the Westlink motorway and adjacent Denmark Street/California
Close between Peters Hill and Regent Street
(Councillor Murphy returned to the meeting at this point)
Moved by Councillor O’Hara
Seconded by Councillor Collins,
That the Committee agrees to defer consideration of the application to
allow the Department for Communities to attend the meeting, in order to
discuss the loss of open space
On a vote, five Members voted for the proposal and seven against and it was
declared lost.
Accordingly, the Committee proceeded to consider the application.
The Principal Planning officer provided the Committee with the details of the major
application. He explained that the large site was known as “The Bullring", and was located
parallel to the Westlink motorway and adjacent to Denmark Street/California Close
between Peters Hill and Regent Street, Belfast. It was an area of open space,
characterised by variety of trees and pathways.
The Members were advised that the site was unzoned white land within Draft
BMAP 2004 and BMAP 2015 and, the BUAP 2001. He explained that the proposal was
considered to comply with the SPPS, BUAP, dBMAP 2015, PPS 2, PPS 3, PPS 6, PPS
8, and PPS 15.
He explained the key issues which had been considered during the assessment
included the principle of use on the site, design and layout, impact on natural heritage,
access, movement, parking and transportation, impact on built heritage, flood risk,
landscaping and other environmental factors.
The Committee was advised that Environmental Health, NI Water, BCC Parks and
Recreation, DFI Roads, DFI Rivers, DAERA Water Management Unit, DAERA Regulation
Unit and the Natural Environment Division had been consulted and had raised no issues
of concern, subject to conditions, and had deemed the proposal acceptable.
He explained that a final response had been received from the BCC Tree Officer
after the Case officer’s report had been published and the Committee’s attention was
drawn to the Late Items pack. He advised that correspondence had been received from
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the agent in response to comments which had been made by the BCC Tree Officers
regarding the loss of trees on the site. The agent advised that, since one of the main
objectives of the project was to increase visibility and reduce anti-social behaviour,
removal of the existing large earth mounds was required, to regrade the site to ground
profile, thereby providing unrestricted visibility across the site. Due to the significant
earthworks required it would not be possible to retain or thin existing trees across the
entire site. The agent also noted the recommendation for transplanting existing trees and
that it would incorporated into the scheme at Upper Townsend Terrace and Peter’s
Hill/Shankill Terrace.
The Principal Planning officer confirmed that officers felt that it was a balance
between retaining the vegetation and opening up and enhancing the space and that the
agent would submit a further landscaping plan and that the Tree officer would be
consulted again in relation to it.
The Chairperson advised the Committee that Mr. T. Sloan and Mr. P. Murray,
agents for the application, were in attendance. A Member stated that they wished to ask
the Department for Communities a policy question in relation to the shared cycle and
pedestrian pathway through the scheme. The agents were unable to provide the
information.
A Member queried what the loss of open space would be as a result of the MUGA
and 6 car parking spaces; the total number of trees on site before and after the scheme;
and the reason for the wayleave requirement from DFI, of 3 metres, along the Westlink.
In response, the Principal Planning officer advised the Committee that:





a MUGA fell within the definition of open space under PPS8, so the
only open space lost would be the 6 car parking spaces and that such
ancillary uses were permitted;
he did not have information relating to the total number of trees on site,
but that the agent had advised that the addition of trees on the site
was not possible, as the proposal was to make it a more usable
functional space, but that they would look at transplanting existing
trees within the site; and
the 3metre wayleave was a technical matter which prevented planting
along the boundary along the edge of the Westlink.

In response to a further Member’s question, the Director of Planning and Building
Control confirmed that, if there was an outstanding objection from the Tree officer
following the submission of the final landscaping plan submission, it could be brought
back to Committee.
Moved by Councillor Groogan
Seconded by Councillor Collins,
That the Committee agrees to grant approval to the application, subject
to there being no outstanding objections from the Tree officer after the
further iteration of the landscaping plan has been submitted by the agent,
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and, if any concerns are raised by the Tree officer, that the application be
brought back to the Committee.
On a vote, five Members voted for the proposal and seven against and it was
declared lost.
The officer’s recommendation to approve the application, with delegated authority
given to the Director of Planning and Building Control to finalise the wording of conditions,
subject to no new substantive planning issues being raised by consultees and third
parties, was put to the Committee and it was agreed.
(The Committee adjourned for a five minute break at this point in proceedings)
LA04/2020/1803/F - Change of use to House of Multiple
Occupancy at 60 Springfield Road
The Senior Planning officer outlined the details of the application for a change of
use to a House of Multiple Occupation (HMO) at the above location.
She advised the Members that five representations and a signed petition had been
received in relation to the application, raising issues, including anti-social behaviour, lack
of parking, odours, that neighbours had not been informed and a lack of family housing
provision.
The Senior Planning officer explained that the application site was within an HMO
Development Node as designated within the HMO Subject Plan for Belfast (2015).
She highlighted that Policy HM0 3 stated that planning permission would only be granted
along the frontages of designated HMO Development Nodes, providing it did not include
HMO development at ground floor level within a designated commercial node or shopping
area. As the site was not within a designated commercial node, the ground floor was not
required to be commercial. The proposal was also in line with Policy HMO 6 as the criteria
within the policy were either met or were not relevant.
A number of Members expressed concerns in relation to the traffic in that stretch
of the road and particularly in relation to the fact that DFI Roads had responded with no
concerns.
The officer’s recommendation to approve the application was put to the
Committee.
On a vote, no Members voted for the proposal, one against and eleven no votes,
and it was declared lost.
Moved by Councillor Groogan
Seconded by Councillor O’Hara and
Resolved - that the Committee agrees to defer consideration of the
proposal to ask DFI Roads to assess the site and that they be also
requested to attend the next meeting in relation to the application.
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LA04/2020/0880/F - equipped playground with a pedestrian
entrance off Moyard Park at Site of Vere Foster Primary School,
Moyard Parade
The Senior Planning officer provided the Committee with the details of the Council
application which sought permission for a new equipped playground adjacent to the Matt
Talbot Youth club and MUGA pitch, with a new pedestrian entrance from Moyard Parade.
She outlined that the playground would be bound by a landscaped area, with 17 trees to
be planted, and with replacement fencing along the eastern boundary of the playground.
She outlined that the site was within the development limits for Belfast and was
located on ‘white land’ in dBMAP 2015. The Members were advised that the proposal
complied with the Development Plan and relevant policy.
The Committee was advised that DfI Roads, Environmental Health, NI Water and
Rivers Agency had no objections to the application and that no third party objections had
been made.
The Committee granted approval to the application.
LA04/2020/1180/LBC - Repair, restoration and cleaning of
central steps at Belfast City Cemetery, Falls Road
The Committee was advised of the key details of the Council application.
The Senior Planning officer advised the Committee that the proposal was deemed
to comply with the SPPS and PPS 6 and that it was considered acceptable with no
adverse impacts on the listed building. She outlined that HED had been consulted and
had no objections.
The Committee granted approval to the application.
LA04/2020/2089/F & LA04/2020/2018/LBC - alterations to a section
of wall at the boundary between Whiterock Road and City Cemetery
Service Yard, involving increasing the height of the masonry wall
to improve site security at Belfast City Cemetery, Falls Road
The Senior Planning officer provided the Committee with an overview of the
application.
She advised the Committee that the proposal was deemed to comply with the
SPPS and PPS 6 and that it was considered acceptable with no adverse impacts on the
listed building. She outlined that HED had been consulted and had no objections.
The Committee granted approval to the application.

Chairperson
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Agenda Item 6g
Brexit Committee
Thursday, 3rd December, 2020

MEETING OF BREXIT COMMITTEE
HELD REMOTELY VIA MICROSOFT TEAMS

Members present: Councillor Flynn (Chairperson); and
Aldermen Haire and Rodgers; and
Councillors Baker, Brooks, Canavan,
de Faoite, Ferguson, Gormley, Hanvey, Kyle,
Long, Magennis, McLaughlin, McMullan,
Whyte and Walsh.
In attendance:

Mr. J. Walsh, City Solicitor;
Mr. J. Greer, Director of Economic Development;
Ms. K. Walsh, Business Research and Development
Manager;
Mrs. C. Sullivan, Policy and Business Development Officer;
Mr. D. Connolly, City Protection Manager;
Mrs. A. Allen, Neighbourhood Services Manager;
Ms. C. Donnelly, Democratic Services Officer; and
Mrs. S Steele, Democratic Services Officer.
Apologies

An apology for inability to attend was received from Alderman Sandford.
Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of 8th October were taken as read and signed as
correct. It was reported that those minutes had been adopted by the Council at its meeting
on 2nd November.
Declarations of Interest
No declarations of interest were recorded.
Presentations
Presentation from the Northern Ireland Retail
Consortium – Aodhan Connolly (Director)
The Chairperson welcomed Mr. A. Connolly from the Northern Ireland Retail
Consortium (NIRC) to the meeting.
Mr. Connolly reported that it was likely that there would be a Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) before the 31st December deadline, which would be hugely important
for Northern Ireland, as arrangements could not be made in advance of the FTA being
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passed. He pointed out that one of the main issues was that decision making and
information was not forthcoming from the Joint Committee on what goods would be at risk
and what mitigations would be available to allow Northern Ireland to trade with Great
Britain.
He highlighted that the main outstanding issues for Northern Ireland were that, in
any case, there would still be a level of customs friction regarding moving of products
between Great Britain and Northern Ireland and that would inevitably result in an increase
in costs.
He pointed out to Members that over ninety percent of loads coming to Northern
Ireland were composite loads, made up of a variety of goods which would result in the
requirement of export health certificates incurring additional costs which would
particularly affect smaller businesses importing goods.
He referred to the Northern Ireland Business Brexit Working Group that was
working to prepare businesses to prevent Northern Ireland from being at an economic
disadvantage to Great Britain and the Republic of Ireland, and highlighted that access to
labour would become an issue with regard to the agrifood sector, as up to ninety percent
of its workforce could consist of EU nationals.
He further added that EU Free Trade Agreements would also be required to
maintain certain industries like the dairy industry and that investments would be required
for food labelling, which would require time and that the information required on post
Brexit food labels had not yet been defined.
He stated that the overall message from the NIRC was that Northern Ireland was
not ready and that an adjustment or implementation period of at least six months would
be required for Northern Ireland businesses and ultimately impact on the overall
population.
In response to a question from a Member regarding a potential implementation
period, Mr. Connolly highlighted that there was not enough time for businesses and
authorities to implement changes, such as the development of IT programmes and food
labelling.
Following further discussion, the Committee thanked Mr. A. Connolly for his
presentation and he retired from the meeting.
Update on Shared Prosperity Fund
The City Solicitor and the Director of Economic Development presented the
Committee with an update in respect of the following report:
“1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of main Issues
To update Members on a position paper produced for the
Society of Local Authority Chief Executives in Northern
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2.0

Ireland (SOLACE NI), in relation to EU Successor Funding in
Northern Ireland and the Shared Prosperity Fund (SPF).
Recommendations
The Committee is, therefore, asked to:
a) Note this update on the Ekosgen/SOLACE NI
position paper on EU Successor Funding, which
published last week.
b) Members are also asked to promote this work
across their political networks supporting the
need for a partnership approach, which involves
local government, in co-designing and shaping
the SPF, which will address local needs.

3.0

Main report
Ekosgen were commissioned in early 2020 by SOLACE NI to
undertake a research study to explore the future of EU
Successor Funding in Northern Ireland. The purpose of this
study was to develop a local government sectoral position, to
use as a basis for discussion and influence with central
government departments, regarding the local introduction of
the SPF.
Alongside the full report which can be accessed via the
following link: https://www.nilga.org/media/2171/241120-finalni-spf-position-paper-24-november-2020.pdf a stand-alone
Executive Summary (Appendix 1) has been produced. This
document sets out the key principles and recommendations
identified by local government, and will be used to engage the
NI Executive Ministers, MLAs, MPs and relevant departments
in terms of the future local design of the SPF.
As the UK has left the EU, the UK Government has begun the
process of developing a replacement investment mechanism
for the EU Structural Funds. The SPF will address regional
disparity and structural economic challenges, and drive
innovation, productivity, and sustainable economic
development.
Northern Ireland has been a net beneficiary of the EU
Structural funds and their impact on economic development
has been significant – indeed in Northern Ireland we receive
approx. 5% of the total UK allocation, while only representing
2.8% of the population. It is crucial that the spending power
provided by EU funding is preserved through the SPF, and
that the UK Government respects Northern Ireland’s previous
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status as a transition area for the purposes of EU funding in
this new funding regime. This will ensure that our
proportionate allocation of funding will continue and can be
concentrated in areas to increase productivity and lessen
economic inactivity. Such a commitment would also
acknowledge and support Northern Ireland in moving forward
as a post-conflict society.
The future scope and operation of the SPF as EU successor
funding, will be crucial in shaping the future economic and
social prosperity of Northern Ireland – by providing funding to
support the foundations of prosperity, and contributing to
eliminating inequalities and promoting inclusive growth for
our local communities.
Members should note that during engagement with local EU
funded delivery organisations, who manage and deliver
programmes across our council areas, extreme concern
exists regarding the lack of information and engagement
undertaken to date in relation to the SPF. However, they were
appreciative of the fact that local government are undertaking
this work, and engaged them on this critical issue of
successor funding.
It is intended to use this paper as a basis for councils having
a role with central government in designing the SPF, using a
place-based approach, to address local area needs. It is
crucial that this new funding regime maintains alignment
between the priorities of the NI Executive and those set out in
local community plans to ensure that inequalities are being
targeted and that local intelligence is used to focus the
funding to plans and programmes that are needed.
Members may also be aware that the Chief Executive recently
attended an evidence session hosted by the Northern Ireland
Affairs Committee on the SPF, on behalf of SOLACE NI and
NILGA. It was notable during this session the lack of local
consultation and work which has taken place in relation to the
SPF in comparison with the other devolved administrations.
During this session the Chief Executive emphasised that for
local government and local organisations the regime which is
going to succeed EU structural funding is of critical
importance. The design of this new funding programme if
undertaken in a collaborative way between central
government, local government and local delivery
organisations, can create a new effective funding regime
which will be transformative for our local areas and the region,
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aligned to the current growth and city deals and other current
funding packages.
Principles for a New Approach
The principles identified within the Ekosgen work which are
necessary for designing a new approach to funding through
the SPF are set out in the table below. These principles should
be viewed as an integrated package of measures that work as
a whole, rather than a menu of options.
Principles and Recommendations for a New Approach in Northern Ireland
Principle
Commentary
SPF should set a national framework defining high
National Framework
level strategic direction, objectives and priorities and
alignment with UK strategies.
Regional and sub-regional
priority setting

There must be a commitment and processes at
regional level to set strategic priorities. These should
be developed in partnership and based on an
evidence-based assessment of need.
At a sub-regional level, there must be scope to identify
and invest in activities that will address local priorities
and reflect the local context. This must be an
underpinning principle that all stakeholders sign up to.
Ownership of sub-regional funded activities should rest
with local partners.

Outcomes based

Progress and achievements should be measured as
outcomes and impacts, rather than activities and
outputs.
KPIs should be set that capture progress as well as
final outcomes e.g. progress towards employment.

Flexible, single pot

There must be an assumption of trust so that monies
can be disbursed with as few restrictions as possible,
balanced with the right degree of scrutiny.
Monies should be provided in Northern Ireland with no
restrictions on capital and revenue allocations or
prescriptive allocations by theme. Spend should be
based on identified need and a holistic approach
covering, for example, investment in skills, business
support, infrastructure, innovation and so forth.
There should be a strategic approach to spend,
combing all available funding sources to maximise
value for money.
Business support (including social enterprises) should
be business-led and include support to invest in the
workforce, in equipment, in processes, as well as
advice, and specialist business development support.
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Maximum devolution of
management and delivery

Northern Ireland should work towards devolving
management and delivery to sub-regions where there
is sufficient capacity and capabilities.
For some activities, there will be a rationale for clusters
of areas and partnerships who could act as
intermediate bodies, and a regional approach with
flexibility for distinctive local need.
Where appropriate, the approaches used successfully
through the city and growth deals could be replicated.

Attitude to risk

Being overly risk averse can inhibit impacts and limits
the opportunity to test and learn from new and
innovative approaches.

Fit for purpose systems
and processes that are
actively used

SPF at UK and regional levels should set an attitude to
risk that allows for innovation and moves away from
simply funding ‘more of the same’.
Management, appraisal, monitoring and verification
processes should be fit for purpose, not overly
complex and proportionate to the level of funding and
scale of activities. They should be used to review and
drive performance.
Additional layers and processes should not be added
over time unless there is a clear rationale and
demonstration of added value.
Management and monitoring systems and processes
should be, as far as possible, harmonised with those of
other funds and their activities. This will make for a
more efficient use of project management and
administration time and generate consistent data.

UK Government update on SPF – November 2020
As part of the spending review announcements last week. The
chancellor announced that £220m will be allocated in 2021-22
to help local areas prepare for the introduction of the UK
Shared Prosperity Fund.
The Treasury document Spending Review 2020 (SR 20),
outlines two portions of the SPF. The first will target “places
most in need across the UK, such as ex-industrial areas,
deprived towns and rural and coastal communities”, and
prioritise:
•

investment in people, through initiatives such
as work-based training and other local support
such as for early years
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•

•

investment in communities and place,
“including cultural and sporting facilities,
civic,
green
and
rural
infrastructure,
community-owned assets, neighbourhood and
housing improvements, town centre and
transport
improvements
and
digital
connectivity”
investment for local business, which includes
support for “innovation, green and tech
adoption, tailored to local needs”.

The funding profile for this portion of the fund will be set out at
the next spending review.
A second portion of the SPF will be targeted at “people most
in need through bespoke employment and skills programmes
that are tailored to local need”. The SR 20 said this would
“support improved employment outcomes for those in and out
of work in specific cohorts of people who face labour market
barriers”.
Further details of the SPF will be set out in a “UK-wide
investment framework” which is due to be published in the
spring.
4.0

Financial and Resource Implications
There are no financial or resource implications relating to this
report.

5.0

Equality or Good Relations Implications/
Rural Needs Assessment
There are no implications relating to this report.”

After discussion, The Committee noted the update and agreed to promote the
work across its political networks supporting the need for a partnership approach,
involving local government in co-designing and shaping of the Shared Prosperity Fund,
which would address local needs.
Following a proposal from a Member, the Committee further agreed to write to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to express that it was in favour of a partnership approach
that would include the Northern Ireland Assembly and Local Government, in co-designing
and shaping the Shared Prosperity Fund.
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Restricted
The information contained in the discussion and presentation associated
with the following item is restricted in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 6 of the
Local Government Act (Northern Ireland) 2014.
Resolved – That the Committee agrees to exclude the Members of the
Press and public from the Committee meeting during discussion on the
following item as, due to its nature, there would be a disclosure of exempt
information as described in Section 42(4) and Section 6 of the Local
Government Act (Northern Ireland) 2014.
Update on Brexit Preparedness
The Director of Economic Development, Policy and Business Development
Officer, City Protection Manager and Neighbourhood Services Manager presented the
Committee with an update on the process to review the readiness of the Council’s critical
and other key services for the end of the Brexit transition period on 31st December, 2020.
The Committee noted the update.
Update on the Committee for the Executive Office: Brexit Stakeholder Event
The City Solicitor reminded the Committee that, at its October meeting, it had been
agreed that the Council accept the invitation from the Committee for the Executive Office,
to attend its Brexit stakeholder event which was held on 4th November, and that the
Chairperson and the City Solicitor had attended. The purpose of the event was to provide
local councils with an opportunity to brief Committee Members on any issues and
concerns they might have as a result of the UK’s exit from the European Union.
He informed the Members that a report on the evidence received from local
councils on the impact of the United Kingdom’s exit from the European Union had been
published and a copy of the report was available to view at:
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/committees/2017-2022/theexecutive-office/reports/report-on-the-evidence-received-from-local-councils-on-theimpact-of-the-united-kingdoms-exit-from-the-european-union/#App4
Members were also advised that Committee for the Executive Office had also
agreed the following motion:
“That this Assembly notes the evidence from local councils to the
Committee for the Executive Office in its Report on the evidence received
from local councils on the impact of the United Kingdom’s exit from the
European Union (NIA 58/17-22); and calls on the First Minister and deputy
First Minister to urge the UK Government to provide clarity on the
implementation of the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland to allow local
councils to prepare for the post-transition period.”
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The motion has been tabled in the Assembly Business Office and is expected to
appear on the Order Paper week commencing 14 December 2020. Order papers can be
viewed on the assembly website through the following link:
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/order-papers/session-20202021/
The Committee noted the update provided by the City Solicitor.

Chairperson
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Agenda Item 7a
Health and Social Care Workers: Thank You Payment
“This Council recognises the importance of our National Health Service and the heroic
contribution of our Health and Social Care workers, and care home workers, throughout the
pandemic; expresses our thanks for their commitment to and care for our community and will
write to the Health Minister Robin Swann MLA asking him to administer a “thank you”
payment of at least £500 as a practical demonstration of our gratitude.”

Proposer: Councillor Brooks
Seconder: Councillor Verner

To be debated by the Council
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Agenda Item 7b
Uplift on Universal Credit
“This Council recognises the positive impact of the £20 uplift on Universal Credit (UC)
implemented in April 2020.
This Council also recognises that, since March 2020, the unemployment claimant count has
doubled to at least 60,000 in Northern Ireland and with a recession expected in the Spring
only to worsen the situation for many households. The Chancellor of the Exchequer has failed
to provide certainty that the £20 uplift on UC will remain beyond March 2021 meaning many
families are potentially facing a loss of £1,040 a year to their incomes overnight. Charity Action
for Children has warned that more than one in 10 families in the north are already having to
choose between paying bills and eating meals. This Council calls on the UK government to
put a protective shield around struggling families by ensuring March's Budget makes clear that
Universal Credit will not be cut by £20 a week in the spring. Finally, this Council agrees to
write to the Chancellor of the Exchequer requesting they maintain the £20 uplift on Universal
Credit in April 2021 and extending the £20 uplift to all legacy benefits.”
Proposer: Councillor Heading
Seconder: Councillor Lyons

To be debated by the Council
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Agenda Item 7c
Black Lives Matter Demonstrations
“This Council notes the recent Ombudsman report into the policing of Black Lives Matter
demonstrations in Belfast and Derry on 6 June 2020. The Council notes in particular the
Ombudsman’s conclusions that PSNI actions on the day were disproportionate, discriminatory
and showed disregard to people’s human rights in relation to freedom of expression and
freedom of protest; further notes the inappropriate use of the Serious Crimes Act (2007) to
caution organisers of the events. Accordingly, this Council calls for all penalty notices to be
rescinded and prosecutions against Black Lives Matter activists relating to 6th June protests
to be abandoned, as the first step toward redress. The Council reiterates its support for the
Black Lives Matter movement and its call for a real and robust racial equality strategy to help
tackle the systemic problem of institutional racism.”

Proposer: Councillor Matt Collins
Seconded: Councillor Ferguson

To be debated by the Council
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Agenda Item 7d
30 by 30 Biodiversity Campaign
“This Council recognises the positive steps made during this term to improve its environmental
commitments. It is also aware of the 30 by 30 pledge made by 64 Nations at the UN
Biodiversity Summit in September 2020, to return 30% of land and sea to nature by 2030, and
signals an ambition to reverse biodiversity loss within the next 10 years. This Council also
notes the increasing awareness of the citizens of this city to the climate crisis and their
willingness to play their part, no matter how small and, in this context, welcomes progress on
the Council working with others to assist residents in transforming their alleyways and open
spaces”
Building on this, the Council will develop and put together a 30 by 30 biodiversity campaign in
collaboration with its partners that will educate, inform and support our citizens and
communities to maximise the green spaces they have around their homes to support urban
biodiversity throughout the city.
We believe that a 30 by 30 Biodiversity campaign can deliver positive benefits and can help
meet this Council’s legal obligations under ‘The Wildlife and Natural Environment Act
(Northern Ireland) 2011’ to further and strengthen biodiversity in this city for the decades to
come.”

Proposer: Councillor Brian Smyth
Seconder: Councillor Michelle Kelly

To be referred without discussion to the People and Communities Committee
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Agenda Item 7e
Creating Better Access into the Hills
“As a City, one of Belfast’s best natural attributes is its surrounding hills and landscape. The
Cavehill and Divis mountains offer spectacular views of the city that visitors and Belfast
residents flock to all year around to enjoy.
More so now than ever before, locations like Divis mountain offers space for outdoor recreation
and essential health and well-being. As a city council we must work with partners to develop
a plan which is respectful of the natural environment and surrounding area but also supports
the increased demand for parking and user facilities at Divis mountain.
Therefore, we call on this Council, working alongside partners in the Department of
Infrastructure, The National Trust and the Belfast Hills Partnership, to develop and implement
a resourced plan for enhanced user facilities, including parking at the Divis mountain walk site
on Divis Road, Hannahstown, as well as cyclist parking and to explore the creation of further
access points into the hills from different locations across the city which in itself will take
pressure of the car park and allow residents to access the hills on foot from their neighbouring
communities.”

Proposer: Councillor Donnelly
Seconder: Councillor Garrett

To be referred without discussion to the People and Communities Committee
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